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worth of Japunsoe technology were made in tlds 
building by key perssnnd. 
At Kitimat 
Alean changes result of study 
by Scott Browes time but no change is ex. will still be required, as is mitred itself to 25 new pots " 
One of the ~naJor easons 
why the Alcan Kitimat "' 
smelter is to geL Japanese 
technology aimed at im- 
proving productivity and 
working environment Is "as 
a result of the flndinp of the 
MeGill University health 
study releasedin March  1927 
which shewed some increase 
l~tod," said Cambridge. now. 
This first phase is planned The smelter presentJy 
to be completed by late 1979 holds two development lines 
and is seen' by company of pets, about 140 cells, part 
officials usa, demonstration, of Which will be the 
rather than a test. demomtratioA area. These 
"The demonstration is for new potu will not look any 
setting up of training differnot to the untrained 
packages and operating eye, according to Cam. 
plus one building, about 70 
pots, to be equipped with the 
new technology. • . 
In lto entirety the project 
of c i~n~ all 900 cells over 
to the Japanese method, 
contingent upon demon- 
stratiun results, is estimated 
to run at 160 million but must 
in risk of contracting lung 
cancer" after 31,3 ,years of 
exposure, to tar fumes in the 
"~hfllnes+of~+~nd C, (Alcan 
Smelters and Chemicals), 
eastern smelter in Arvida 
4~ebec,".#ays Alcan public 
relations manager Brian 
Hemin&~vay. 
Technology is being 
bought from Sumitomo and 
Youth drowns 
in Diana Lake 
..8inteea year old Jeffrey 
Warner. of Prkce Rupert. 
drowned while attending a 
party at Dlann Lake, near 
Prince Rupert, on. Friday, 
June Z. He was reported 
ndsoing by friends who had 
observed him swimming into 
the lake and disappear, 
according to Prinee Rupert 
RCMP. His body was 
re~vered by divers at 8 a.m. 
Saturday, niter police and 
Rescue IS personnel had 
bern called in at II:50 p.m., 
Fcklay night. 
• .Jeffrey was the son of Mr. 
and Mrs. George Warner, of 
Prince Rupert.. 
Kitimat 
RCMP 
Report 
Eurocen Pulp and Paper 
company in Eiltmat 
reported a atonal+n re ec- 
cutting at their p lent on 
Satm'day at'about 9:45 p.m. 
The blaze .was apparently 
caused by a hot steam pipe 
whichis adjacent to hog fuel 
bins nod South East wall 
3XS',s. The flammable 
mate~ls were wifldn ciuse 
NKK, (an Alcanaffllinte), of technology, breakers will have new 
Japun which will "hopefully Kitimatinthoonlyvertieal daties. 
save up to 15 peremt of the anode stud plant owned by 
oner~y now used and in- AS and C in canade, thlsis Emiuinusareaprisrltytu 
c rease  product iv i ty  why 'only Kitimat is to theworketstuthosmelter. 
s ign i f i cant ly , "  + sa id  receive the.noW technology The intornal environment of
Hemin~way. • which i s  specifically the potrooms has caused the 
Dr. E.L. Cambridge is designed for verUcel anode -.company to instltute the 
The sun shone bright upon the crowd and competitors 
Saturday and Sunday during the Loggers 8perto Days 
events. Pictures and results inside. 
• firerange' accerding to Eurcean'Damagechief  G.ofWhite.the blaze was S a l m o n  Derby "Surprise" 
estimated at ;50. 
Klilmat RCMP report a HAINES,, Alaska (AP) - "My God, they're our TheU.S.CoeatGuacdanld 
digital watch found in the .This community's annual neighbors," said Dave that frmn 150 to 200 
Kildala neighbourhood, saimon derby was one of the Olerud, chairman of the Canadians had. been par- 
• owner may claim at the  best ever until their derby. "The damage ticipatlng until they were 
Public Safety Building. Canadian neighbors were created internationall] evicted on the lant day of /he 
Also turned inat the police, tossed out. ' probably wasn't as serious event. . 
staUan were: a pair of blue The Canadians, who come as the damage ereated Olerud said the derby had 
Jeans, a beige pull-over ' from Just across the he~,der locally." been "fantastic this year. 
TeeShirt, apair  of size four in the Yukon Territory and The fish were supmdor. The 
Six Million Dollar Man British Columbia, were Wendy Hyde, a city hall inr~ustwas~pQunds." The 
.procedures," says Cam- bridge, Two changes that first be debugged during sneakers and a small 'ordaredoutofthederbynoa spokesman, said "this. in wbmer got $1,050. 
bridge, winbevinuslax~aneand dem~abration." amount of money. Allitems result of the terminatino of a terrible for Hnines stuoo the Heusid the Coast Guard 
. .What are ~he actual ei 'usth~+.medlf lcai lons..  Theoompuny ls.hopl~ to i were found near i: H.ais.l~ ' United. Slates-Canadian ~d iam make up m~t of posted a ~toilce at noon 
Sun.day .o.~,  ?~,t~-.~ +m . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  t a "  city"" ...... 
~+1 ~ mWd mt ~ MS~'  m~'  I ~ dold8 of tae.,~mdpersmnel ~th . .  - , Y . + , ........ : 
releazedbymeoff lc inisdae heavyJohawitha+cababSut  the Japanese firms durlng .~..m~S.. . .. ~ | | .  _ __ .  ~ ._  . "  ' - The Caedinus were 
to a binding agreement but 40 feet above the floor The the demonstration stages of a xam~mrm nre was /~ l l+  | ] I J  l I-M. tl I l l  agreeable and no strong 
~aba~s speaking the two now cranes will ben gondola instituting the new pots. ~erep~ed~t~ant~iretUr~y ~:nt  • . - w- - -  ~Jl. . . . . .  . notino was tukan," 
. cia enid thnt a changa in type, with the oab mMpanded June 2 was the date when oepa f i  h ~ g  f r  The oommlmlty of 403 
.anode materials nod some lower tofhe floor which will the official decision to. would like stress that not S ant  persons is located 120 
operating practices con- allow for ~'on~er purchase the Japanese only are false alarms costly Idlometree. nm'th of Juneau 
statute the " acquired maneuverability. Crust- methodswan made, hut"this to the municipality but they + HALl]PAX (CP) -- Ther+, Georges' Bank, a rich andabout~6kllometres from 
wanno sign of U.S. +fishing +.scall0p-fishing ground off theB~C, border. ThoAluska 
vasnel~' operating in waters, southwestern Nova Scotia.' 
has been on ongoing project are dangerous. If a real fire 
of lnvestipUon fortl~:lsst', was  burning while fire 
two years."  explained personnel atteed a 'false 
Cambridge. alarm the result could-he 
The  plant now has a catastrophe. 
modernization program 
updating stud maintanance, Mi l fOi l  s tudy  
lighting, and building von- 
tflaUan an well as other 
aspects of the plant which 
are  beceming antiquated 
which will continue with the 
new methods. 
• Institution of the new 
technology wm be~ after 
the details are received from 
Japan, within a mouth 
themanager in churge of the stud electrolytic ells, wearing of ,protective dust 
division of the smelter which Some basic bperating masks but is ~-pected to be 
the now technology will moet practiees will change. "Are- dlsesniinned with the new 
effect. Dr. Cambridge orientation of the workers technology. "The new pots 
explains that the first phase will be part of the training will bring working en- 
of the project is the in, program,,"  exp la ined  vironment tar exposure 
stitutLon of the new Cambridge. The training levels down to below 
technology in 25 pots, will be for all potroom government established 
electrolytic cedis, chan[~ing workers who must adjust to levels. This should remove 
the necessity for protective 
• masks," acoordtug to engineering plans 
Cambridge. This is seen as ;completed. 
the long-term solution to 
working envi ronment  f f  
problems, according to 0NR o 
Cambrl~e. 
The company has com- De  Ra i l s  
them from the traditional 
method to the new Japunene 
method. This project is 
esthnated to cost I9 million 
"There is no way to 
ustimato any change in the 
stZe of the workforce at this 
Homin~ay asthnates, and 
are 
the new pots. 
Workers will not be more
specialized in their duties, 
assured Hemingway, "just 
have different Jobs centering 
around monitoring the 
ce l l~ . "  
Mnintes~ce ~of the pots 
I 
Sl iTHERS,  B,C. (CP) - -  
The Canadian • National 
Railways line between 
Prince George and Prince 
'Ru lx~ was re.olme/ed te 
traffic early today after 
three derailments in  as 
many days forced a tem- 
porary ciesure, ~ of- 
lteinls said. 
Officials reported a 8rain 
car derailed Wednesday ina 
tunnel near New Hazelton 
nod T hm'eday two Main ears 
and two cabooses were 
derailed near Tcikwa, 
The latest derailmnot, in. 
volving 29 cars, .occurred 
Priday about lS Idlame~rea 
west of Houston. 
• VICTORIA (CP) " The 
ministry of environment has 
appointed two .biologists to 
carry out a survey of lakes in 
Orittsh Columbia to 
document the spread of the 
Eurasian mllfo, weed a 
spckesman snid today. 
A recent survey of 200 
lakes showed that aiRfoil has 
spread to Magic Lake on 
Pender Island, numerous 
ponds in the Greater Van- 
couver area and is 
threatencng Centennial 
beach in Delta, the 
spokesmannsaid. 
• He said the survey, which 
will include most lakes in the 
province, will take mast of 
the summer to complete. If it 
is found the ,weed is 
spreading, more money will 
be spent next year to combat 
the problem, he said. 
off the Canadian East Coast 
on Monday as a two-way ban 
imposed by the two countries 
went into full effect. 
H.Douglas Johnston, 
Atlantic regional director for 
'the Canadian ' fisheries 
department, skid "it looks as 
i f  the American fishermen 
are co-operall~." 
He said fisheries patrol 
vessels and aircraft saw no 
sign of U.S. fishermen toking 
eatemes In the Canadian 
zone in checks of the ares 
Monday afternoon. 
The fishing ban went into 
effect at noon local times 
Sunday, but the U.S.- 
registered vessels were 
given another 24 hours to 
haul their nots and steam out 
of Canadian waters. 
Canadiao fishermen in 
U.S. waters were expected to 
meet the same deadline. 
However, f ishing con- 
tinued uninterrupted for 
Canadians and Americans 
alike in one area off the East 
Coast: a disputed se.e.tion'of' 
Both Canada nd the United 
States claim ownership of 
the bank. 
SEE NO CHANGE 
No dramatic change in 
surveillance of Canadian 
East Coast waters  was 
planned with the impee/tton 
cf/he ban, officials said. 
Surveillance has not been 
changed since Canada im- 
lgemented its 2oo-mile zone 
in 19/7. 
"We carry out dally 
surveillance all year  loq,  
practically, and this bas not 
been escalated," Jshmt~ 
said. 
The fine for v ie lat~ the 
ban ranges from ~,000 to 
t25,000, depending on the ,  
amount of fish the intruding 
vessel has.caught. 
. Meanwhile, the question of 
Canadian fish exports to the 
United States was raised co 
at least two fronts ashore. 
He said it was poesible he 
and his counterparts in New- 
fonsdland and Nova Scotia 
would meet within a month. 
t 
state ferry system links up 
with a l~oP of the Alaska 
Highway here. 
"The situation eaunee 
some serious repercussions 
for Haines since we 8re 8o 
close to the border," said 
01erud. 
Canada and the U.S. 
authorized their coasi 
guards to arrest fishermen 
from each other's coantry at 
noon Monday after'a ~l-hour 
grace per/ed elapsed. " 
The grace period was 
intended to allow fishermen 
time to "uMeratnod the 
rules," said a Co,~st Guard 
spokesman j Juneau. 
2 
IFe~ther: 
Cont inued  ' 
. sunny  and  
hot  today .  
Employees a't the local Pacific Nmrthern Gas building put first agreement since that date, until negoUatloun broke 
up picket lines Monday morning at 8:15 following last down, A spokesman for the union asld the neat atep will be 
week's strike action by workers in Vancouver. Era- to negotiate with individual customers of PNG asking 
ployees of the company have been represented by the I:' ..them to convert to alternate fuel sources rather than gas. 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW) i.'.. "That will reduce consumption of natural gas 
since May, 1927, and have been attempting to finalize a drastically," the spokesp~rson saM, 
l 
For at least fifty miles ,Highwa~y 18 between Teri'ace and Prince Rupert, telephone poles 
have' been cut down,, apparently with a saw and placed pnraUel to the road on the 
shoulder overioeldng the 8keona river. Unsecured as they are, some of the logs have 
moved and are in a dangerous positton close to the road where tSey could pose a threat o 
drivers having to swerve onto the shoulder to avoid oncoming traffic. 
2 die when 
truok burns 
SMITHERS, B.C. (CP) - -  
two p~roons died early 
toda~ When the. mnl-trniler 
truck in which they were 
riding o~erturned and 
burned about five kilometros 
east of thls' wmt-cmtral 
community: 
Names of the victims were 
not released 
Hiker dies 
KEREMEOS, B.C. (CP) - -  
Scott AtkJuson, ~0,.of 1109 
Hi~hinnd Drive Wmt Van- 
couver, a student of 
~anadian Outward Bound 
M ~  School, collupmi 
and died Saturday while on 
an orpnized hike. 
I 
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Loggers Sports 
• Results 
by Neff Lindamith 
NOVICE EVENTS 
Saturday ]i30- 9p.m. 
Underhand Log Chop 
1st Kevin Steward 20.0 see Pouce Coupe 
2rid Harry Brown John 33.9se¢.. LikelyB.C. 
3rd SevnDavidson 25.0 see. Prince George B.C. 
Axe Throwing Events 
Harry Brown. John 15pts. 
2rid John Murdeek 14 pts. 
3rd Larry Mtmson 13 pts. 
Cbokermans Rpce Event 
1st John Mur.dock 19.0 see. 
2nd Ron Braekett 11.9 see. 
3rd Harry Brown ~ohn 20.9 see. 
Single Hand Bucldng 
1st Larry Mumson 44.2.see. 
~dSvenDayi.dson 50.2see. 
3rd Ron Braekett 51o4 see. 
Obstacle PQI~ Bucking Event 
Ist Ran Brackett 16.5 
2nd Kevin Steward 18,6 (16.5) 
3rd Harry Brown John 18.a 
Pole Fulllng Event 
1st Harry Brown John 2.38.7 
2rid Brian Muoson 3.5? 
3rd Ran Brackett 1.21.5 
LikeJy B.C. 
Terra~eB.C. 
Terrace B.C. 
Te_rrace 
Sd~l t  
Likely 
Terrace 
Prince George 
Sehhel~ 
Seehelt 
Pouce Co~tpe 
Likely 
L ik~y 
Terrace 
Prince George 
-1) Double Hand Bucldng 
1st Andy Lambert 21.2 
0le Eide 
2nd Ron Harfill.. . 22.4 
Peter Holmquist 
3rd GregHart , 33.0 
Gord Hart 
s)' Standing.Blo~ Chop 
1st IRon Hartill 14.3see. 
2n'd Gqrd Hart 21.1 see, 
3rd,Tack Brown John 21.2 see.. 
3) Axe .Throwing 
• 1st Ken Nelson 15 pts. 
2nd Andy Lambert 14 pts. 
3rd Ole Eide. 14 pts. 
4) Open Local Buei~ing 
tst Ole Eide 13.2 
2rid A~dy Laml~ert 14.3 
3rd Nick PalaKian 16.0 
s ooZe. 
• .Whonnoqk 
Williams Lake 
Powell ~v~r 
Terrace 
Terrace 
TerraCe 
Terrace 
Terrace 
.,'.;." ,:~.. • . . . _ .  
S) Tree Topping .,:.. 
lstGreg Hart 54.4 
Sad Ole Eide 56.1 
3rd Gord Hart 1.20.5 
cerr&ce 
~o~ock  
6) Underhand Log Chopping .
1st Ron Hartill 17.0 sec. 
£ndKen Nelson 21.0 set[. 
3rd Gord Hart 33.0 se~. '
7) Chol~ermau's Race 
1st Greg Hart le.3 
~nd L~rry Musses 17,0 
3rd Jack Brown John 17.2 
S) Obstacle Pole Buci~ing 
1st ROp ~artill. : 14.0 sec. 
2nd Nick Palagian 14.4 see. 
3rd Andy Lambert 15.1 see. 
9) single Hand Bucking 
2st Ron Hartill 32.1 
2nd Gord Hart 39.0 
3rd Peter Holmq~d.~t 41.5 
lO) Pole Fal!ing 
1st Ro n Hartill 102.6 
2rid Jack Brown John 103.3 
3rd Gord Hart 107.2 
11) Tree Climbing 
1st GregHart 40.1. 
~nd Kevin Steward 45.1 
12) Power Saw Giant Open 
1st Ron Hartill 11.4 
2nd Steriing I{inn~v 18.5 
3rd Peter_Rolmqukt 19.2 
13) Bull of the Woods 
Ron Hartill 
14) Ladies NuJl Driving 
1st Dolores Eide 
2rid Dot Brow~ John 
3rd Jean Cunningham 
15) Log Birling 
Local Novice 
1st Mike Lambert 
~d Sterling Kinney 
3rd Darren Munson 
16), Open B_h'Hng 
Local Nov ice  • 
1st Jack Brown John 
2nd GrQgg Hart 
3rd Mike Lambert 
So ol~e 
Pew.L! Riv.e~: 
Wllonnock 
, ~o~m~ 
Terrace 
Williams Lake 
Terrace 
Terrace 
Sool;~ 
WhOnn~k 
Burnaby 
Seek_'. 
Wimams Lake. 
Whonnock 
~onu~ 
Pouce Coupe 
Sooke 
Terrace 
Bra's.by 
sooke 
Terrace 
Terrace 
Quesnd 
Terrace 
Terrace 
Terrace 
Williams Lal~ 
~onnock 
Terrace 
. Power Saw Bucking " . . ,d  
TERRACE 
MINOR HOOKEY 
:REGISTRATION 
1978-1979 Season 
OOST- 
BUgs 7 & 8 years  
Pee  Wee Pups.  
Pee  Wee 
Bantam 
Midget  
3uven i le  
SATURDAY, JUNE 10, 1978 
OLAREHOE MIOHIEL SOH00L GYM 
1'00 p,m, T0 4:00 p,m, ,, 
mOO 
S40,00 
l~wo Members  of  one  Fami ly  
S~40.00 oaoh 
Three Members  of One Fami ly  
$100,00 for group 
$100.00 Maximum Charge for Family. 
IPLBSE NOTE.: I 
,Thus is registration will be hold, 
:":" : ........ " ,PowerS~w nueldng''"- 
. I~ imtL~.~;~J~ ~ 
m ~ ~ ~  
~!-'.:~ t,~ . . 
• ~ ~ / ,  ~,~.". 
customers, R s the 
deal hi town, 
Test drive aHondatoday  at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4642 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, S.C. V6G 1 L0 
635-6511 or  635.4325 
]H[Ol%TX)~L Dealer Llcence Number 626~6A 
. "  !::.. T':;:~ 
DAY 
': ~: :L  ,~  
,:~' 
,slime 4~0=nnel M011HO ,' 
CD Mth LED Channel Readom 
Reahsl=e TRC-469 ~s packed with features 
hke PLL eyrltheSlZe, tO t |Oa heQL~S~lcy Reg. 189.95 
Stablhly on all 40 Channels sw,tchihle 
and sutomaho moduleho~ gl~n conr~ol 
U~O 8~ a ~ ~OIIc BOOteSS ly$ em by ad~ n o 
externsl speaker With mounting hlrdWSre 
and DC cower Cable! wlt~ mhne ruse 
21-1527 
Save 
'40 
1/2Price 
AM/FM rocket. 
Sled PoNable 
[ ---~r__A LlStSC.=. I Fat~e, *,. SnjOyth,s ,.re 
,ad,e*,n,,sc,gso~,ds, Rug. 17.95 Has 2.t 2" |;:~eaker, bud • 
,n AU antenna dn~ 
j ~:i~:!~!~:;v:;~!~;c; 095  
AM/FM ~;}:-;o:~:.:~r o,~,.;, 
Stereo Radio ;o~,°~,,~t~",o .... u~'~,.o..o.,,,, 
and.Track - -  " 
Tape Player . , ' l  ~ /  r i o.,..AUW I A  $- .~ ~ '  
Rea, isticMod,lalre".:O--afotofentertalnment Re  9. 189.95 ~,~VI~"  i l l  ~ I 
cartridge phone and ack for headphones H IM- - - -  " - - - , ,= , . .  . . . . .  I \ I <: . . . .  *. I H 
Ouatravox '" lets you add 2 more speakers for ;; i ~ ' - "  . . . . . . .  J ~ \ i H ,hr,,ng,haa.,e.t,o ........ ~ ..... o l,-,o, i . . ~  . .  
" ~ i  ~ Power Meter -~ .... - Ii 
• " Reahsho APM.100 oontmuousl ~ave ~u ,/~ i /  .......... ,o. . . . . . .  0 y ~ P  
• ampllh~r or rece,ver Responds to 
I.CD Calcglalor I shot1 peaks Io he~p pre~ertl . .  ~ ~  .... d~m0soeakeso ..... o,  ~o . . . . . , , . .  . . . . .  _ _ . _ _  ,eaooo,~--..,--op ~ tP.95 
n lU l  q '~O~ mgl lmI ]  ~JWd~, g l ~  parallels speaker tends ' -- i i i . . . . .  ,= i~ ~ t :  ,2.~,oo / u 
.~ne~ ~.  ,,m~'. ~ ~  - - , ,  
~-.-'~r ~4.~ ,,'b~K.~t ~=~'~ I .~='- 
handsome, cheque.book s ze , S 
Patten,l, s,gn change plus Ihe 4 ~ lK~ • "~ , ~ V 
C' ::U :I0 : h:@::o r ::: : :"a :|~t: '' " "" ' ave 
blllIC Ir*tttmlbC rune 10rtl , ~ • 
OverPow lad flllmory indlcl OrS 
Wllh 3 IIIVe~ OXide baltlfiOs lfld , . .  
.~V~ D~BI Alerm elm ~ ~ [ ~  
~utp so Father w h h s nit active ~ ~ ~ 
• ' Ilia crook with i s'osly* o- gad, sol ~ ~ i ~ i ~  $_~n ht d,gds' Has 24 . . . . . . . . . . .  It,ng ~nn 4 ~ m ~ 9  
i H  -" " .~  Vv  ~o?~moara,m,,o,o.d ..... =,,~o~ - , . . . .B - -V  
~ L _ ~  ~ " ~];"'?"°'a'°'"'~°" ' "° wc 17;95 "4[ i  
• I In-DaSh AM/FM Stereo Auto Radio 11,~ r l~ J lAA  r Z-. ;7  - -  ~I I 'S?  k i  
. - . - - ,~ , . .  'rts,o,o,hod.,~aarOo, O~'e. Fo,dhaodmo,,o,,0, a lT r l l t~t :~!  I ' t l , .A l~i J ,  ' .1  
• • M ~ ~e i l i~  American makes Designed for easy nS a a *On w Ih • I I ~#mala& mm_~_. . - -~ , i ima~l~ ~ 
~ U  V V  adjustable shah sp~crng --  5-1/'2 tO 6-1/4" Has powodu 6. I I i l i l i l r - - . l i  ~- 
watt stereo amplifier for 8u ib sound Wdh mountln , = -- ~ "'-- ~ , 
~ "  L ug ;~ ......... - I~ i l  
Save  . I Convmer 
• % A A  . ~ ' ~ ~ ~  ' ' i ."~. ............................... . .4 i  d ~ A ~  
 11/ " "  . 
Compact'lM/RA ~e~o'RaM - ~ _  m m. . - , . -  , ~ . - _ _ , ~ ~  
F,,s,o,o,,od.ho,mos, t ,er~ ...... ".,,,.,~0 .0 "~nO~ i ~ ~ a e l  
mmshnflspaclng TheOwallsleteoamphllarwHle g '  .~r  U q d ~ V  IN  L ~ ~ o ~ , c s z m . m  I . . .~ i~=~ ~ 
Dadeflloyat.homefidehtyquatltylnhiscar, Forf2 109.95 ~ '~IP~ " f lADIO SHACK'S POLICY 
VD@ negalivo ground systems Comes with all BB i ~ ~ i ~ I ¶ ~ ' } O N  ADVERTISING ITEMS ...... ~ hard . . . . . .  d msttuot,on., t2.1840 ' - - ~  ~, :  .; .:,. ~:,.? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
L ~  
I - -~ ,E4L /S .C : .  I Sli~ ~IOES IN EFROT FROM dUNE ~10, 1078 
FUll Feature 
Compact Recorder 
cua/rev,ew to lel you fmd an V all. 
recotds~ aorhon flaidry arid iGdiply 
PIUll Conlrol tot lddlng end sinsll,ve 
budbmcono'hnsir mike WIIh4'AA* . .~  
¢1111, liCkS tot urphene, literal1 
mike, lad DC IdlDllf lI.0~2 
Totem T.V. Centre Ltd. 
635.681o 
4607 Ltkols. Ave, 636-3144 
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Loggers Sport Day " 
,Photos by ' ~ / ' ~  . l l~ /~ ;--'r'i~ ,IPt'.¢t~ 
Donna Vallieres . . . . .  ] ;  . .  . : , .~ i , ; , . . * ,<~; l l ! / I  
Sports Day was held during. ~ '  "-- 
the weekend at [,ions Park In " 
Dozens of competitors , .~ i ,  /~ '  ' 
chalked up points during the ,~,~:,~" ~ ' : 
two-day event sponsored by • " ! 
the Terrace Downtown " : " " -.' :~i'c~7~{:~< . i : : i  ,, 
Lions. (~7~ ' : 
Ron Hartill of Sooke took Kiddie ear r ides  kept the  yonngef crowd -,mused. 
the top place, winning the 
title of Bull of  the  Woods. 
• . l 
B +: . .  
' :': ;' i i I pme.hl a I 
~=., Complete 
, ~;: Photo Oopyinli i~ 
" !'i, ~i '!' ,rid I~ 
i 
at Printing Display I 
k . LAKELSE HOTEL • 
I WEBIESBIff and THURSDAY, JUNE lth i'Sth [ 
; . I OA.M.. to 6 P.M. • ; 
i *ZiP TOP RIOlltlOtlill. I BII SOIITBI i ;  
.... " ~ ~,  <,_.,c ........... ~ ,~ '~ 
li~-..,~* . . . . .  " . . . . . . . .  ~ :-7. 
~ -  'Power saw BuckinR ; " - - " :  ........ ". 
LABELS LATELY? 
A basic guide to the Who, What, Where, When 
and Why of Shopping Canadian. 
Why should you Shop Canadian? When should you Shop Canadian? , 
Every time you buy something made in . , Whenever you're satisfied that the product 
Canada, you help keep a Canadian working. " or service you need is 
You help keep Canadian money insid~ • . / (A) made or grown in Canada and 
Canada. You help to expand and strengthen • " /  "(B) of equal or better value and quality. : 
Canada's economy. , " . . / That's notjustgood advice. . . it's good :- 
• When you think about it, you help yourself. ° / sense..,-.,.,, .~.. , : 
- • /._U.,.r,,.i~,. ?..~.<,:,~~,, , 
~.,.,,:> .~.~, ,:~ ;t~.~:......~ !; 
. . . . .  : : . .<~~i ! '~ . .~  -".,:~<+.,!! ~.~.. - " , ' : 
,.,,,,, .~-~,~ ' .. '...<.;.~(i!~!!~$~'Ngil!~"~<~ ' ' # . : " l i l l .~  ';: '... :~: . ~ll~.~'~:.~.~'.'.'.,. :',.',.'.. 7 , " ; . ;~ :~" '  / "~!~%' ". " 
~i .£~r~. , : .  . . .  , ,  ,~ ,~W. . , . . . .~  .. • • . I~,~-9.... 
,,..! t~..~,~t'~, • -.~ . . . . .  , / ~:. 
..~ Irs'~',~" - " 
., ,, i ,~ l i l~ lT l l  ' I " ..... ~',.,c: .~ : : :~t<.~~l  
.," .-'7, :~".'.i / *' , -~  :"~ ~, , . , . . , , , , :  ., • 
-,:~ ~~: ' ' " ' "<.:"~.:":~'- . ~ . Sometimes it doesn't. Sometimes a sign.says 
: .:, .... ,:,:., .,~7,' ~" .,, ,,~+,:i!!/ . "~ What is made in C~nada? ' "Produce of RE.I." Or"B.C. Apples" or 
, , .  • : . .~. ~ ,~:;>~.;, 'L","  " " ' 
" ,  '~*.;."-.,~ ,~ =,.'.,~., " .. ~ " ' , lust about everything you need to.help Fabrique au Quebec" or "Made in Manitoba" 
' " " : ' " :< . . : . i . .~ ,~:~ ": ........... "~~'/< ........ ~ ~ "  ' " "  "~ . . . . .  you live the life you want. Who should Shop Canadian? or "New Brunswick Sardines" or "Grown by 
• :. "-..~:~,.:' "~ • ' e ' ' ' '~  As the saying goes; we have no bane- Every.day, most of us have the choice. Saskatchewan Farmers" or "A product of 
' ,1  , ,  l l  
'" =~"" fias, but we do have Apples, Bandages, Whether we're buying groceries for the Alberta or Fresh from Newfoundland or H6ffz0ht-al II|oek Chop " ,, Cranes, Drills, Elevators, Furniture, home or supplie.s for business, farm or "Manufactured in Ontario or "Nova Scotia 
Glassware, Holiday resorts, Insulation, industry. ' Lobster." . VERSATILE Jewellery, Kitchen appliances, Lumber, . If each of bs added onlyS10 a week to The poi nt is, if you take the trouble to f i r ld '  
' • Machinery, Newspapers, Office equip- • Canadian made purchases, Canada out, you can usually tell. 
~ ,  ment, Potatoes, Quilts, Rope, S!eel,Tires,. would be over I 0 billion dollars better And, if it's made anywhere in the ten 
, DT100 Umbre las, Vaccines, Wines, X:Ray • off in just c ~ye'ar. Provinces or the Territories, it is made in 
. equipment, Yarns, and Zippers. " -. Who sh( IdShop Canadi~ Canada. 
SUBoo Evi~rything, in other words, from A to Z. You should. 
Here'sadual-purposemotorcy¢letofltalmost This ad was made in Canada, Making this ad employed 
anyone's needs. Mo.t .ocross !eatures and.desig n (for a period of time) a writer, an art director, an  
make the DTIO0 at home .n rugge(~ o.-roao 
terrain. Fully slreet egal. too so It's great - account executive, a media buyer, a media planner, 
around town, Not a m ni. but smaller than a I I~  G~ernment Gouvernement a typesetter, an engraver, a platemaker, a traffic 
full-size Enduro. the DTIO0 Is the little b ke of Canada du Canada operator, several swilchboard operators, v,~rious 
that's just right, mailmen/shippers and secretaries, publication 
TOOVEY SERVICE . . . .  w . . . . . .  Indimtry.Trade Industrie . reps, publication make-up people, notto mention 
. . . . .  and Commerce et Commerce • - ~ all their various suppliers. 
Jack Homer. Jack Homer =gtop Everyone of these people lives and works in 
Minister ministre Maga l i ino l~ Ill I i l  l~ l l l l e l l l l t  Canada. " 
, 
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Editorial 
: Logger's sports: Are we "Missing the boat"? 
m ment manufacturers to display their latest 
~tLip-L --.~-,-o-t - not only from Cana.da, but 
the attendance of approximate)y three thousand . Logging has.tra~fifionally been considered one logging ~q-,,, ..... U , USSR, Sweden, India ano omer 
• ' ~.e. .u.u~ q'hi~ coidd be an'anged tl~. o~,  our 
t.~,-.,-..~w -_---~_ ---*'ooo;'~S a~nd teaerat 
Canadian Traue ©'"" . . . .  ' 
' It hod everything oing for it. The brightest of 
blue, clear_ skies, The best of weather. Anex- 
c~ilent location. Lots of parking space, w..x- 
eRement, variety ' and no other major event 
competing for the public's attention at th e same 
t ime. .  
• I t  was  the 18th. ~xnnual Loggers Sports event 
held over ~e weekendof June 3rd. and 4th. at 
Lions Park, in Thornhill.. 
"Bnt where were the crowds? 
.:;Back in 1961 and !962 when the population of 
Terrace and Thornhill was but a fraction of what 
it is, today, close to three thousand persons 
turned out. This year (and last year) no one 
Wanted to hazarda guess at the low attendance 
figures. A few htmdr~, perhaPs? 
~ It seems ahnost a case of the old story. 
Everything was done_right -butsomehow,  
nobody seemed to notice... 
! Judg ing  by past  wrjt~ups of the Annual 
Loggers  Sport~ fa i r s ,back  in 1973 the even w~ 
the-main attract ion o~f the Sunhner  .w i th  traff ie 
f ie-ups as  cars  choked, the approaches  .to the 
~ark,  fil led with excited spee~tors  anxious to 
get .there. 
i 
%, 
But, in any.case, it is clearly evident, that after 
during the early sixties, the Logger~ Spoi:ts Fair 
in the Terrace end Thornhlll district has never 
reached the figures one might expect., Why? 
The sponsors certainly are not to be fault,~l, 
Lots of har d - sometimes "dirty, - work is 
cheerfully undertaken," Settingupthe quipment - 
and getting the grounds ready.is "Malls' Work" - 
and ha~ work, .~ Invitations; advertising, 
registration, arranging the prizes, judging, - all 
this has to tie done -andhas  been done - cheer- 
fuily; year aft.m* year, " : ,~ ' 
Yet it is doubffld if last weel~end's Loggers 
Sports Fair even covered expenses, . , • , .- . 
One suggestion hasten  made• School busses 
are title over the weekend. One can see i~rhaps 
a dozen or more lined up~ neatly, along highway 
16 as one passes  through Terrace.  Could 
a r rangements  be  ~omehew made for them to be 
laid on to provide frea.transportat iQn for people 
and the area  and the out ly ing distr icts to aRend 
the Loggers  Sports fair? 
And how about  CN "V IA  Bai l "  excursions 
born  both•,'~,~t ,d  west, with busses to meet  the 
trains?. ' 
of the most eolourful, dangerous - and th~ 
thrilling lifes~les because of. its. hazardous 
nature, appealing, to the imagination of both 
young and old. 
• This.c0mmunRy has (ff we may be pardoned 
for mixing metaphors) a "gold/min~" =in its 
Loggers S~rtk fair, - all it needs is to know how 
to exploit it; , 
L May.we we.suggest just a few more ideas the 
committee might consider to help promote next 
years' event: 
Selling "Wooden N~:l~els" .commemorating 
the event, at a dollar each (Inflation, of couse, 
but theycould be the size of silver dollars!) .They 
could be adveifised "Good for face vidue (5 
centli) at any store in town dur'.mg the event.) 
._Or how llbout i~.,lling "plugged nickels" 
fa~imile nickels with, holes in them with wooden 
plugs inserted7 
Arranging with Comox Ah-_Base (or DND) for 
a Fly Past of Air Force Jets - contrasting the new 
with the old? 
.And why not .arrange with major .logg~ng 
' i  
/ 
department of Trade and Commerce. . 
Without doubt, tlle Nallonal Film Board would 
charge, on i~gger~ i~r~, --r-- "- 
'. ' oflo ' g in the pl°neer days' Thege itsar¢hives . g~ . ,, ,, ' 
cued be 
Canada and through tu lraoe com- -~ 
theatres overseas. ~ra Ll~a ~; )t :~r~. da nb(~ Canada (C'Canad~'.s 
approac~hed to pffer speeJai p g 
flj'ghts ][or speetators and contestants from 
across Canada and overseas . . . . .  
The potential and the possibilities .appear 
virtually unlimited. 
Yes, Terrace and Kitimat and district - 
Thornhill and the Lions have something really 
big going for them, if only the public could get 
behind and support it. 
Something like having a Tiger by the taft...or 
should we say, - a Lion? ? 
~.~ " . . ,~  . , .  . ,~  • . ~,  ~ . . . . .  • . , 
- :~ :  " ,.~:, ~ ~ : .  % ~ . ", , . . . 
~'"~ ~l/~.~>,,~ l ,  ',>:~ ;. ,~' + ,' : ~ ~' / ' T~L  :~ -~ ~ ;~ ~ 
;-"i-:Me~, Muscles, and Mighty deeds - plus music - all these, 
:i-n_~_nA b~a,  h h t S.nahl ine and . f ine  weather  were there, at the- 
18th. Amual Loggels Festival at Lions' Park, ThornhllI, 
Saturday any.,, hut where were the crowds? Left to 
Right: Andy'Lambe~t during the underhand chop, Nick 
Palagian, throwing the axe, Terrace Pipe,and Drum, 
• ~.. POWELL RIVER - One of 
:]li~ first major chum salmon 
~atcher!ee in the Salmontd 
Enhancement Program for 
,l~'itlsh' Columbia is to be 
!~ated on the Bulin Coola 
River system. Tbla an- 
ndoncemest was made by 
Jack Pearanl i ,  Liberal 
:Member of Parllamout fur 
piping and drumming, and Jack BrownJohn dol~.g a 
standing block chop. 
,-:~"', Salmonid-. .  ,,...= , hatohery  " '4 i ~ * "Y= ~:~AN PRESS "ODA*~ "STOR' '  ~ ' ''~'" i ~=C~ ~ r [ ,  • • :,Editorials from. the 
i+ e I'oo'a 1933--The first drive-in ~ 1968--~delph Churchill, ~ i : '  ~': . . . .  : . . . . . .  al . . . . . . . . .  at Bella movie ' opened in Camdes, ,ournalist nnd only son of Sir French Canadman Press N.J. Winston, died. ~ m 
i 
editorlals'on current opics jurioua to Canadian inter- 
translated by The Canadian national, relations or to 
Prees from the French-ian- federalprovinciai rela~ons. 
, guage press of Canada. The 0~fic~'l'-,~..rets Act 
~ ~ L m m ~ m m ~ m m m ~ m ~  "Could itSelf be invoked, in Montreal-Matin: While relation to espionage to 
participating in a panel convictanindividaalwithont- 
discussion on national• having proven that the ac- 
' security during a recent eused is guilty of a certain 
in capful costs.Calls for 
traders fur work on this 
woJect will be made by t~e 
Pacific ~eginn nf the 
Fisheries and Marine Ser- 
vice. 
The first phase of the 
construction program will 
commence in 1978-79 at 
SnootU Creek site. The 
infinitely better thiin all the little, the francophone 
other provinces, and that majority has succeeded in 
despite Law 101, so decried taking back political power 
in English Canada. The and at least partinl economic 
federation's document power. However, the anglo- 
contains absolutely in- Phone minority intend to 
disputable videece, defend these aequlred rights 
In other respects, to he and not solely the privileges 
.reallattc, acomparisoaofthe given them by the 'fran- 
kind reserved for the two cophone majority. 
i~ant Chilcotin, on behalf of 
:liikherlea Minister Romeo 
Tl~ainnc. 
*i;~!lha hatchery to be con- 
:~ucted at Sncotll Creek and 
;~our sites o'h the Bells Ccola 
:~v~r tribelaries, would be 
~iZallar to the hatcheries 
~,c l  in Japan to successfully 
,i~hhance shum salmon 
~ff~.ks. The Japanese syle of 
4~tohery, which differs in 
~i~ne respects from the 
"0~ual North American 
"~tobery, is used to raise 
~hum m~non. In the nurmaf 
of their develoi)ment, 
chums migrate to sea 
3*~i'medlately after hatching, 
,:b~t in the Japanese hat- 
~y ,  the chum fry are fed 
ifor thirty days before 
:~ri~lonee. This system in- 
:ereas~ the young to adult 
Survival rate. Part of a $150 
million five-year program to 
enhance all naimonids on the 
west coast, these hatchery 
facilities will total $I,050,000 
second phase of the con- 
strucflon program com- 
mencing in 1979-80 will 
consist of eonstruetlnff 
rearing ponds for two mli l i i  
chain fry; a surface water 
supply system; diversioc 
fence and holding ponds at 
each of the'following sites -" 
Sallompt River, Fiab Creek, 
Thoresm Creek and Bells 
Coola Slough. At full 
capacity the 7,100,000 chum 
fry produced from the 
hatcheries houd result in 
about 100,800 adult chum 
salmon being harvested by 
the commerdal fishery. 
Mr. Peareall rmarked in 
making the annooneument 
that the impact on both the 
construction industry ira. 
mediately and the har- 
vesting and processing 
sectors of the commercial 
fishery shortly would be a 
miller boon to employment 
in the area. 
Lawyers to face 
advertising problem 
The controversy over 
whether lawyers ahould be 
permitted to advertise will 
come before the annual 
meeting of the B.C. legal 
pr~4eas|on in PesUcton June 
7-9. 
A resolution urging the 
Law Society of B.C, to enact 
rules to permit lawyers to 
"inform the public in a 
dignified fashion" about 
their Practice, their 
specialtiea and their fees has 
been submitted by a group of 
Vancouver lawyers, 
The ndver~Ing ~ue 
one of several timely topics 
that lawyers will 'debate 
during the annual meetings 
of the B.C, Branch of the 
Canadian Bar Association 
and of the Law Society of 
B.C. at the Peach Bowl 
Convestion Centre in Pes- 
ticton. 
Other topics will include a 
rbsolutton urging the 
"decr iminal izat ion" o 
mariJuana-propealag that 
simple "possession of 
marijuana for one's own use 
should not be a criminal 
offesce but that penalties for 
trafficking for profit should 
be retained, 
Lawyes's will also discuss 
the liovincial government'o' 
proposed comi~ liroin 
treatment program.. Fears 
• .bave been expressed that the 
program will ignore fun- 
damental rights of in- 
dividuals by detaining 
people without warrant or 
bali and without rial. 
Othli resolutinua deal with 
• effoi~ta to improve the public 
Image of inwyere and a 
request that a "white paper" 
lle published by the Law 
Society on any rules 
proposed on advertising, 
specialization and com- 
petency. 
A DirtyWord 
Unemployment has al- 
ways been a dirty word. Late- 
ly, thong];, it's showing signs 
of becoming something even 
worse: aboHngword. There's. 
nothing like 12 months' of 
daily newspaper headliim to 
make most of us lose inter- 
est in an issue. 
Actually, unemployment 
has not been treated fairly. 
We have, without exception, 
ignored the desirable ffects 
of unemployment. For in- 
stance, unemployment has 
created many new jobs in Ot- 
tawa where bureaucrats must 
tabulate the unemployment 
rote and publish booklets 
about government wogams 
which purport to fight the 
menace. Unemployment 
creates work for Canada Man- 
power personnel. And it ere. 
ares werk for newspaper re-' 
porters. If we didn't have un- 
employment, we conceivably 
could have more people out 
of work. 
If you think that's ridicu- 
lous reasoning, you.haven't 
encountered the most recent 
proposition from organized 
labour. More and more un- 
ions have studied the employ- 
ment problem arld reached 
ring in fewer hoursfor the 
same gross pay# Or, to put it 
another way, the employer is
expected to pay a whole lot 
more for workers. 
That isn't the best'way 
to cure unemployment. The 
thinkers who dreamed up 
this scheme apparently over- 
looked the one fundamental 
nile of economics :when the 
• price .of somethfog oes up, 
the demand for that thing 
goes down. In other words, 
if employeis are expectefl 
to pay their wooers higher 
hourly wages, they will em- 
ploy even fewer workers. 
Putting.it all together, 
then, the union proposal 
would lead to more unem- 
ployment rather than help- 
ing out the unfortnnates who 
are still looking for jobs. 
But, then again, organiznd 
labour has shown a specta- 
culur lack of understanding 
of existing economic 0ndi- 
tions. All across Canada at 
this very instant, for example, 
teachers are conducting 
strikes or the more insidious 
"work to nile" campaigns, 
blithely Ignoring, the fact 
that the most presshlg iuue 
iu education today is how to 
the same conclusion: they get rid of the susplus staff. 
will fight the shortage ofjobs The inside Post Office woik- 
by reducing the work week era have demanded fringe 
for those individuals fortu- benefits totall ing d~htly 
hate enough to be holding , morn than $.! billtononthek 
down jobs. next contrd~tl And mt and 
So far, so good. In fact, On. . .  ~,<)~ 
the'wfllingnsas ofworkers to 
spread the discomfort equal- 
ly over their rankswould ap-. 
pear to con.form to the high- 
eat principles of unionism. 
But dl  is nut as It appears. 
To wit: the union propo- 
sal is not exactly to spread 
ont the available work over 
more workers. Rather, the 
union sees even/worker, put- 
Unempli~ment isa nasty 
business. Uhfortunately, it
appears that certain social 
groups are exploiting the is- 
sue and unemployment's vic. 
tams. It 's time to play 'fair 
with'unemployment., 
"Think small'; Is an editorial I 
message from the Cans.dlan 
L Federation of Indepenaent • • Business© 
Quebec Bar Association 
conferesce, the 
distinguished American 
journalist Joseph Kraft said 
somet l~ to this effect: 
Politicians do not win .pop- 
ularliy contests by standing 
up for individual freedoms. 
over national security. On 
the contrary, they coumt on 
publ ic  ind i f fe rence .  
However, the Quebec Bar 
devoted a morning workshop 
to this-qu.estion while the 
Quebec Human Rights 
League dedicated the 
weskmd to a conferesce 
entitled Police and Liberty. 
""The concept of national 
security, said-Kraft, fluc- 
tuates st the mercy of the 
political situation in the 
country. In reflecting, one 
finds this highly logical but 
very disquieting. Became, 
finally, who is going to define 
state security .... ? 
The observers who partici- 
pated in this workshop at the 
bar coefercoee may have 
been surprised that the 
lawyers did not raise more 
quickly a question which 
normally should .have been 
their main concern in this 
domain: the gradual 
movement of federal 
legislation towards a 
':dejudiclarization" of state 
powers. From a democraUo 
paropecilve and in respect to 
rule of law, it would be 
desirable, indeed, that civil 
servants and police (as in the 
'case of electronic sur- 
veillance) be controlled by 
the judiciary, which would 
not give way arbitrarily. 
Piwllament could define, the 
principles of national secur- 
ity; the police hnd civil ser- 
vants apply them, whereas 
the courts would evaluate 
whether the powers had been 
properly exercised. 
Now one is far from such a 
system. The notion of 
national security, left to the 
federal cabinet, gives it the 
choice to refuse citizenship 
without official reason. The 
Federal Court ACt allows a 
minister, on presentation of
an affidavit, to forbid a court 
to use a docume~, t which the 
T 
accusation. It suffices to 
base it on circumstances or
on the character of the ac- 
cused. 
In opening the' Human 
Rights League conference, 
James Petras, professor of 
political sociology at New 
York University, said the 
risk of encroachment on civil 
liberties grows larger in 
times of economic erisis and 
in tense political situations.. 
The times that we live in and 
government ironic does not 
help to reassure ns.--Mere 
Laurendeau (May 29) 
•. (May 29) 
TrolibRivleres Le 
Nouvelitste: The Federation 
des Francophones hors 
Quebec (FFHQ) has just 
published another shock- 
document entitled Two 
Weights, Two Measures, 
which, makes a comparison 
betwemt he situation of 
f rancophones outside 
Quebec and anglophones in 
Quebec... 
In i iresenting their 
document, the directors of 
the federation specified that 
in no way do they want to 
support a movement to 
restrict he rights of anglo- 
Phones, bet they want to in- 
dicate the road they have to 
minorities must necessarily 
take account of the historical 
context. 
It la quite different to leave 
to someone the place which 
he occupies than to give 
someone the place that he 
deserves. 
Since the Conquest; the 
anglophobes of Quebso held 
• political and economic 
power. Since then, little by 
The position of the france- 
Phones outside Quebec is not 
the same. They have never 
actually held political and 
economic power. Today, 
nothing can he more 
legitimate than that they 
want to claim their fair 
share. It is high time 'that it 
is granted to them.--Sylvio 
Saint-Amant (May 27) 
3 CN trains 
off B.C. track 
SMITHERS, B.C. (CP) -  , A company spokesman 
The third Canadian National said earlier that expansion of 
Railways freight train to rails caused by hot weather 
derail in north-central ruoulted in derailments 
British Columbia within Wednesday and Thursday. 
'three days left the tracks 
Friday near Endako, 140 Four cars of a CNR freight 
idiometressoutheast of here. train derailed Thursday at 
A CNR spokesman said Telkwa, about 11 kllometres 
there were no injuries in the east of here, destroying 
derailment of29 grain cars, about 225 metres of track. At 
He said track damage was New Ha~elton, about 100 
minimalandtherailllaewas ldiometres west of here, 10 
expected tn be cleared by earsofana0-carCNRfrelght 
late Friday. train derailed Wednesday. 
Cause of the aecidest was No injuries Were reported 
;nvestigation. in either incident. 
travel in their own case• - -  . . . . .  [[ 
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Hydro-., stalls decision 
on Columbia project 
INVERMERE, B.C. (CP)kllomcirossouthofbere, into voiced strong oppositiou to 
--Brit ish Columbia Hydro in the Columbia River. system theplan at a panel discussion 
beaded by, speakers from. 
VANCOUVER 
Rosa, who asked that her." 
surname be withheld 
because of fear for relatives 
in Chile is'among six van- 
conver persons who haven't 
still a 100g way from making 
any decision on the proposed 
controvers ia l  Columbia 
River diversion project, a 
spokesman ~for the Crown 
corporation told a weekend 
f0mm concerning the river 
Satm~day. 
' Charles Nash,  Hydro's 
general manager for cor- 
porate affairs, told 300 
persons attending a two-day 
"e~chration of the river" 
meeting that alternate 
diversion plans*are possible. 
• Nash said all aspects of the 
Columbia system now are 
being examined to deter- 
mine the effects of any 
developments, and what 
changes would be accept- 
able. 
The forum in this south- 
eastern British Columbia 
cemmu~lty was sponsored 
bx the Columbia River 
Watch, a United States- 
based onvironmental group 
concerned with the river. 
DIVERSION PLANNED 
Hydro proposes to divert a 
portion of the Kootenay 
River at Canal Flats. ~a 
tonangment power 
'productiou at its Mica and 
Rovelatoke power dams on 
the Columbia. 
The plan was criticized by 
Graham Kenxan of 
l~ land ,  a member of the 
B.C. Wildlife Fedaratlon's 
energy committee, who drew 
atroq applause when he told 
a forum about the "pas- 
sionate" local Opl~ition to 
the diversion. -. 
Kenyon said. Hydro must 
resigu l ta~ to the kind of. 
nreaetton it is getting froma 
area residents. "Maybe '~ 
Hydro should recognize this, 
pack their bags and go 
home," be said. "But they 
won't go home. They will go 
somewhere else." 
D. C. Waterflold of 
Nakusp, B.C. told the 
meeting that if those ngainst 
the proposal persist la thair 
opposition • "the Columbia 
Valley will not be spoiled." 
He said the best weapon 
against he plan was their• 
votes at election time. 
PLAN OPPOSED 
Other audience members 
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Hunger strike in..protest of junta 
(CP) -- Chile's military junta. The strike was begun in by aathorities trying to fend 
The group is demanding Santiago May 22 by 66 "her husband. She was re- 
that the regime of Gmeral relatives of missing persons leased because she was 
Hydro and wildl i fe eate~ for more than nine 
fed~ation members, days as part of an in- 
Critics of the Hydro plan ternational protest against 
contend that the diversion 
will threaten the m-mliliou. 
a-year tourist indastry in the 
region .by changing water 
levels. 
They say it will decrease 
the amount of water going 
dawn the Kcotenay River, 
increasing pollution in the 
river from the Cresthrook 
pulp mill at Skeekumchack, 
56 kllometres south of here. 
It also ~ decrease .the 
amount of water entering the 
Ltbby Dam system near 
IAbby, Mont, they said. 
Critics also have said it 
would lower the temperature 
~of nearby Lake lnvermere 
and silt its waters, while 
area bird sanctuaries would 
be  threatened by changed 
water levels.. 
• The 'weekend forum also 
featured songs and slide 
presentations of the river 
and the effect the diversion 
might have on the en- 
viroament. 
Sweethearts reunite 
Leslie's four ~langhters and 
three sons even contributed 
his, air-fare here from 
England, where he now 
l ives .  
Margaret. who l ives in 
Portland, Ore., and has a 
married son, said "I'd given 
up hope of ever soe~ Lea 
again. I recognized him 
immediately." 
/; 
VANCOUVF_~ (CP) - -  
leslie Pullen, 67, a:happtiy- 
married father,  of six 
children, was reunited 
Sunday with Mrs. Margaret 
Haynes, 63--a sweetheart 
be'a not scennfur almost half 
a century. ' 
Their reuncon had the full 
approval of Leslie's wife and 
Margaret ' s  husband.  
CBC wins award 
for Nishga show 
legal and peaceful 8trof~ie 
o/ the Nishga Indians in 
Britbb Columbia for the 
, right to maintain th3ir own 
idmtlty, and govern their 
• tribal affairs. 
CJAD Radio, Montreal, 
was awarded for its open- 
tine prngram, Sounds Like 
• Montreal, where a 
disetmion on human 
kso~. is  followed by public 
respome. 
The league eays the 
awards were initiated in 1974 
"to call public attention to 
the role played by the media 
in alerting, informing and 
senfltizlng the public to the 
nature and value of human 
rights, ~heir inter- 
dependmce, one upon the 
other, ondnthe ver-preec,~t 
danger of their er~Ion." 
The awards were 
presented at a B'nai B'rith 
district convention. 
ELLENVILLE, N.Y. (CP) 
- -  The Canadian magazine, 
CBC]Brl~b Columbia and 
CJAD Radio, Montreal, have
bern awarded annual Media 
HumeriRights Awards for 
press, radio and television, 
the League for Hu~nan 
Highteef B'nai B'rtth an- 
nounced today. 
The Canadian magazine 
was rec~ for a report 
about the hazardous living 
conditions of native 
Canadians and the in- 
creasing death rate as a 
result of health and sanitary 
negligence. Reader's Digest 
~ Canada participated in the 
development o~nthe original 
story outline, shared the cost' 
of the project, and, later 
published a condensed 
version in its Canadian issue. 
CBC-British Columbia re- 
ceived the award for The 
Nisbgas: A Struggle for 
Survival, ~vhich depicted the 
Recordbreaking 
rollercoaster 
ms met during the 
was half a grapo/rult a 
handhd of grapes and  a 
enuple of glasses of water. 
Parker had a munber of 
sponoom and raised about 
~3,0~0 for the Canadian 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  
Bruce Parker of Prince 
Coorge, B.C., had trouble 
walking Saturday after 
setUng a record at Playland 
of 351 eeanecutive rides on 
the rollercoanter. 
. . Paraplegic Association. 
The~l.year-old apprentice He also said be would do it 
montoutter wasn't sure  again if, his record here in 
whether his 15-hour broken. The  previous 
marathon ride had set a .  Playland ~ollercomt' mark 
world recm.d, was 225 continuous rides. 
Traffic transport 
concern Burnaby 
" !  hope I 'm reading--: it 
it could be a move 
to in'ing annastm burden on 
municipalities," said Ast. 
But there were no hugs and 
kisssa--instead, a very 
reserved handshake. 
"We were in public, T l l  
give him a hug later," 
laughed Margaret. " I t 's  
bern a long time, and ob- 
viously thinga will be a little 
strained for a while. 
'" I 'm so happy he's come. 
He looks pretty good, though 
we've beth aged. He had a bit 
of trouble recognizing me-- 
but then my hair b white 
now. 
"I have no regrets that's 
be's here, nor have our own 
families -there's no heart- 
break for them.nThey know 
there is no question of a 
romance. We are both 
happily married. 
"For goodness ake, Lea 
and I aren't going to fall in 
love again. It's just going to 
be fun catching up on all 
each other's noWS." 
. In a telephone interview 
from Portland, Mrs. Haynes 
said they first met in 1930 at 
a Vanceuver party whila he, 
was a sailor in the British 
Navy. 
HAD ROMANCE 
"It was quite a romantic 
story," she said. He left 
when the ship sailed a week 
later, but returned the 
following year, again for a 
week, she said. 
"Then, three years later, 
ha was hack--on a freighter. 
This time he jumped Ship 
and stayed in Vancouver for 
three months. 
"We had a marvelous time 
to~elber; but suddenly itwas 
all over. His landlady turned 
him in and his enmvany sent 
him home on another 
freighter." That was the last 
time they saw each other, 
althongh they have kept in 
touch with regular letters. 
"We were engaged," said 
Margaret. "But in those 
days neither one of us could 
afford the trip to England or 
Canada, G~reumstmcce and 
the deprsmon chan~ed the 
whole picture. 
• ':When you are young you 
have to accept these things, 
but you alwaYs have that 
little something for a person. 
We always had a dream that 
we'd meet again. I guess 
we've been in each other's 
minds for years." 
Leslie, is visiting for about 
three weeks before returning 
to his home in Portsmouth, 
England" "My desire to see 
Margaret has become an 
obsession over the years," 
he said. " I  wanted to 
emigrate, but my 'wife 
wouldn't leave England." 
In Portsmouth, his wife 
Vera said she was "delighted 
Less is making ~ trip." ' 
"I'm sure ha will behave 
himself, and come back,"' 
she added. 
BURNABY, B,C. (CP) - - '  
Residonta of. this 
municipality ook their beefs 
to a New Democratic Party 
public caucus meeting 
Saturday making it cleart 
th~ primary concerns are 
traffic routes and t rans -  
portation. •
The. public meeting was  
one of a aeries the NDP 
caUcus is holding tin:output 
the province to learn aSout 
the concerns of citizen in 
various areas. 
Chaired by MLA Karm 
Sanford of Comox, the 
meeting was better attended 
by ~ 'than the public. 
Sexteen NDP members 
showed up, including former 
premier Dave Barrett, but 
the public gallery consisted ' 
largely o~'thoso prmmf l~ 
.What a 
diffemi  a 
a price maloes. 
See f yoursdfat 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4N2 Hwy.'~6 Wast - - -T~acb ,  8.C. VSG llJ 
535.5571or535.43~5 - "  DuierLIcence~O~SA 
Test drive a Honda today. 
Augusto Pinochet, which and has since generated 
took power in a c0up in1973, world-wide support with 
release information about . about 200 people on strike in 
2,500 Chileans it says have 10 CanadJan Cities. 
disappeared in prisons ince "I feel weak," Rosa 
the cokv. said,nlying on a foam pad 
Sunday in a church. "But at 
the same time, I feel very 
strong, strong enough to. 
continue this struggle." 
Rosa said after her 
husband, a university 
7 weekend deaths 
in province 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
A 10-year-old girl who died " 
when a car plunged 180 
metres •down a hillside 
Saturday was among seven 
persons who died. in ac- 
eldonis in British Columbia 
during the weekend, a 
Canadian Press survey 
shows. 
Mi.chelle Curbeil, 1~, of 
Kaminops was killed when 
the car in which she was 
riding left the Trans-Canada 
Highway at Matte's 
Mountain about 70 kilo- 
metres east of Kamlsopa nd 
plunged down the em: 
hankmont; Police said he 
body was found at the bottom 
of the hill. 
10 kflometrss outheast of 
Invermere. 
A 25-y~ar-old Chllliwack 
' man was killed early Stmday 
in a singie-vchicle accident 
on Likely Road, .about 50 
kilometres" northeast of 
Williams Lake. His name 
was not released. ." 
Lorraine Lillinn Shaw, 15, 
of Chilliwack died early• 
Sknday when she was struck 
by a car as she walked along 
the Columbia Valley high- 
way south of Cultus Lake. 
Police have not identified a 
man killed Sunday morning 
in a two-car bead-on crash on 
Highway 97 near Duck Lake, 
about 22 kliometres north of 
Kelowna. ' 
Beatrice Arlene Cgrl~l,. RonaldnRoes Frame, 22, of 
Z7, of Kamloops was in fair Richmond drowned 
condition in  hospital. Saturday when the canoe he 
Mcuique Leslie Allon,nl0, of and a companion were 
Kamloopa was in fair con- f'mhing from overturned in 
dltion in hospital. Coquihalla Lake, 59 
Two unidentified In- kilometres northeast of 
vermere residents died Hope. Police said the other 
Saturday when their ear man. managed to ,reach 
collided with another about shore', n 
brlefs. 
Bumaby Alde~mun Gerry 
Aai, asked bY MLA Charles 
Barber of Victoria for his 
opinion of the newly- 
introduced Urban transit 
Authority Act, expressed 
concern about the gov- 
• eminent paying its share of 
transit costo under the new 
armngament., 
pregnant. 
After that, she said, her 18- 
year-old brother disap. 
peered for two years, the 
time spent in two con- 
centration camps. He was 
released in1976 and is now in 
Canada. 
Chile's Roman Catholic 
Cardinal has set a deadline 
for Pincchet o respond to 
the strikers' demands. 
student and lmown supporter "The Church has a lot of 
ofnthe deposed Salvatore power in Chile," Rosa said. 
Allende, fled Chile, she spent "And our strike here is 
a day in, jsil--held hostage annimportant kind of sup- 
port for the strikers in 
Chile." 
• At s meeting Friday, the 
strikers were supported by 
Vancouver Alderman Har~ry 
Raakin • and British 
Columbia Federation :of 
Labor President George. 
Johnfon. The Vancouver 
group has sent telegrams "to 
Pinochet, the UN Seeretai~ 
General and the federal 
external affairs department, 
A demonstrat ionnis"  
planned Tuesday at the 
Chilean consulate in Van- 
couver where a petition with 
more than 500 names is to be 
presented. 
,." ew Business 
Ii " Hot listed in our .:i i 
B'O' Tel O're°tory' ill 
!i~! ~'~ WATER LILY BAY RESORT- 795-2267 .:'.",~ 
BOYDS BODY SHOP - 535-9410 
Listed°-xv, o-635.3479 
Here/ Free - for ON E month courtesy of THE 
DAILY  HERALD 
If you wish your Business Phone 63 7 
listed for your customers please call m 
j :  • . 
. ::::::~::;:;:.~.~:~:~:~.:.~:~:..~;~;~:~;~:::~;~:~;~:~:~:~.:~:::::~:~:::::;:~:::::::::::::;:;:~:;::~;::::~.::::~:~:~:::~:~:~:;:~::~;:.~:;:;:;~;:.~.:.:.:.:~:~:.:.:~:~:.:::::::::~ 
I UB 
Toyota has a Lfftbackto set your spirits oaring above the The Cel ica Liftback: Motor Trend's 1978 Import Car of theYear. 
everyday.And yet, with down to earth features and prices, so that There are two aerodynamic models to choose from, the ST and : 
owning.your perfect Toyota is no fantasy. It's as easy as coming the GT. ST models come with floor mounted 3 speed automatic transmis- . i. 
in to your Toyota dealers showroom, sion" AM/~vl radio, full fabric'upholste~ elegant simulated wood- 
' The Corolla L/ftback: Pizazz and practicality in one neat grain steering Wheel, instrument panel and shift knob, plus many, many 
package, more standard features. • 
Corolla comes with a 1600 cc engine or an economical, gutsy GT's come standard with 5-speed overdrive tmnsm/ssion, AM/FM 
1200 cc engine that can really do the job. Estate wagon design, 27.7 multiplex stereo radio, leather wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, 
cu. ft. of usable rear cargo space, full carpeting, split-back f~ld fully adjustable driver's seat with a special lumbar support feature and 
down rear seat, MacPherson strut fronl,snspension plus a complete a host of other.features. Options include power steering and a sunroof. 
(and we mean Complete) range of standard features. Lift: off. f 
' On the 1600 model a 3 speed automatic transmission What are you waiting for? Con~e into your Toy6ta dealer and test 
is an available op~orL - " 
% 
TOYOTA U CKS. TODAY. 
TERRAOE MOTORS LTD. 
4916 Highway 16, West Motor nosier h mhr DNA Phone 635.6558 
i 
Y 
,J 
. . . . .  .1 ~, :, ~ ,. ,% •,~v" h. , ,  
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Kit/mat arena over the weekend." 
~ ~W~'~'~  ~ ~ ~ ~-~ ~y~: ~:";,:~ ~ ~ ,~; t~BI~EB | 
• " * / i f  ., ii " 
Uvision tournament play at lh e 
le weekend, 
Soccer Cup play 
plagued by dope 
BUENOS AIRES (AP) - Two players from each 
Willie Johnston, star of tsam are delectod by lot for a 
S¢otinnd's World Cup soccer urine test after every World 
team, admitted Monday he Cup match. Johnston and 
bad taken a forbidden drug Kenny Dalgilsh were chasm 
and was. smt~ home and from the Scottish team, 
banned from the Scottish which lest ~1 to Pe~. 
team for life. A report on Johnston's 
The Scottish Football sample was sent to the 
Prince George ~dns 
Kitimat exhibition play 
by Anne Martindale 
Kitlmat teams won only 
the first and last games of an 
eighf game lacrosse tour- 
nament which had four 
teams from Prince George 
and 24 players from Prince 
Rupert competing. The 
bantam and midget aged 
Prince Rupert players were 
placed on the Kitimat ~nd 
Prince George teams to 
provide them with an op- 
portunity o gain expcrienco. 
Each out of town player 
received an envelope to 
commemrute the weekend. 
The association would like 
to thank those merchants 
who contributed: Alcan, 
Eurocan, District of Kitimat 
and the Bank of Commoree. 
Also the Kitimat Lacrosse 
Assoc. would like to thank 
all those people who worked 
so hard to make L~ ~-  
nament a success. Kitimat 
players are now looking 
forwar~ to travelling tc 
Prince Grorge to compete in
the July 1st tournament. 
LATE FLASH: Wianor of 
the seven pound Hershey 
chocolate bar raffled off by 
the Kitimat Minor Laorosse 
Association was Niome 
Deso~sa ofKitimat. 
LOAN BE~EFITS BOTH 
TORONTO (CP) -- Fifty. 
nine works of art have been 
loaned to the Art Gallery of 
Ontario by Universityof 
Torolito for a period of up to 
I0 years. 'In exchange, the 
gallery will restore th~ 
paintings, many of which 
have seriously deteriorated. 
Thirty.one of the paintings' 
wore exhibited by!he gallery 
last November and now are 
on to.ur of Ontarlo. 
West wins in CFL Stars 
pre-season battle 
By GLENN COLE 
CALGARY (CP) -- It 
appears that the format for 
the Canadian Football 
League all-star game is 
acceptable, now they have to 
find the right time of year to 
play it. 
It was obvious by the effort 
put forth Saturday night at 
McMahon Stadium that the 
contest probably should not 
be the kickoff to the pre. 
season schedule. 
The Western Conference 
stars defeated the Eastern 
Conference stars 24-12 and 
neither team impressed 
offensively, although the 
END OF SEASON IDEAL 
"Ideally it should be after 
the season," said Calgary 
quarterback John Hu~nsgel, 
who directed the West of. 
fence along with Winnlpog's 
Ralph Brock. "But you can't 
do that out here. 
"I don't know~ I have no 
ideas about it. I haven't 
really thought about it." 
Harris thought'!he end of 
the season idea was not bad, 
but it was not feasible ither 
because by time the Grey 
Cup game is over in late 
November, most of the 
United States-barn players 
in the CFL have left for 
defences did.look all right. • home. 
"In the all-star game, it's 
going to be the'dofancas that 
dominate," said cornerback 
Dlukie Harris of Montreal- 
Alouettes. "The offenses 
have such little time to throw 
things in there. They need a 
lot more time than defence. 
As aresult, most games are 
low-scoring or dull in that 
way." 
Not surprisingly, a 
dofe~iaive player was the No. 
I star in the game as cor- 
nerback Ray Odums of 
Calgary Stampeders scored 
a pair of touchdowns-- one 
on a 50-yard pass inter. 
ecption i  the second quarter 
and the other on a ,54-yard 
fumble recovery in the 
fourth quarter. 
Dave Q~tior of Edmonton 
Asunciallon announced the Scottish delegation at Eskimos had two field. 
decision at Cordoba, where Cordoba t noon Sunday, ngoals, four singes and two 
the Scottish team was World Cup officials aid. converts to complete the 
staying. The Scots had 12 hours, scoring for the West. • 
A few minutes earli~', in under the rules, ix/which to GABRIEL SCORES 
Buenos Aires, Helmut request a second test on Tightoud Tony Gdbriei of 
Keysor, secretary general of Johnston for eenntm'-proof, Ottawa Rough Riders, 
~e FIFA, the international but they did not use their caught a seven-yard touch. 
soccer federation, said ~ right of appeal. After the down pass from Toronto's 
Scotland was liable to he time limit had expired, Key- Chuck Ealdy with 3:13 
disqualified from' the ser said Johnston had remainingJn the game to 
tournament ff the charges evidently taken a pill and make the score respectable. 
against Johnston were committed "a flagrant LawrieSkolcoed of Hamilton 
m~oved. In1974 violation" of World Cup Tiger-Cats had a twopoint 
in 'West Germany, Jean rules, conversion and ptacokicker 
Joseph of the Haiti team was Doctors attached to eacm Don Sweet of Montreal 
suspended from the rest of of the 16 teams in the world added a field goal and a con- 
the tournament after a are given a list of medicines verL 
•bauned stimulant had shown which are banned under LarryTittley, anoffoasive 
up in a urine test. However, FIFA rules, lineman from Calgary, 
Haiti was not disqualified Sources clofe to the admitted that some of the 
from the tournament. Scottish team said Johnston players might have had 
The organizing committee had been takingnanti, mixed emotions playing in 
of the World Cup still has to hystamine tablets for hay the all-star game. 
meet o decode what action, fever. But it was not clear ".They may not have been 
if any, to take against whether this was what usmmtsliypreparedasthey 
Scotland. showed up in his urine test. would for a regular game," 
he noted. 
American League season and it's hard to get 
' o .  yourself prepared men. 
1]  r s t  S tally," added quart~back Tom Clements of Ottawa; 
• 0 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
voted the West's best of~ 
Scott had four ~tches for 
57 of the 207 yards the West 
gained through the air.The 
West had only, 61 yards 
rushing. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
WE INVITE ALL SMART 
FO0,1) SHOPPERS o 
TOt)HEOK OUR GROCERY 
,.PRICES FOR THE LOWEST 
PRI.OE LIST IN TOWN! 
"1 
A crowd of about 21,000 
was on hand and'chcored 
when the award to Odunm 
WasEFC,sgame.SrmoanCedoffensiveafter the ~ Y Granville Liggins of 
Toronto was the East's top 
defensive player while the Sunda - CLOSED 
top man was 
Brock Any~ley of Montreal. Monday - 0LOSED 
Tom Scott of Edmonton was 
foasive man n O Tuesday -10a.m. till 6p.m. 
STORE HOURS: 
Thursday - 10aem. till 6p.m. 
Friday, 10a.m. till 9p.m. 
Wednesday - 10a.m, till 6p.m, 
Saturday - 9a.m. till 6p.m. 
0 
0 
T heEdst had 121 yards 
• rushing and 150 passing with 
Ayasley making three grabs 
for 35 yards. 
PCL squeak 
for Beavers 
By THE ASSOCIATED 
PRESS 
Portland Beavers have 
taught Tacoma Yankees the 
truth of the old saying that a 
miss is as good as a mile. 
The Yankees got the 
message .twice Sunday as the 
Beavers won a pair of 
squeakers Over Tacoma, 6-S 
and 5-4, in a 'Pacific Coast 
League baseball dou. 
bleheader. 
The two victories brought 
By THE ASSOCIATED Orioles defeated Seattle who split the East play 
PRESS Mariners 4-1, Kansas City directing duties with Ealey. 
While there was geecral eighth inning of the first Sunday was a day of firsts Royals beat Chicago White agreement the game was the game. . 
in American League SCx 13-2, Texas Rangers beat first for the pluYehs mid had Vancouver pitcher Craig 
baseball. Toronto Blue Jays 9-S and something to do with the Marietta held Spokane to Jim Fregesl enjoyed his Detroit Tigers beat Man- 
The 
0WES 
Prioe List 
In Town! 
• 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
"¢ , 
Portland to within ,two 0 ' 0 
games of first-place Tacoma 
in the Western'Division. 
In other games Sunday, - 
TuCson Taros upended 
Albuquerque Dukes 7-4, 
San Jose Missions Outlasted 
Phoenix Giants 4-3 in 10 
innings and Hawaii Islan- 
ders topped Salt La, ke City • 
' NEW AND WE • Alfredo Griffin stole third 
baso and came homewith O 611AI;MITEE THAT O the winning run fo~ Portland on a sacrifice fly in the ~. 
You S4VE U0,eVZZ first win as manager of nosota Twins 6-4. POOr show, there was no three hitsin the first game to O~ 0 
solution to the problem of pest h is  seventh victory California Angels, pitcher On Saturday, Toronto beat when to schedule it. without a loss this season. ' , Randy Stein got his first Texas 4-3, Minnesota 
• major league win for defeated Detroit 9-2, m--- ,, ~ 'Wo of fe r  o lose  to  1000 food  i tems!  
Milwaukee Brewarf, Dick Cleveland defeated FORPRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS "- ~ 
Davis hit his first major Mllwankee64,Oakiandheat AUTOVEST " ~ • , 
league, bas,-loaded home the Yankees S-1, Chicagode- hfeve you buy, lnvestlptetheadvantagesofthis rent- ~-We Stock your favounte national brandd. 
runforthoBreworsandLen feated Kansas City 9.5, to-ownplan. AIImealespaldapplytopurchase. Why 
Sakategot bisflrst hit since Boston edg ,  thd Angels 5-4 fie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and las t  ~ * Fast, accurate cheek-out service! . ' L  
April 29, also for Milwaukee. and Baltirno~re beat Seattle 2- months rent and drive away. 
"This felt 15 times bettor 1. V O thanIthoughtitwould,',eaid The Angels' victory EXAMPLES ~ ,Our prices are the same each day of the weak. 
Freguslafter the Angels beat snapped aseven.game losing Based on 36 month lease 
Boston Red SCx 4-2. streak, but the Red Sex 70 F 2,0 pickup 7e Econolino Van 7a C 100 Chev pc ~ - He here today, gone tomorrow "Specials'q! 
'!I felt great," said Stein, managedtobrenkastroakof $14a.00per month $13&ooper month S12L00per month 
the winulng pitcher f°r thelr°wn'finaliY~°ring0ff |ease end price '"se end pric|t lease end price O X'  O M, wnnk, in an ope.,ng, pit~cr Fr~, Ta,nn at .,,,,.oo , , , , , . ,  , , , , ,~ . .  *He o onsive fixtures or decors • - "  
game 12-7 decision over Anaheim Stadium. or simply return or siml;ly return br simply return 
~eveland,,~aos. Ta~.a, . ,  who nto ryd "A home run, period, is a stm'endered two unearned 78 Camaro HT 70 Zephyr Sedan 70 Dodge Van ~ *NO gimmicks! No 0o sts!~ You save  eve  ay! 
big deal for me because I'm runs to BostOn in the ninth S13P.OO per month Sl24.00 per month $12~.00 per month 
a line drive hitter," said inning, got relict help from lease end price lease end price lease lend price ~ ' i okh l~! !  
Davis whose homer was the Dave LaRocba. Tanana, the S2,O2,.oo Sl,e2s.oo $1,07s~oo * He multiple prio ng - for easy oho L keyhitin the 12"7 win' "Bat a ~L's first nine'game wiv-n~' Pr simplY retorn °r simply return °r si~nPlY rot"rn O ' "  ' 0  
grand slam ... I was so ex- 4-0 at home against the 7e Fiesta 3 dr. 78 F,S0 4 x 4 i ;~ Oil: ~u,,.. *You pack and take,out your own grooonooL., 
cited I jumped when I go~ to Red Sex and hasn't S..o0 per month $1ss.o0 per month I $139.00 per month ' . ' 
first be, e;" ,, , surrendered an earned run lease ,nd price Icase end price leas, end pr,c'e ~ ~ 
I hadn treally been doing to Boston in 43 innings there." $1400.00 $2,275.00 $2,02~00 
anything wrong at the prate or simply return ~r simply-return or simply return 
lint I had been pressing," Brewers 12.9 Indians 74 , WE RESERVE THE nIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
eaid Sakata who broke out of Stein, Davis and Sahats FOR FuRTHER INFORMATiON ~ 4662 LM(ELSE AVERUE ' = ' - - '  , 
Ida slump in the Brewers' 9-5 wore an excited bunch of CALL LARRY HAY ES - R ICHA RDS 
,gh~p wt., Brewers after co.trtbufine V (formerly Eaton', O ) ~ TIEIII~OE, B ~.p OAKLAND BEAT YANKS to the Milwaukee sweep of COLLECT987.7111 atalogue Store ,0, 
Elsewhere in the theindinns. BELMONT LEASiNG LTD, ' ~ O ~ O ~ o ~  ~ ~ 0  - - 0 - - - - ~ 0  American League, Oakland "The only problem I've 1140MARINE DRIVE 
A's defeated New York ever had is trying to be too NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
Yankees 6.4, Baltimore fine," said Stein. 
! 
Jod~ Scheck'te~ drlvtng the Canadian Walter Wolf car in the Grand Prix drcuit. 
i I 
MADRID "(~P) . Marie 
Andrefli of Nazareth, Pa., 
won the Spanish Grand Prix 
on Sunday for the second 
eonsaeutive year and pulled 
farther ahead in the world 
Formula 1 driving ch~m. 
p/onahip race. 
His team-mate, Ronnie 
Poteroon of Sweden, came in 
second in the'othcr JPS- 
Lotea-tbo team's econd one- 
two sweep in a row. The 
black-and-gold Lotus cars 
finished in the same 
peaitions in the Belgian 
• Grand Prk  for Formula 1 
cars at  Zolder two weeks 
ago, 
Third in the incident. 
packed, race was France's 
Jacques Loffite in the L~ier- 
Matra and fourth was South 
Mriean Jody Scheckter in 
Montreal ollman Walter 
Wolf's newly-deslgaed Wolf 
Ford. 
Fifth place was taken by 
Britain's Jolm Watson in the 
Brabham-hlfa, nd sixth, a 
lap behind Andretti following 
a tire change, was former 
world champion James Hunt 
ot Britain in a McLaren. 
Carlos Reutemann of 
Argentina, driving'the No, I .  
Ferrari and expected topose 
Andretti's most serious 
challenge Sunday, crashed 
on the 57th lap, over- 
inroingthe car against a 
barrtec. Reutemann walked 
Andretti steps-up ush for Grand Prix 
away from the wreck 
uninlured. 
He and Ferrar i  team- 
mate, Oilles Villoneave of 
Berthierville, qae,, had tire 
• trouble throughout he af- 
ternoun and were fro'cod to 
make frequent pit stops. 
Villeneuve, a rookie on the 
OP circuit who p/eked up Ms 
first world championship 
points in the Belgian race, 
placed lOth Sunday, one lap 
behind the leaders. 
Andretti, his newer Lotus 
79 model on'the pole, was 
eatSuuned at the s tar tas  
Hunt blasted through from 
the second row. But the 
Amrican took the lead back 
from Hunt on the sixth lap 
and drew steadily away as 
the rest of the field fought it 
out behind him in the torrid 
heat. 
Andretti's time for the 75 
laps 25S.323 ktlometres 
around Jarma's  twisting 
~ircuit wan one. hour, 41 
minutes, 47.06 Neonda foran 
average speed ot 150.523 
kilometros an hour 93.531 
m.p.h. 
"I think now I could win 
the world champ/omhip," 
Androtti said following the 
victory. "Our next race is at 
Ande~torp .in Sweden, and 
that's ac .o.ther track where 
our cars should have a big 
advantage." ~ae low-elung 
Lotuses are designed to 
Ground effect ears 
stick "like paint" 
MADRID (AP) -- Colin "I was only Just about 
Chap.man's revolutionary 
"ground effect" race cars 
havdd0~ itugain, with a 1-2 
victory in the, Spanish Grand 
Prix that increased Marie 
Andretti's world cham- 
piomhip lead and put Swe- 
den's Resale Petcrsen in 
,econd place. 
"Ground ;effect" is Chap= 
man's own description ofthe 
Model 79 driven by the Lotus 
team of. Andretti and 
Peterson. The air flow 
pattern around the car 
creates, suction that Chap- 
m nn says is a "reverse hov- 
ercraft system." 
Andretti says  the car 
"sticks to the road like it's 
painted on," and the Lotus 
clearly is unbeatable on 
tight, twisting circuits like 
Jarama, outside Madrid, 
where the pair also was 1-2 
two weeks ago, and An-. 
derstorp in Sweden, the next 
Grand Prix venue June 18. 
' Androtti now has 36 world 
Gnmd Prix title points to 26 
for Petorson, 23 for France's 
Patrick Depailler and 22 for 
Carlos Reutemann of 
Argantina, neither of whom 
scoredahere. 
" l 'm surprised my ideas 
haven't been copied so tar," 
Chapman says. Lotus has 
radically redesigned the car 
three times this year 
already. Andretti won his 
first time out with the Model 
79 in Belgium and then here. 
HAD POOR STARTS / 
The Spanish race could 
'have been a disaster for 
Lotus. Andretti and 
Peteracn, on the front row, 
both made poor starts, 
Offlnals gave only two or 
three seconds, instead of the 
normal 10, between the red 
w~dngl i~ht and the green 
start l i~t .  
ready," said Andrettl. 
Peterson had-boon anxiously 
watching tlix'ee.'uSpanlsh 
po l i cemer i  s tand ing  
dangerously near the edge of 
the track when the green 
came OIL 
Andrettl fell to second 
behind Briton James Hunt 
and Peterson fell as far back 
as ninth before coming back. 
Third place went to 
France's Jacques Loffito in 
the Li~ierMat~a and fourth 
to South African "Jody 
Scheckter in the WolfFord 
'owned by Hont~al's Walter 
Wolf. 
Gilles Villuneuve of Ber- 
thierville, Que., finished lOth 
after he and Ferrart team- 
mate Carlm Reutm/ana had 
tire trouble all day. -- 
Tr ip le  b ike  
fa ta l i t ies  
• DOUGLAS, Isle of Man 
(Ranter) - -  Northern 
lrelander Tom Herren won 
the 500cc Tokrist Trophy 
motorcycle vent at record 
speeds in a tragady-marred 
race program Monday that 
saw three side.nar onm- 
potitors killed and ,United 
Ftetes star Pat Hennen 
adm~tod to hospital with 
bead injuries. 
Herren took the lead when 
Hmnen, like Herro- on a Su- 
zuki, crashed on the sixth 
~c  d final lap of the ~6-mlle 
e, The winner's time'was 
o hours, one minute, 33,4 
seconds for an average' 
Jpeed of 111.74 miles an hour, 
The three dead. were 
~Identifled asErnst Trachsel, 
a 34-year.old Swi~, and two 
British competitors--Mac 
Hobson, 47, .  and his 
~pa~mgcr, Ken Birch. 27. 
Allthe 
HONDAS 
arehere. 
Test drive a Hondatod  at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842Hwy. 16 West 
.Terrace, B.C. VSG IL8 
635.6571 M" 635-4325 
Z-][ON][)J~k Dealer LIcence Number 02066A 
almost hug the road. 
World champion Nikl 
Lauds of Austria had engine 
failure on the 5~ lap. 
~e  viotory gives Andretti 
The Canadian Professional 
Golfers Association and 
officials of Labatt's In- 
ternational , G01f Classic 
announced today that Arnold 
Palmer, one of the greatest 
players in the history of the 
game, has accepted an in- 
vltation to play in the 
C.P.G.A. championship at  
Vancouver Shaughneasy 
Golf and ~nnt ry  Club, 
AU- . 
Pa,. :.~iz~in8 
list of iavttees and world 
P.G.A. champions who have 
already accepted invitations 
to the$1CO,O00 event; ~ a 
revised format which' will 
celebrate Labatt'a 150th 
• mniverearY and thcir 12th 
consecutive year as a 
sponsor of the national 
36 paints in the race for the ciuunpineahip. 
title of world driving 
/champion. Peterson ~0ved "Palmer ,w i l l  be a 
tremendous additioa to the 
into second spot with 26 field at Vancouver," said 
ix)~ls, 4 
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Palmer to play Canadian championship ':~/ 
in Vancouver August 15 to20  " ~: 
David gink, executive 
~rectorof the C.P.G.A. "He 
lends something to any 
tournament in which he 
plays and almost ensures a
successful gate for this 
OVOnL" 
Tournament officials have 
• already announced ac .  
coptance from, five national 
champions to appear at 
~hangneeay in what they 
bo.~ will become a mawr  
flxtma in lnt~naUonal golf, 
Canada's George Knu~ls~ 
will defend the t it lehe has " 
won the past two years and 
thin time he will have major 
chailengenges from in- 
ternational tear,stets. 
Top of the list was 
Argentine veteran,, Roherto 
De Viceuno, 10 time winner 
of the Argentine open and 
perennial champion in his 
cotmlry, He won the Brlti~ 
open at Hoylake in 1967 and 
almost every other Zink was excitm over th~ 
Em'openn open title at one acceptneceofPalmer, eaed.-" 
time or another. ~ : ~  p lay~ in fi~ 
AnetherP.G.A.champions ternationa! golf, wlth a 
are, Patrick Cotton..M the record ~ 61 victories on the; 
Club France near.Parts; who U.S. tour, and an addltlonaF" 
holds the French cham- 18forofgn titles including thp. 
pionehip; John Bland of 1961 and 1962 British Opens 
South Africa and Simon and the 1955 Canad/an Opeo; 
Owen of New Zealand. • : . . '  !~ 
. .IMP, ORTA_NTMEETING :i'i? 
I ~,ME:J.,,~:.p.m. " - / • 
I il 
| .  ORDER TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS/ " . !~ .  
[ ~ ~ TheChlldmlndlng Centre ~. 
Don'  b 
they  ,you..ab out 
° , 
way, they'll know exactly where they stand when they step off the plane:l@ 
P A lo t  of people have some pretty strange ideas about • - 
• ~Canada 's  immigrationlaw. And, as a resutt~ a lot of people suffer 
• i l k  from believing them. 
The fact is, the-most reliable information comcsfrom us. :~ 
In other countries, were in Canadian Government visa offices: He 'm_i 
at home, it's your Canada Immigration Centre. ~ .... 
If you know someone Who,11 have to pass through::canadiafi ~"?!i 
Immigration in the near future, you'd be doing them a favour by ::: 
pointingthem in our direction. Especially now that there's anew i
immigration law. =.. 
Now, the new law doesn't mean a lot Of changes for the iii 
average immigrant or visitor. .:: 
Here, nevertheless, are a few things that might affec~ 
you or someone you know. :i' 
Fromnow on, ~ t s  and those vlsitors who 
I come here to work or study must make all imrnigra-: ;:
tion arrangements before arriving in Canadm No "one 
may change his or her status while inside Canadm ~/ 
Remember that money can't buy your way into i::: 
Canad~ All thehelp you need is free at .... : 
any Canadian Government visa office or Canada :~ .... 
Immigration Centre. : ' :  
Canadian immigration officers do not discriminate: 
on the grounds of colom; race or religio~ Ever. 
A new adjudication system gives greater protection 
to the civil rights of people involved in immigration 
proceedings. And deportation will no longer be the •,i :: 
~ possible penalW. Them are now less =: 
drastic alternatives for minor infractions of :::°= 
immigration law. ;:/i 
The new lawdoes not make immigration::: 
b easier, but it does make it more predictable. If ::: 
, •~ you need to know more, ask at a Canada Immigratib~ 
Centre. If you know someone abroad who needs information, tell them to.contact ;;::.i 
their Canadian Government visa office before they make a move, That '  -:. " 
Employment and". Emptoi at ::"--~ 
Immigration Canada Immigration Can~:~ 
.Bu d Cullen, Minister 
- -  I m 
q 
Bud Cullen, Mlnlstr'e. 
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Overwa,tea 
I NABOB --  GOLD LEAF [ I WESTERN "FAMILY BRAND 
TEA BAGS - iMARGARINE 
DELUXE ORANGE PEKOE TEA I ONE, POUND PACKAGES 
SPLENDOR . READY CUT 
MACARONI  
oR LONG ,SPAGHETB 
2 
Pt 
CHRISTIE'S - -  HONEY MAID -- GRAHAM 
WAFERS 17  
800 g PKG 
I KRAFT - -  LIGHT 'N LIVELY - -  PROCESSED 
SKIM MILK ~ dl57 
CHEESE LOAF I 'm- 
CHRISTIE'S PLAIN -- RITZ I [ GREEN GIANT BRAND 
CRACKERS ,~,0_~o~ lCORN 2~,~°:98 
12F 
TI 
NABOB -- TRADmON 
COFFEE v":~ °~ 
REGULAR OR FILTEF 
KG 
PKE 
KRAFT BRAND --  SPAGHETTI 
~Ik l l l  l A B  24 FL OZ m a d  
. .~I I IAUILmP--  GLASS 1,=' T ~ T R  ~IT~MEAT JAR 
C 
L 
i WESTERN FAMILY - -  COFFEE I 
CREAMER ,,llSOl 
16 oz JAR U II i 
ENGUSI 
EACH 
IFORNIA - -  CANADA #1 GRADE 
x Z .  llc.vsTA--P  . 
CHERRIES 
BING 
VARIETY 
PER 
LB 
JAM' IPOWDERSI 
-.I.i.. " - 
f_ 
24 
FL OZ 
GLASS 
JAR 
FL 3C 
PK( 
I CHEESE SLICES WESTERN FAMILY. J l  a J~  PROCESSED ~6 I I  E ~  "°'"~-' = TH,NS" °z G I I 
FOOD '~ 
PJ o'z'~ 
• ~ T INS I I  
%, J•  I 
DOG FOOD[I 
'ST 2" ' '  
4 KG BAG 
I 
-~  IlFOII. WRAP 
WESTERN FAMILY 
BRAND 18 INCH I I O Q  
BY25 FT  H I  ~ 
ROLL 
TROPICANA --  FROM FLORIDA 
ORANGE P°"~ UNSWEETENED 
I JUiCE 
164# z 
B.C. GR( 
CANADA 
CAUFORNIA GROWN PER LB 
BROCCOLI 
"GREAT WITH CHEESE SAUCE" 
.._ ~...n... ,,..,.:.,,..,.,., ..,,,.^., ;,,.,, ,..,.R:,v.~ .t.,.,,,.,.v, IAl,-,rl  .. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES 
. . ~t3  IJ/IUt:3;~ i::;ll~ III ¢~ll~'t.,I. I IU i l l  rV V ~ " ~ , ' ,CA78-02:3 
.' f ;  
k 
e . 
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I %/VUlW~U LU¢i 
B-EEF CHUCK 
BLADE "SERVE WITH HOTHOUSE TOMATOES FOR A DEUCIOU8 GARNI8H" 
BY THE PIECE 
BACON 
WHOLE, HALF or END CUTS r , . . 
PER 
LB 
CANADA 
GRADE 
BY THE PIECE 
ENJOY B.C. SEAFOOD TODAY PER 
- -  TRAY PACK J ~ '  ,KEN BREASTS 128 
WBGI'IT~ pERLB ' • i~ i
!-::f' r...~" " " .,i "~'~ :': . . . . . . .  " - ' ..#: 
: ,  ,], 
' " " " ,  " '. :' .t,.. ,,,: 
LBPER ~ ~~'  
BEEF CHUCK ] 
•'CANADA 
,GRADE 
ASS'rD VARiE'n~ 30Z VAC P K G / i i l ~  I ~a 
DETERGENT I IDEODORANTI I -~  
SUNUGHT 
UQUID 
"FOR YOUR 
DISHES" 
I R~3HT GUARD I DAIRYLAND . MINUTE MAID 
1°,1 4 L,T.~ 191 BRAND FoRROZEN--REGULAR BTL i " ~ 12 FL O: y T IN i  
I=~====,==mlm,mq 
BONE 
IN 
~OL ~,*.0 L,OU,O ! ~ ' ~  --~'".~"~ I~,~, GIANT-- FROZEN, NIBLETS ! 
CLEANER *}=SlIkOTION E 4aglICORN ,ooz ~1:1 
nO FL OZ BTL .~m I I  I I _ __ - - . . _ _~-__ - - . . : _ - -  . . . . .  ~.L [" • - -  i |  , PKG • / ~ 1  I-OH (..;HAPPED AND DRY ~SKIN • • LIN BUTTER SAUCE ~ l  
- - L IGHTERSEAcH'791~~59J '  , 
DETERGENT l 
,8 
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100 
ML 
TUBE 
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CO~. 
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TERRACE 
" 3220 EbyStreet 635.5950 
KITIMAT 
323 Ci'ty Centre 632-2255 Overwaitea 
L. 
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Rabbit test can  
give false reading 
OTTAWA (CP) --  The 
little ring didn't form atthe 
bottom of the test tube. A 
relief: she's not pregnant. 
Probably not, anyway. 
The Con[idelle ad- 
vertisement says the test she 
bought and performed 
herself at home is 95-per- 
cent accurate after the 12th 
day of.a mksed menstrual 
period, 
In fact, the advertisement 
says, it can work as early as 
four days after a missed 
period if you do it correctly. 
The company, as directed 
by the federal government, 
advises the user to see a 
doctor regardless of test 
results. 
She should, said Irwin Hin- 
berg, a clinical chemist with 
the Bureau of Medical 
Devices. 
"It's a lot more difficult o 
do the test han you think the 
first time around," said 
Hinberg. "The instructions 
are simple but you may 
shake the tuba while doing 
it." 
Theuser can fudge the test. 
if she shakes the tube of the 
Confidelle kit (the only do-it- 
yourse l f  p regnancy-  
detoetion test currently on 
the market in Canada) more 
than once while waiting for 
test results. 
MUST BE STATIONARY 
The tube contains her 
urine, anti-serum and red 
blood cells coated with 
'pregnancy hormone. It has 
to be left stationary for two 
hours before results are 
obtsine¢ 
A ring formation at the 
bottom of the tube indicates 
the likely presence of the 
pregnancy hormone (human 
chorionie gonadntrepin). No 
the woman is 
bly not pregounL 
A visit to the doctor will 
probably not eout he patient 
anytl~dn¢ 
The test and visit will be 
covered under Ontarie 
Health Insurance. The do-it- 
yourself kit, good for one try 
only, will cost about $6. 
Hinberg conducted studies 
on the pregnancy tests used 
by hospitals and laboratories 
and on the take-home ones in 
1976 after complaints from 
idmrmacists, laboratories 
and doctors. 
They were concerned 
about fake positive readings 
from the presence of protein 
in urine samples and said 
manufacturers were oc- 
casionally recycling some of 
their lots, with the possibility 
of redudn~ the tests' ac- 
curacy. 
RESULTS MISLEADING 
"One of the problems was 
that protein in the urine 
speclman often gives a fake 
result," said Hinberg. "It 
says the woman is pregnant 
when she is not and can lead 
to a false abortion. 
He  said maw other 
variables may affeot the 
reading of the tests. 
Among these are drugs 
such as marijuana, 
methadone, antidepressants 
and aspirin if the latter is 
taken in large doses. 
Hinberg said that the test 
loses some of its ef- 
fectiveness if used as early 
as four days after a missed 
period. The advertisement 
makes no mention of how 
accurate the test is ff per- 
formed that early. 
Hinborg said tests done in 
labs are handled by pmfes- 
slmmls who know what ' to 
lock for and are usually 
provided with cantrois to 
.ensure the reactive ssub- 
stances in the test are still 
gsod. 
The only problem with 
Confidelle, he said is user 
naivete. 
"You can't ell them 'don't 
buy the test' because the test 
performs well," he said. 
"But there is always 
someone who will misun- 
derstund." * 
George l~ulay, president 
of Carter Products which 
manufactures Confldelle 
disagreed. 
"I think it is a pretty 
simple test," he said. "I 
think it (the instructions) is
very well delineated." 
He said that in the last four 
to live years about 25,000 
womed a year have used the 
kits. 
"Frankly we know we 
have a product that serves a
need. It k,  we think, quite 
accurate." 
Musician works 
With blind 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  prepare a meal for 12-- 
Dwight Baldwin si~nds his bawling and banking. Braille 
evenings playing for the tags sewn on their clothin~ 
enable them to color co-or- 
dinate their wardrobes. 
"One of cur students 
couldn't speak when he 
arrived here," said 
residence counsellor Donna 
Woods, "but today he has a 
bank account and has 
mastered a number of skills 
which allow him to be more 
self.sufficient." 
Another blind youngster 
volunteers at a home for the 
aged. 
swingers at a downtown bar, 
but he doesn't let his noc- 
turnal working schedule 
interfere with his twice- 
weekly, early-morning 
volunteer commitments to 
Michael Parker, 26, and IS 
other blind studmts whom 
he has been teaching mnsie 
since last September. 
"Man, their ears are so 
good they are easier to teach 
than people who can seat" 
said Baldwin. He said he is 
convinced Parker has the 
• talent o join a professional 
group. 
The blind students are 
residents of Panfleld House, 
operated by the Montreal 
Association for the Blind, 
which recently marked its 
fifth anniversary. 
Its program far young 
adults is unique in Canada, 
says John Simms, the 
associat ion's  director. 
general. 
Some students attend 
junior college or university. 
Others receive orientation 
and mobility skills at the 
residence and vocational 
skills at nearby workshops. 
Another group, which 
includes Parker, are multi- 
handicapped, retarded. 
blind. These students were 
without basic skills when 
they arrived. Most had been 
living with parents and were 
totally dependent on them. 
At the residence they 
learned such skills as per- 
sonal grooming, tasking-- 
one young woman now can 
Bereaved 
Parents 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  Ber- 
eaved parents, convinced 
that the depth of their 
emotion is too much for 
"outsiders" to gsanp, are 
turning fi) others in the same 
plight for help. 
Bereaved Parents is a 
group which is nen- 
denominational with no 
membership fees or dues. 
The first such group in 
Montreal was started 
recently by*Zelde Harris, a 
social worker who formerly 
worked at the Montreal 
Childreh's Hospital. 
Mrs. Harris said she is 
convinced that leadership 
must come from wit l~ and 
she is optimistic that other 
groups, both English-and 
French-speaking will spring 
up throughout the dty. 
Wagon Days 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4642 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. VgG 1LO 
635.6571 or 635.4325 
Dealer Licence Number O2066A 
 ONX)A Test drivea Honda today. 
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Automatic teller easy 
to fool with numbers 
WASHINGTON (AP)" -  and sav ings-and- loan heurtolier,,machinesaeross 
When the statement from customers to make with- the U.S. handle an average 
Olive Koenig's avings-and- drawalsat any time by using 2,000 transaction[ a month. 
lean association said $1,350 an identification umber. Many machines are outside 
had been withdrawn from plus the debit card. banks and savings.and-loan 
her account, she thought it Complaints to the U.S. buildings; in some states 
was a computer error that Congress from Mrs. Koenig they are in shopping centres 
would be corrected, and others may lead to the and at other locations. 
But Mrs. Koenig never got first federal safeguards on BANKS NOT LIABLE 
hack her money, the 24-hour teller facilities. As most automatic tellers 
By using her stolen "debit The House of Beprssm- are used now, a customer 
card," which locks much like tatives banking committee is has no way to prove he did 
not make every withdrawal q a credit card, and by expected to pass this week a 
knowing her identification bill limiting to $50 a charged to his account. Nor 
mmbor, someone withdrew customer's liability for is a signature required, only 
"% the money without her unauthorized withdrawals, an identification umber. 
! ~+~+:ii"~ J i ' i  i~ii !+ii+;,l+,~i+ knowledge through ene of the Tmefuli Senate is+xlmeted piannclallnstitutions, murto 
, +,~, ~+ +' to take ~ a similar bill late have found, are not liable for 
this month, unauthorized use of debit 
John Pousette, of Terrace, is a summer student worldag with Dr. Victor Lapp thrungh 
the provinclal Youth Employmmt Program. A tldrd ~,ear sdeaee student eoealdoring a 
career in the deaUstry field, John will be waridng for fear months in the orthedoul¢ lab, 
taking and developing X-rays, making retainers and at, her orthodon/e sids and IBSktb~ 
Dr. Lepp. Dr. Lepp ereated this summer Job with the assistance el Youth Employment 
Program which encourages mployers'to create summer Jobs by providing SO per eent d 
the student's or youth's wages up to $4 per hour. For more tofwlnatlen on the Youth 
Employment Program, enntact Jean Holloway, field coordinator at the Ministry d 
Labour at 4548 Lakelse Avenue. 
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY SCHOOL 
/ 
DATES: 
August 22, 1978 to September 1, 1978 
No Hockey on Sunday, August 27, 1978. 
ENROLLMENT: 
Section "A"7&eyears  ....................................... ' . *  . . . . . .  ~0 Boys 
Section "6"9 ,  10&11 years. ............................... , . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  34 boys 
Section "C"  12,13& 14 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . ;  . . . . . .  '. 34 boys 
• TOTAL 108 
PLACE: TERRACE ARENA 
coST: 
Section ,,A;: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ....$35.00 
Section" " " " , B & C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  $6S.00 
ICE TIME: 
Section "A:'  ....................................................... 1 Hour per day 
Section "B"  8, "C" .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  3'/= Hours .~rday  
Total of Ten Days 
INSTRUCTION: 
ALL LOCAL INSTRUCTORS 
Each day will deal with specific hockey and skating skills. Basics will .be stressed. 
It Is the intention of Terrace Mlnor Hockey to provide an enloyable ,controlled, 
learning situation at reasonable cost. 
REGISTRATION: 
Will betaken at time of registration for minor hockey. 
Saturday - June 10, ]976 
Clarence Michael School 
Either full registration fee can be paid or we will occept 50 percent as a deposit with 
the remainder being payable.at Hockey School Commencement. 
Car Tips By Totem Ford 
I Owners Sho.uld Use Care When Booshng a CarBaNew 
the booster battery. Then ~tttach 
the other end of the same (:able 
to the POSITIVE terminal post 
of the weak battery, The posi- 
tive terminal on most late-model 
domestic ar batteries is identi. 
fled with a plus (+)  sign a~d 
will have a cubic leading to the 
slarter switch or solenoid, 
Six - -  Connect one end of 
the second cable to the NEGA- 
TIVE ( - )  terminal of the 
booster (good) battery, and the 
other end of the same cable to 
a ground connection on your 
disabled vehicle such as the 
engine block, Do e~t connect it 
to the negative terminal of the 
dlmbled battery. 
Now the jumper cables are 
connected properly, stun-the 
engine of the car with the 
booster batlery and turn on 
your own car's ignition. Once 
your engine isrunning at normal 
idle speed, simply reverse the 
hook-up pro~dure to remove 
the cables. ' 
Boosting' a weak Or dead 
battery may seem easy enough. 
However, b.-cause air condi- 
tioning and other po~vcr acces- 
sories demand higher cal~city 
batteries on newer model cars 
there's 8ood reason to use 
caution, 
i i i  
Terraoe Totem FoM 
Sdes Ltd. 
4631 KeH5 
6364984 D0072"/A 
What do you.do when your 
car's battery suddenly conks 
out? Well, you get a set of 
jumper cables and connect your 
battery to one that's working 
(usually found in a neighbour's 
car). Then turn on your ignition 
and presto - -  your old battery 
has new life, at least long enough 
to get you to a @rage. 
Everyone knows,how to do 
that, right? Wrong, According 
to a Ford Motor Company of 
Canada, Limited olficial, most 
motorists don't know the ira- 
torrance of using jumper cables 
)roperly and safely, 
T. Larry Johnson, national 
service manager, recommends 
the following six.step procedure 
for boosting the standard 12- 
volt, negative-ground battery 
found on most •late.model cars: 
One --  Make certain your 
stalled car and the vehicle with 
the working (booster) battery 
are not touching. If the two 
vehicles are in contact, you 
might create an unwanted elec- 
trical circuit which could cause 
dan@rous sparks when the 
booster cables are attached, 
Two - -  Check to be sure that 
the booster battery also has a 
12-volt capacity, The voltage is 
shown on the battery case. Bat- 
tories w i the  higher or lower 
voltage (:apacity should not be 
• used to bo<~st a standard 12-volt 
battery. (Domestic cars built 
prior to the mid.1950's, a few 
imported vehicles and some 
trucks do not use a i2.volt; nelt- 
ative-sround battery system.) 
Three - -  Turn off all .battery- 
operated accessories such as 
your headlights, radio and 
heater to eliminate unnecessary 
power drains, Then set your 
parking brake and shirt your 
transmission into the "Park" 
. position. (A mum:el transmis- 
sion should be plaoed in 
"Neutral".) 
Four - -  As an added 'safety 
t precaution, loosen the vent caps 
from each battery to rel:ese 
gas~.s that may have accumu- 
lated inside, and cover the vent 
holes with 'a cloth. Batteries 
contain sulfuric acid and pro- 
duce hydrogen and oxygen 
gases during normal operation. 
(If acid contacts, skin, eyes or 
clothing, flush immediately with 
water for a minimum of five 
minutes and get "on.the-spat" 
medical attention,) 
Five --  With the engine 
turned off', connect one end of 
either or the two booster cables 
to the POSITIVE terminal of 
Columbus, Ohio, institution's 
automatic teller machines. ,, . 
'Such .devices allow bank The estimated 8,000 24- earea. 
inn, wE .,uE you 
+ RLLTHE (OmFORTS 
OF HOme... 
Now you can go anywhere and still have those 
comforts of home. Take your vacation this year &X /r~.~. -, 
in one of our fabulous recreational vehicles. I~  ~ [ 
Its the only way to gel [~-~- -~ 
1976 FORD F260 
4X4 Pickup, 390 Vg, 4 Speed, 8000 Warn winch, sure 
track front axle, extra fuel tanks, wide tires. 
1977 RIDGE ROAMER VAN 
¢ O H V E R S I O N  Fridge, Oven, Furnace, Toilet, 
Dodge Chasid - 11000 km 
1977 TOYOTA CELICA $§89§ 
Liftback G.T. S Sp. with Stereo in excellent cord. 
* $6796 
$11996 
1917 FORD F250 SUPER ere $7896 
V8 4 Speed 
I077 PLYMOUTH VOLAIRE $6496 
2 Door, V8 Auto. Trans; 
1973 6M¢ VAN 
V0 Auto. Trans. "Carpeted Inside $2695 
1976 FORD F260 
Vg, •auto. Camper Specla I S4895 
LEASEPLAN 
Investigate theadvantages of this Rent-to.own plan. First and Last Months rent Lets 
you drive away. (On approved credit) 
EXAMPLES 
BASED ON 36 MONTH LEASE 
78 FAIRMONT SEDAN 
$125 per month 
Totalling $4572 
• LEASE END PRICE 
SlOe0 
or simply return 
78 GRANADA SEDAN 
S145 per month 
Totalllng $5220 
LEASE END PRICE 
$2160 
' or simply return 
28 PINTO 
$110 per month 
Totalling $3960 
LEASE END PRICE 
$1600 
or simply return 
V 78 ECONOLINE VAN 
$156 per month 
Totalling $5616 
LEASE ENDPRICE 
$2160 
I or simply return 
r 78 FIESTA 
$123 per month 
Totalling $4392 
LEASE END PRICE 
$1760 
or simply return 
78 ZEPHYR WAGON 
$145 per month 
Totalling $5220 
LEASE END PRICE 
$2060 
or simply return 
I $145 per month 
I Totalling $5220 
LEASE END PRICE 
$2160 
i or simply return 
J $176 per month 
Tota I IIng $6336 
J LEASE END PRICE 
I moo 
ov simply return 
I 78 F250 PICKUP 
i $156 per month 
Totalling $5616 
J LEASE END PRICE 
I S21H 
I 0r simply return 
Torraoo Totem Ford 
Sales Ud, 
4631 Keilh 
636-4984 
DOO727J  
/ 
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Sex law 
changes 
By GERARD McNEIL 
OTTAWA (CP) -- 
DisturUing a religious 
ceremony no longer would be 
a sexual offence if proposals 
by the Law Reform Corn- 
mission of Canada become 
law. nn  
In a working paper made 
publle Monday, the com- 
mission says causing a 
disiurbance, obotruellng a 
clergyman and tossing a 
stink bomb "should be re- 
moved from the ambit of 
sexual offences." 
• If the public agrees, the 
commission will recommend 
these and other changes to 
Parliament, whose members 
have over the years 
produced some bizarre laws 
on human sexual behavior. 
Canadians are only dimly 
aware of some of these 
provisions. Take steamboat 
sex, for example. It may 
come back if a law 
prohibiting captains and 
crews from feducing female 
~ ssengers is repenled~ as e " commission suggests. 
And no longer woul~shep- 
herds who get ,too intimate 
with members of their flock 
be prohibited from strolling 
on public beaches. 
The  commission says 
bestiality should no longer be 
a crime, except where it is 
forcible or public, n 
It also says a general 
section prohibiting sexual 
offenders fromwandering on
beaches, near playgrounds 
or in parks should be 
repealed. 
"A conviction for 
bestiality does not lead to the 
conclusion that he person is 
a potential menace wan- 
dering on a public beach," 
the commission observed.' 
RAISES qUESTIONS 
It says sex among those 
under 14 should continue to" 
he banned. But it raises 
some questions about he age 
limit. 
"Most people agree on re- 
stricting sexual interaction 
between adults and 
children," it says. "But it is 
interesting tonote that until 
1890, the absolute prchibc- 
tion on sexual intercourse 
with young females extended 
only to age 10. Stephen's 
draft cod~of 1892 set the age 
at 12." 
Raising it to 14 was'a ~Oth 
century idea which has 
landed many an un- 
suspecting man in jail. 
The limit remains "even 
though biological sex 
maturation takes place 
earlier now than it did 100 
years ago." 
The commcssion admits 
that few Canadians would 
support a reduction in the 
age limit. It says it is 
possible to make a 
reasonable case for keeping 
the limit at 14. 
But it warns that a law 
against sex with girls 14 to 16 
"of previously chaste 
character" is expecting too 
much. 
"In view of the generally 
earlier maturation of girls 
then of boys,nsuch conduct 
between non-adult teen- 
ngers, while not to be en- 
couraged in law, is con- 
seientionsly too difficult to 
maintain as a crime." 
The matter should be left 
to provincial child welfare 
laws "according to the 
wisdom of the legislators Of 
each province." 
Boy 
drowned 
before 
crowd 
MONTREAL (CP)' - -  
About a dozen people wat- 
ched a sevenyear-old boy 
drown Sa~rday and refused 
to jump itlto the Rivi~e dos 
Prairies to save him, ~ome 
saying the, water was too 
.polluted. 
Police said Martin 
Turgeon of'Mmtreal slipped 
off a wharf near a spot where 
untrealed sewage cs dumped 
into the river. 
"We,re not going in 
there--- the water is much too 
dirty," witnesses quoted one 
onlooker as saying, 
. Some people even left the 
scene as the boy's father,, a 
non-swimmer, thrashed 
about in the water "and 
screamed for help. 
A boater fished the boy's 
body out of the river about 
minutes later. 
"It makes, you wonder 
about how human pesple 
are," a police office[ 
remarked. ".The boy 
prohabiy would have been 
saved," 
Tbe boy's family said they 
were too sha~en up to talk 
about he in~idest. 
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Heroin treatment program 
, . explained by .doctor 
~c~'" , ~<,  ..... VANC()UVSR (CP) -- The The act has come under w~ are compelled by police 
British Columbia Heroin fire fromnthe Ell~beth Fry or court authorities to un- 
Treatment Act has been Society ofnB.C., which wrote dergo examination for 
misrepresented as a to Health Minister Bob I~ssible commitment under 
program to foreofeed McClelland saying it could the plan. If judged 
treatment to addicts, says not support he act and is unanimously to be addicted, 
Dr. Conrad Schwartz, head "concerned about its appar- an individual will face 
of the department of ent extremely narrow detention for up to six 
psychiatry at St. paul's focus." months as part ofnan over- 
Hospital. Under the legislation, all three year treatment 
, "Treatment ofaddicts has evaluationnpanels composed plan. 
not been made compulsory," of doctors; vsychologists and Schwartz said a maximum 
Schartz said recently. "The other persons will, be ace- of 300 addicts a year could be 
individual has the choice: potnted by the governmest to committed to treatment in 
either treatment ortrial, and examine individuals who hospitals because there is no 
this says it exactly." either offer themselves, or more space available. 
COME and HEAR -- OOM-E' and MEET 
way 25. The Terrace Forest Ranger called the duty of- in fighting and mopping-up operations. Twenty acres - t: Ik , '~t!  ~$~ ~ ~'Z-,,~ 
fleer at Prince Rupert, and the Forestry Service sent in 3 (eight hectares) were reported consumed by the blaze. : :~ '~'  L~[ ~.~ ,~ v¢:~ 
~t,li ,.~ / 
: '  < Y ~_ lM: j : l~~ 1 
Skeena River summer closures 
Both Skeeua River chinook implemented on both the - From its confluence Closed" between the " .~_ l~ 
and coho stocks have sport fmhery and the corn- with the Lakelse River counting fence and a white, THE MUSICAL SUDDARDS DR. RICHARD HARVEY 
declined during the past mercia][fishery. ~ upstream to a point one mile fishing boundary sign ap- " EVANGELIST- 
decade to a level where The following is a list of above its confluence with the proximately 100 yards up- FT.MYERS, FLORIDA 
severe  . conservat ion  salmon sport finh closures on Kitsumkalum River, from stream, from July, 1 to Oc- . One of Americas Finest N~usical ' - Author of "-70 years of Miracles" 
measures are required. In the Skeena River system for August 15 to September 30. tober 31. Teams .29 years as Pastor 
- Salmon Closure. From . Clas~sical & Gospel Music - 12 years as District Superintendent 1973, restrictions were 1978: 3. Lakelse River and counting fe ce downst eam 
placed on the commercial 1. Kiisumlmlum River and tributaries: Musical Hand-saw - 5 years as Evangelist 
fishery and the non-tidal tributaries: (1) - Chinook Salmon to the ~unuth" of the - Musical Sheep Bells - 1 year Acting President Letour. 
sports fishery to reduce Chinook Salmon Closure. Nichyeakwa Creek, from . Organ ~usic neau College. 
exploitation on these stocks. Closure. - Closed throughout "hi July 1 to August 31. ' . Appealing Music- Unforgettable • . One of 5 Founders of Youth for 
Sioce1973, thesorestrictions - Upstream from the' year above a boundary atLthe 7. Ecstail 'River and 
have been imposed annually canyon which is located bridge, tributaries: • Quality : Christ. 
. . , . .  no. o* , . ,  and rdltiCB.l.Bllbml  stocks. The progress of mouth of Deep. Creek and - No person shall use Closure. 
rebuilding these stocks has designated by fishing more than one hook having Closed above the 
been 'slow, as there have boundary signs, closed from more than' one point, confluence with Johnston 
been years when June 15 to August 15. The throughout the year. Creek and in Jo~ten Creek 1332 N. Lahakas BIvd. KITIMAT, B.C: 
escapements have improved entire river, upstream from (3) Coho Salmon and Lake. and tributaries, 
and other years when the Canadian National Closure. from August lS to octoher 31. . l  l I M l :  7, 19"/8 tO JUNE 11, 1978 escapements simply held Railway bridge closed from -Closed above the 8. Ktoiya River V V l l k  
their own. However, the Sugnst 15 to October 31. Canadian National Railway - Salmon Closure. 
program of rebuilding these 2. Skceua River: trestle, from October I to - Upstream from white 
stocks is necessary, and Chinook .Salmon December 31. finhingboundsrysigns, from Wednesday - 
restrictions are again to he Closure. 4. Kispiox River and  August I to October 31. 
tributaries: 9. Diana Creek: Friday - STARTS 7 :30  p .m.  Hostage t a k e r  Chinook Salmon - Salmon C10sure. Closure. - Upstream from flie. Saturday- 
- Closed throughout the bridge on Highway 16, from 
year. August 1 to October 31. 11:00 a .m.  regrets release tributaries:5' Kitwanga Rivet and 10. Bulldey R iver : .  salmon cinsure. Sunday 11th STARTS 3:30 p.m. 
• - Chinook Salmon - From its confluence ' , .  
with the Monee River to, , MONTREAL (CP) -- "I have a television set in Closure " " " 
. . A OROWD Rdgar Rouasel, one of three my cell but I have no air. . -  Ci'eaed thto,~hout ' he Bulkley Lake, from July 15 t 00ME rd lRL1f .  WE FJCPEOT 
men who held seven Where are the windows? I "ear . . . .  "= " to October 31. l : . . . . .  , ~1,'mr- - f 
prison for 15 days earlier this television Set for a window." "'.-A-n-~i'C'losure. ' 
year, says. he now regrets his 
"humanitarian" gesture of 
releasing them unharmed. 
In a letter published today 
that Rons~el wrote to ome of 
the negotiators in the 
hostage-taking, he says a 
special handling unit at 
nearby Laval Institute is a 
"monsterfaetow." Happiness is a Water Bed: I"Today, ! regret the humanitarian gesture I 
made in allowing the safe 
release of the hostages," 
Roussel told broadcaster 
Claude Poirter. 
~ ~ 
Alleging the special unit 
gnar~,,Wearen,t aogelsbut we a r e g °  out oftheir ay to , ~ " "':'" , m ke lif  t ug  for the i i~ l  ~ ' ' :  prisoners, Roussel says: 
still ht~man beings. Rules are 
needed, but they (the , '7/~ 
guards) use them to degra~i • ~"  ,~:. ,. i~ ~:.. ~, .i,~',":~ 
• "~ " ' -  ~ "< ' "  ~ " ~ "~ ' - "~ '  ' ' ~D,  
~',,~:." .,,~f;);: :~::'..'~/,;. - : . : , ,  .. ., 
- " -  " uevelonmen  
Terrific Features.! • . . , / 
\ ~ ,.I' ,,' • '~t.Gem.en ~VeNOE : . , 
:~,.~': ~ ~  ' ~p Seam Maflress 
~,,~,!,:: ~~:~. .~. . . , :  , . Queen Size Padded Frame & 
~ ~  $ 96  C.S.,. approved " 
" ' ,., Park. , J ~ ..... , ' ,., .Park.. ...... -.., Heater 
i 
17 Lets CRib located at Marptts Street. A prestigious 
Development with full underground services and its own Price in effeut until June 24 
Parkland, in a quiet secluded area near the Golf O ourse, ~ 
Alexander Ebmentary School is just across the street. 
Various size lots, very reasonably priced. Bank , ~  ~~.  
financing available. 
FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 
ANGLO YEN ENTERPRISES LTD. W ,.4 I 
I ' 632-4334 , ' after hours 632-7666 ~ 
. , J  
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Stability to Zaire No proposals for Israeai peace plan 
' ' ment's news agency, said a JERUSALEM (AP) --  The Tme United States wants rael'a suggestionf on how the Daysn is reported pressing weekend,Begin' WhOledhadthea fev fcabinetlast 
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would like the other Western 
powers to endorse the ides'of 
the PanAfrican force and to 
promise tlieir material help 
for any future operations by 
such a force. The French 
want the U.S. in particular 
and the other former colonial 
power to acknowledge that 
they have a special respou- 
eiblllty for the security and 
economic development of the 
Western-oriented African 
countries. 
In line with this, France 
has advanced the idea of a 
huge African colonial era- special fund to help improve 
vires in the 19th cent~'y and . the economies of African 
still have  extensive countries with security 
PARIS (AP) - -  Four Eu- 
ropean countries and the 
United States open two days 
of talks today on how to bring 
stability and security to 
Zaire and other western- 
oriented African states. 
France called the meeting 
in the wake of the recent 
invasion of Zaire's Shahs 
province by exiled .Lunda 
tribesmen opposed, to 
President Mobutu Sese Seko. 
Also attending are Britain, 
Belgium and West Germany, 
which like France built up 
problems. 
U.S. officials have warned 
the French colleagues not to 
ekpect deployment of U.S. 
troops in Africa under any 
foreseeable circumstances. 
They said, however, that the 
United States may be 
prepared to help with the 
transportation, logistics and 
financing of a Pan-African 
force, 
RAIL CENTRE RETAKEN 
force which France i s  In Zaire, Chinese Foreign 
sponsoring as the West's Minister Huang Hun visited 
answernto soviet.backed President Mobutu and the 
Cuban troops iQ Africa. government adnoaneed that 
France expects the force its army has recaptured 
also to lnnlude contingents Mutshatsha, a railway 
from Senegal, the l~;ory centre in Smaha, from the 
Coast, Togo, Gabon and the invaders. 
Central African Empire, all The Chinese minister de- 
former French colonies, toured thr~gh Africa on hie 
economic, cultural and 
political links with their 
former colonies. 
France rushed 600 Foreign 
Legion paratroops to Shaba 
last month to help drive out 
the Lunda rebels. On Sun- 
day, the U.S. Air Force 
began flying 1¢500 Moroccan 
troops to southern Zaire to 
replace the French troops. 
The Moroccans are the nu- 
cleus of a Pan-African peace 
force of about 350 Zairlan 
troops recaptured Mut- 
shatsha after' "~evere" 
fighting Saturday in which 
one soldier was killed and 
three were wounded. The 
report said the' rebels fled 
toward the Zambian border, 
but it made no mention of 
their casualties. 
Mutshatsha is about 130 
kllometres west of Kolwcri, 
Israeli cabinet has put off for to know what Israel has in Pafestinians can participate 
at least another" week a mind for the occupied West in deciding their own future. 
deccalen onnhow to respond Bank. of the Jordan River Radio Israel said State 
to U.S. questions about and the Gaza Strip after the Secretary Cyrus Vance 
Frcme Minister Menachem five-year t ansition period of urged the government last 
Begin's proposals for an limited autonomy which week not to delay its 
Arab-israeli peace agree- Prime Minister Menachem response to the questions. 
meet. " Begin has proposed for the The cabinet had put off the 
The cabinet met for four territories, d~cussion twice, first to dis- 
hours Sunday. Cabinet The U.S. state department cuss the U.S. decision to sell 
Secretary Arieh Naor said no hopes that Israel's answers jet fighter planes to Saudi 
Arabia' and last week 
because Begin was ill. 
the cabinet o agree to a 
greater role for Jordan, meeting and also attended 
which seized the West Bank festivities marking the tlth 
in the 1948 war and held it 
until Israel captured it in the 
1967 war. 
Israeli news reports say 
Dayan believes that if 
Jordan were offered in- 
creased influence on the 
"West Bank, King Hussein 
would joH~ Egyptian 
President Anwar Sadat in 
anniversary of the capture of 
Arab East Jerusalem in the 
1967 war. 
Jerusalem's business 
district was closed, about 
12,000 Israelis marched in a 
parade and museums and 
the Knesset, Israel's 
parliament, were crowded 
with holidayers. the copper-mining centre 
which the invaders occupied" 
for a week in mid-May until 
the French drove them out. 
AZAP said Mobutu delayed 
attacking it because the,  
rebels were reported holding 
about 60 Europsa~ hostages. 
He ordered the attack when 
intercepted radio messages 
about a week ago indicated 
the hostages were being 
killed because their captors 
were running short of food, 
the agency said. 
No confirmation of the 
report was available, and 
AZAP did not say whether 
the bodies of any of the 
Europeans had been found, 
ANSWER THE KANGAROO 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  It 
may be you thought you 
would go through llfe without 
over owning a kangaroo 
telephone, but telephone 
salesmen tl~ink ouch at- 
propos~ to amend Israel's will help it get the stalled 
peace plan were made peace talks wRh Egypt 
aithGtig[~ the American-. going.n • URGE GREATER ROLE negotiating directly with 
~ue/tio/m were discussed. Washingt~n also wants I s . . _  Foreign Minister Mosha Israel. 
• " LoCal O!ubs or Organizahons or 
• - .simply. Loe.a, News : 
: fill out th,s form 
or Call us we will be happy to pnnt your story. 
,u rn  o ,  Fu=,c ,c= 
,DATE "K mu ' 
"K ,,rams oF ,,,.,,as, titudes can be changed. At FRANCE PROMOTES way home from the UN least Northern Telecom 
FORCE General Assembly in New thinks so--the firm in . , •-~ 
The French government, York, Mobutu received him marketing a telephone 
which is committed togiving in Lubumhashi the capital shaped like a kang,trco with . r~  
military aid to more than a of Shaba. a scribble'pad cradled in the ~. PIC111MEll MIIQUlMIID " 
dozen African countries, AZAP, the Zaire govern' statue's arms. k . ,  prove ,~ Tirraoe/Kifimat Daily Herald . . " Terra...0.e $36~03§7,or 
Foll ies of detente '$212 ,alum Street Knimav , , , - ,m~ ~1[ 
be valuable ***  to  " . . . . . . .  
WASHINGTON (AP) --  nenfeldt reflected. "It had It 
gold chain attached. I told 
him ilmt would be nice lout it 
still would not solve 
problems with my mother- 
in-law." 
At that point Brezhnev ex- 
cused himself, le~t he room 
and soon returned with 
another watch, Swim.made, 
and handed it too to Son- 
nenfeidt,. 
,'I wasn't about o agree, 
a note in Russian saying that 
someday,, perhaps, the two 
would re.exchange their 
watches. 
Word of the incident got 
around after the talks, 
suggesting Brezhnev had 
swapped his homemade, 
cheap tin watch for Sen. 
nenfeldt's valuable time. 
piece. 
"The affair became a kind 
of allegory illustrating the 
follies of detente," Son. 
nenfeldt related, "There 
were suggestions that 
Brezhnev, who always saw 
me as a hardliner, had taken 
me to the cleaners." 
Suddenly the Soviet leader wanting to lead him on a btt, 
leaned across and, Son- I out then Henry Kisalnger 
nenfeldt recalled in an in. kicked me under the table. 
tervisw, remarked: "Lot me He wno signalling to me to 
look at your watch." -lay off and so ! did. 
Sonnenfeldt, then a U,S, Brezhaev thereupon wrote 
II I I1~ . 
For '/-Ielmut Sonnenfeldt, 
sitting alongside Henry 
Kissinger in the .Kremlin, 
Jan. 21, 1976, was a day to 
remember. 
"As he tolls the story there 
he was, idly fiddling with his 
wrist watch acrou the table 
from Leanld Breshnov, while 
an interpreter droned 
through aRussian statement 
on nuclear arms control, n 
state department special 
counsellor, paued it over 
and Brezhaov tried it on his 
own wrist.. 
"I like it," he said. "I'd 
like to keep it." 
sonnenfeldt replied he wan 
honored to see his timepiece 
on so eminent a wrist but 
added: "I'm akraid I shall 
be  inntrouble with my 
mother-in-law, ho gave this 
to me as a gift." 
.Brezhnev said he would 
give Sonnenfeldt his own in 
exchange. 
ADMIRES WATCH 
"I'd seen General 
Secretary Brezhnev's fine 
pocket watch for years at STORY NOT TRUE 
he far from the truth. 1 
The former U.S. diplomat 
recalled that when he got 
home he had Brezhnev's two 
watches and gold chain 
appraised for insurance 
purposes--and found they 
were worth at least three 
times his mother-In-law's 
sift. 
"SO, actually," Br iner  
took himself to the 
cleaners," SOnnenfeldt said. 
There were two sequels to 
this tale: 
First, state department 
protocol officers cited laws 
telling Sonnenfeldt hat 
government men must turn 
over any valuable Wfis they 
receive in conducting foreign 
business to the treeJury 
department--or pay duty m 
them, n 
"I got over that one," Son- 
nsnfeldt said. "I explaine~d 
the watches weren't outrl , 
gifts but a contingent gl~ 
because Brezhnev's note 
made clear some day we 
may re.exchange the wat- 
ches." 
Secondly, on getting home, 
Sonnenfeldt discovered he 
had not been wearihgthe 
watch his mother-in-law had 
given him after all--but one 
he had bought himself for 
$110 at a Munich military 
post exchange some time 
_ • * . - -  . - - - - , i s . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Fathers  Day Co)riteS.* ..... 
IN ZO WORDS OR LESS 
Kindergarten to Grade I 
. Grades 2, 3 & 4 
U.S, bear maul ings  drop Grades 5,6 & 7 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
The number of people at- 
tacked by hears in the United 
States' national parks 
dropped substantially last 
year, a reduction in part 
attributed to new efforts to 
stop hears from mauling 
campers. 
John Dennis,' a National 
Park Service biologist, said 
black and grizzly bears 
injured 26. persenss'.m " 1977, 
compared with 44 the 
previous year.eThers were 
no fatalities last year; two 
persons were killed by bears 
in 1976, he said. 
Dennis noted the park 
service is giving "more 
management attention to 
closing campgrounds and 
trai~" where humans are 
likely to encounter hears. 
The scrvice also is closing 
garbage dmflps that attract 
Grizzlies are considered 
more dangerous because of 
their size. A mature grizzly 
may weigh up to I,OOO 
pounds. A black bear, by 
comparison, rarely, reaches 
a weight of 500 pounds. 
To reduce the chances ef a 
hear attack, park rangers 
advise hikers to travel in, 
groups and make noise to 
avoid surprising a bear. 
Ac~ording to the Aztec calendar, a week lasted 20 days. 
I 
Black squatters 
tear gassed 
bears • and enforcing 
regu lat ions  requ i r in l  CAPE TOWN (Reuter) --  and police fired tear gas. 
campers to store food South African police used Reporters aid they saw 
prt, perly, so that bears tear' gas against black children throwingrocksata 
catmot get to i t .  squatters in a raid on a x/an driving out of the camp, 
The service also live-traps shanty town near here early which is on sorubland sou~ 
and tramplants hears that today, witnesses said. of Cape Town. 
nose around campsites and About 50 blacks were A spokesman for the local 
hiking trails, bears that one reported arrested, black affairs authority said 
day might lose their fear of The raid was on many people had b~en 
humans and cause trouble, Crossroads quatter camp, arrested, but he refused to 
he said.n which houses about 20,000 Hive numbers. Squatters 
TRANSPLANTED BEARS blacks and is the last of the said some of those detained 
The service last year big shanty t~wns following had simply forgotten to 
transplanted 17 grizzlies and demolition of two others as carry their passes with them 
287 black bears, he said. In * health hazards, but were not allowed to go 
addition, itkilled one grizzly Crossroads residents aid home and get them. 
and 25 black bears that police, some armed, ' Two nearby black squatter 
proved especially surrounded the camp before camps, Modder and Unibel, 
troublesome, dawn and stopped people en 
Part of the bear problem their way to work, Those 
results from increasing without official permits to 
numbers of visitors in U,S, live in the area were 
parks, he said, The greater' arrested, 
numbers increase the Community leaders said 
likelihood of a bearhuman that at one point, a crowd 
encounter. 
have been bulldozed during 
the past nine months, 
Because of South Africa's 
apartheid laws which control 
the movement of blacks, 
many of their occupants had 
been working in the Cape 
protested against the arrests Town area illegally, 
RULES: -  
• 1) Poems must he written by the child in his or her own wards. 
2) Delivery no later than Saturday, dune 10. MnUsd no later tkan 
Friday, June 9p to the Herald. 
3) Poem are to be wrMqn on PLAIN PAPER, DLAOK INK heludiq 
SIGNATURE and GR|DE" 
4) Only one poem per ohlld. ' .~- 
It is our hope that all poems ann bo p,ublitba d In this 
edition if there is too great a respo'naa, then.only the best wi 
appear, with the remainder to tallow on Fridays and Mondays 
edition until all have been printed. 
Any poems resolved late will not qualify and mill not 
'be published. 
Poems not wriiten by the child will not qualify., 
All winners are to oonlaot he Herald 
Come on  k ids ,  
jo in  in  the , fun  
, & the pr i zes .  
DELIVER TO: ' or MAIL TO: or, IN KITIMAT: 
Gordon & Anderson Fathers Day Contest Pat Zellnskl < 
4606 Laze//e Box 399 11 Turney Street 
Terrace, B.C. Terrace, B.C. Kit/mat, B.C. 
vgc 2K9 
PRIZES 
I I  
 st-s2o.oo 
GIFT CERTIFICATE 
2nd - $15.00 
GIFT CERTIFICATE 
3rd - $10.00 
GIFT CERTIFICATE 
in each category 
Donated By: 
~6ordon & Anderson 
J, 
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Nazi supporter F o o d  is love 
shoots classmates 
angry at meryone." 
DIARY FOUND . 
After the shootings on Feb. 
22, authorities found a diary 
in which the box had written 
about his school experiences. 
entry read: .. 
Old'el almost abandoned 
Hitler last night--out of 
being pushed too far by my 
colleagues, I almost went to 
school without my Nazi 
party pin in my jacket. But 
luckily again I had a burst of 
courage and never again will 
I think about abandoning 
mein fuehrer and Nazism." 
The dlarx, entitled My 
. Struggle after Hitler's Mcin 
Kampf, also contained this 
passage: "While I in no way 
forgive my enemies, I will 
refrain from killing them for 
the moment." 
The entrx was written two 
days before Neadhum fatally 
shot 15-year old Bill Draber 
By ROB WIL~ON 
LANSING, MI&. (AP) - -  
When 15-year-old Roger 
Needham showed up at 
Everett high school wearing 
a Nazi party pin and talking 
about Adolf Hitler, his 
classmates jeered, 
On a cold February day, 
Ncedham heard one taunt 
too many. He pulled a .22- 
calibre Lnger-style pistol in 
a crowded school hallway 
and shot two teasing 
classmates. One of the boys 
died. 
Today, Needham will be 
brought from Ingham 
County'jail to answer for his 
no-contest plea on a murder 
charge. He is being treated 
as a juvenile, so Probate 
Judge Donald Owens will 
merely pronounce where he 
will go for. detention and 
therapy. 
That will put Roger 
Needbam away until he is at and wounded 16-year-old 
least 19. Kevin Jones. Jones, grazed 
But it will not answer the in the head in the shooting, 
questions asked at Everett later admitted he bad been 
high school. Who is Roger looking for a fight with 
Nnedlmm "because of the 
Nazi deal." 
Daniel McLellan, chief 
assi.stant prosecutor for 
Ingham County, said 
Needham probably became 
aware of Nazism because his 
father, a Cooley Law School 
professor, is a Second 
WorldnWar history buff. The 
i~stol used by the youth be- 
longed to his father, he said. 
Neadlmm's parents are di- 
vorced and the youth 
llvednwith his father, 
McLellan said. The elder 
Needham has refused to 
discuss the case. 
Needbam; but for his Nazi 
pin he looked like just 
another kid in longish hair, . 
blue jeans and tennis hoes. 
When exactly did he slip 
from a perhaps unnatural 
interest in war into a belies in 
Nazism that could canse him 
to kipl. 
Authorities have described 
Needham as a brilliant 
Ion~. They said he once 
made a detailed blueprint of 
a Nazi extermination camp 
complete with gas cham- 
bers. A psychiatrist 
described hint as "highly 
intelligent, hostile, intensely 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -  ference on nutrition • and 
People in the United States health. "We rarely offer food 
treat food as status, to someone we don't like, but 
language and .refuge and with someone we like we use 
such deeply ingrained food as a form of sharing. 
symbolism frustrates all but "We also' use food as a 
a handful of dieters, say crutch. There are these whe, 
r~earchers at the when they're under stress, 
University of California at will eat everything in sight. 
Berkeley. We even use fo~d as reward 
"The way we relate to food and punishment for 
is deeply rooted and very, children.", * 
veryimportsnt," nutritionist Such.. habits and per- 
Barbara Abrams said ceptions are an integral part 
Sunday. "Food is associated of each individual, she said, 
withloveforalotofus/Some and must be dealt with if 
people don'tknow how to feel changes in diet are to suc- 
love from other people, so ceed. 
they eat all the time. The conference was 
"And it's our self-ex- sponsored by the University 
pression," she told a con- of California 
summer to partidpate inFestival 78 the cultural part ticipatlng in 10 sports. 
of the llth Commonwealth Games. The Games, (Canadian Government Office of Tourism" Photo) 
Culture at Commonwealth G es 
Normally one cfoesn't Commonwealth falls into Alberta artists recently bezing, cycling, gymeasties, , a :  ,o.,ac 
associate western Canada, roughly ,six major hailed by European art lawn bowls, shooting, 
and specifically the city of geographical areas, each critics; the art of Canada's swimming and diving, 
Edmonton, Alberta,with the mall will emphasize a region West Coast Indians; a unique weightlifting and wrestling. 
sound of African drums, the such as United Kingdom, presentation of Australian While some finals such as 
calypso rhythms of a Africa, Caribbean, Europe, aboriginal art; a collection swimming sold out shortly 
Caribbean steel band, the Oceania nd Asia. of paintings photographs, after tickets became 
romantic . sounds of ~ The second major part of sculpture and lithographs available, there are still 
Polynesia or the exotic the Festival 78 program is a capturing the highlights of tickets for other events. 
music of the far east. "Canadian" Folk Arts Cauada's sports history; and In other- Commonwealth 
But then thisisn't anormal F~stival." Dancers, singers Commonwealth children's countries there are 
year' as far as Edmonton is and musiciam from across art and sculpture in all its designated agents and in- 
concerned. ' Canada will perform in forms, formation as to how to obtSin 
In addition to all the Edmonton JULy 31-Aug. 12. As part of Festiva178 there tickets can be received by 
regular annual happenings All 10 provinces and the two are three major crafts checking with a local carrier 
such as exhibitions and territories are expected to he eventS planned including: a or a travel agent. Also 
Klondike Days, Edmonton, represented, presentation of top Alberta COmmonwealth Games 
this summer, will host the 'Appropr ia te ly ,  Ed- crafts created specifically Associations in the various 
11th edition of the Corn- monton's annual Heritage for the Festival; a presen- countries can provide in- 
monwealth Games. From Festival Willlaunch the Folk ration of over 250 examples formation. 
Aug. 3-12, athletes from 48 Arts program. Over 40 of the very best con- U.S. residents wishing to 
countries will meet head-to- multicultural groups par- temporary works b~" lending take in the games can write 
head inathieticcompetitio.n, ticlpated in the one-day Canadian craftsmen; and ~ directly to Commonwealth 
affair last year and at- Craft Fair where you con Games, P.O. Box 1978, 
tendance xceeded 40,000. purchase Alberta crafts and, Edmonton, Alberta, TbJbJb. 
Part and parcel of the 
Games is an almost equally 
ambitious project called With the addition of in-artwork. ZODIAC RANGE A pity they dividualprovinclaldisplays Rounding outtheprogram Phone ,4O3, 428-1978. In- formation can also be oh- 
Festival 78 will un- and presentations this year, are special events and at- rained by contacting any CP 
doubtedly be the largest arts thelargest Heritage Festival tractions including: a Air or Air Canada office in . uLetr---e  ~d culture.project in'the evcrisguarantesd, concert series featuring top the U.S. P leasure  Tenders  were  ~uo~ this summer. Following the one-day popular and classical artists 
. A significant part of the launch, each provincial show and companies from Canada For general information 
Festival wil be the "Corn- will be featured for one wenk and the Commonwealth; on Canada as a travel Dingy Approved 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  annex that served as both a monwea l th  Carn iva l "  of the two-week Games presentations of the work of destination, contact the 
Victor Kugiernrememhers refuge and a prison for itS featuring performers, visual period in Edmonton. The more than I00 Canadian Canadian Government Saving 
Anne Frank as "a vivid'oCcupants, artists, crafts persons'and shows winbepresentedona writers, composers and Office of Tourism, Ottawa, For Life 
girl," a girl who "was In July, 1944, an informer' displays f rom.  over 20 number of outdoor stages at choreographers at the an- Canada KIA 0H6. 
talking all day--talking, tipped the Nazis to the Commonwealth countries. Hawrelak Park and in the nual Banff Festival, j as ta  For general information Approved L i fe -Raf ts  
talking, talking." location of the hideaway in In addition to Edmonton, various athletic facilities triple jump from Calgary; a o~ Alberta write to Travel / 
"I did nothing special," exchange for $12. Anne's other Canadian cities will 'includi'ngthe n w 42,400-seat Commonwealth film Alberta, 12th floor, Capitol I 
said the man who hid the father wasthe only one of the have a chance to see the Commonwealth Stadium. festival; dance companies in Square, 101)65 Jasper 
young Jewish girl and her eight inhabitants of the Carnival. For instance, the Plans are also being made to programs designed Avenue; Edmonton, Alberta . Ter race  Equipment Sales Ltd. 
family from the Germans in hiding place to survive the Calgary Stampede's theme l~ve'the provincial shows specifically for children; and TbJ 0H4. 
4439 Lakelse ! occupied Amsterdam. " I  concentrationncampa, this year is a "Salute to the tour other Alberta com- music competitions wi th .  63S.63S4 
could not leave my best "It wes luch a pity that we Commonwealth." The manities, over 300 young classical DealorLiaenco 1 
friends to the Nazis." Other Festival 78 musicians from" across "There is always room at the Number 01249A 
highlights range from a Canada taking part. top." Daniel Webster Kuglei" was recognized were betrayed only a few grandstand shaw'at the 
Sunday.by the Hebrew Union months before the war was' Stampede (Jf~ly 7-16) will 
College-Jewish Institute of over," Kugler said. include performers from Commonwealth Children's For further information on 
Kugler himself was sent to several Commonwealth Art Exhibition to a classical locations and times write to: 
_o  o bom h u swtedmo o - -  am ! , ,  "'1 the valuesandidealawhich durlagaprisonertramferto m nton Exhibition's annual There's acho ieeofha l fa  monwealth Games; P.O. Box TERRACE MEATS o m  
derive from religious Germany. He  remained in "Coliseum of Stars". daring dozen art exhibitions uch 1978, Edmonton, Alberta. 
teachings." The Dutch na- hidi/lg until the end of the Klondike. Days (July 19-29). as: Canadian art from the Canada TbJ 5J5 or call (403) LAKELSE 4 JIM 
tive, nowYSandaresidestof In the Games city, thebulk Group of Seven to. 1970; 428-1978.. , 
Toronto, received a $10,000 war. of the displays and events painting and sculpture from A total of 10 sports make (Next  to Fields - MASON 
award, n ' Otto Frank discovered his will take place" at shopping both C~nada and Great up the Commonwealth 
in 1942, the Franks and daughtsr'sdlarywhenhere- malls daring late July and Britain; a collection of Games program including 
their friends moved into a turned to me hiding place August. Because the  paintings and seulpture by a th le t i cs ,  badminton .  
secret area behind a book- after the war. Kugler ap- 
case, upstairs from Otto pears as "Kraler". in the f ine"  can  ru in  [ n 'ee  Frank's spiceimporting diary, which has been 
tmsiness in Amsterdam. For published in dozens of t .  
the next 25 months, Kugier languages and has been CMICAGO (AP) - -  heart, lungs and blood containing atropine or 
maintained the buainess and made into a play and a Marijkana and dental vessels, as well as other epinephrine in patients who 
helped smuggle food into the movie, treatment don't mix, say two physiologically : dangerous use marijuana might in- 
dental researchers who warn . changes, tensify and prolong ab- l(le 1 gOmo"r 'n -  f i r e  that marijuana users inay They ccte a studx that con- normally rapid heartbeats 
suffer serious side-effects cludedmediclnes commonly "'for a dangerously long 
becanse of reactions to drugs used in dental treatment period of time." 
• used in dental treatment. 
threatens lives For that reason, they advise habitual marijuana 
smokerf to abstain from use . 
CEN'I~ALIA, Pa. (AP) Those efforts have con- of thesubstanceforaperiod ~ NOW OWNED AND OPERATED by JIM MASON 
-- before and after treatment. ~ U b ~ r  
Under the Odd Fellows fumed $2.7 mcllion so far-- The reseachers re~,iew 
~me~,  where enough to run Coni~alla'a marij,~na in relation to , Not the Biggest/Just he Best! 
o, - - r ,  - - . , _ _  
their families are buried, a years. 
coal mine fire has stool- Many of Centralla's 1,100 ofnthethe JuneAmericaniSSueof the J urnalDental Stilt derednfor 16 years, holding a residents a re  former coal Association. They are Drs. 
threat for the living, miners andnthcir families, Leonard Horowitz of the 
"It gets so hot out there at and after 16 years, they say Eastman Dental Centre in ~]~[~tl~ ~lk l~Bp~r~lB  ~ l lom 
therethat' cumeter.y, ired min r TomCook, " T h e i n  he wint r,"n° s OWsaidliesre, livethe,,poople sayit's too fire is jnstwith, something tohad, UniversityNersasian o fR°che ter '  N.Y.,schoolandof R bertdental,TUfts F O R M A L  D I N I N G  TEBI IN L 
town wanted to know where, but..." said Cook, shrugging medicine in Boston. 
to put all the snow last his shoulders. Theypoint out hat aheut ,2, RXPRR.qR  
winter, and I told them to put The community has been half of college-age people in Mon.Thur-Saim.- ,n!, 
it out at: the cemetery, But spared any tragedy from the the United States used . _~ _~ 
they wouldn't do it,," fire so far; however, a marijunna in1972, with eight ' Fri-Sat-8a.m.-lasm. 
But thebeat isnotthebig mining official warn~ that per cent smoking it daily. , ~ (63S 3680) 
problem as the fire licks at a carbon monoxide testing i s  And they say,it is projected , Reservations 
manmade barrier of fly not a fullpreaf'safeguard, that  66 per cent of yoUng 236 OlT¥ OTR. CLOSEDsuN. 632-3636 " 
ash-- coal residue from' "We have not detected adults will use it by 1980. 
power plants--pumped into carbon monoxide in the For th is ' reason,  they ' 
the'mine beneath Centralia. homes that we are now advise dentists, more young ~ ParCel Pickup & Delivery 
Retired mcner Tony testing," said'  Walter dental patientS Will be 1= 
Gaughan can watch two Vlclnelly, director of the seeking elective or"   beef 4[° DOIIIL--AAno 
holes about 35 .metres from state's bureau of deep mine emergency dental treatment 7 ' 
his hackyard puffing hot safety. But, he addS. W.  while under the influence of ¢~ 
. vapor as a constant re. could testin the morning ana mlirijnana. Light Packages & Parcels $2.60 §0 
minder of the danger of '  you could find carbon STUDY NEEDED presents • s, 
deadly carbon monoxide monoxide an hour later." Ma/'ijuana, they say, "is a 
produced by the fire. " ~ L V  potent, pharmacologically " --..-- 'T}16 Cg v1Dso_ Ohair n.,, Roo J Jn , l l~  - End  Tab les -  ~7 00 
whose homes were even and complicate a dental Poda e T.~, 
' closer, but tl~y ha'd to lenve ±¥t  O t . LL  e procedure" and it n e e d S r  -I and their homes were torn ' fur ther  study, as it relates to' Su i t  (Kit g $9 00 
down. "~ i "  "L~ dental treatment, es r ohon & Uvin Room) , 
CAN'T ,BLOCK FIRE They say it interferes with 
In 1972, theU,S, Bureau of normal card iovascular  Sp  ings 
Mines finished injecting a FRUITLAND, N.M. (AP) mechanisms and those Beds ~ BOX r o 
wail of fly ash into the - -A  14.year-old NavaJoboy responses involving the 
ground a short distance .helped save a woman being involuntary nervous ystem, 
behind' the homes of swept along by the rushing Patients who have used. ~ NO MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERS OR OHESTS 
Gaughan and about a dozen waters of the nearby San marijuana may develop 
neighbors, hoping the fire Juan River, then discovered irregular heartbeats and DANOIN6 WASHB , ..- .nRVWR  
would burn itself out. she was hismother, may ,experience drops in NO FRIG'S, STOVES, OR 
But monitors detected Sheriff's deputies aid the blood pressure to the po in t  Reservations at the Tudor up until S p.m. - / 
leaking carbon monoxide youth,WillardJohn, and two where they faint, Drs, " . . . . . . . . .  
last month, so workers other teen.agers, Priscilla ' HorowitzandNersasiansay, WED.-SUN. JL ]L']L" ~ i111e- - (~C-~ ~ J ,y~r~ 1- ' -  
returned with drills and Jim, 13, and Leo Heskie, 15, The chemically active in- 5 a ,m, - I  a,m,  ' District 0i 
pomps to create a suhterra- were crossing ~ a bridge gredientsin marijuana lone ~ 1~1.~ R.~2-1~011 ~ ~ " 
nsan barrier of 100,000 tons Saturday when they saw a are capable of inducing a City Otr,  ~ . , 
of fly ash even closer to the woman' pass beneath the number .of abnormal ~ ~  
homes. .structure. responses involving the 
, . / 
i ¢ 
" j  
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• ' s • OFFICIAL BLOCK BROS.ASSOClATE DEALER • 
• KITIMAT ' • 
VV • ' *q • • ! 1he  ! er fornners  , • 
• • 
, • HOMES FOR SALE • 
LAKELSE LAKE RECREATIONAL COTTAGES • • 
• J-43 - Doublewide Mobile Home . 
: 4 Petrel- Single Family w/basement i 
' 27 Finoh - il/, Storey Revenue • 
: "/6 Garlson - Large Prestige Home : 
• J-20 - 2 Bad'room Mobile Home • 
2f~ ' ; '~-  ~:.::i  ~*': :- 
2 storey A.Frame on west 
shore of Lakelse Lake. 
Gravity wafer system• 
Propane stove and Ilghts. 
Separate bath house. Dock 
and smaller cabin. Ap. fireplace• Storage 
proximately 110'x400'. buildings. Sun porch• 
Yours for $19000. 
ROSSWOOD ACREAGE: 
lOVz acre parcel of land on Bowlby Rd. at Rosswoed. 
Complete with unfurnished 8'x40' Pathfinder Trailer. 
Small clearing and driveways. Asking priceof $10,500. 
• . . . . .  ' i" : i : .~: ~: ,~2. 
CENTRAL STARTER: 
This cozy-well kept 2 
bedroom home is within 
walking distance of 
community center• 
Reasonably priced at 
528,000. Good starter• 
2 bedroom cabin with gooc 
road access on W shore of 
lake. Propane stove, frldge 
and lights. Heatalator out nf t]te qnestioni ~n(l t]le Lvn h)veseats Io face each have an elegant living room w]lt,n h';;v(,lillt!. • 
alter,ative - redesigning ot]~er across a chrome-and- that 'san equally elegant • 38-863. Lahakas 0arpeted Condo.  
glass coffee table. It's a t,~ce - both just right for Acoustical tilt, for a new Unit • 
Cabln furnlshlngs included, lyC°mfitrtahleright fo C°rner'entertainingequal" a hnsy Ms. tmlf;unil'vn,,ise.r')nm will hell~ con- •e- 95 Stikme" - 3 Bedroom Bungalow " 
gnests with evening cor- • • 
BEAUTIFULLY LAND-| 
SCAPED: Drive by this| 
mobile home on Thornhill| 
Rd. near golf course and let| 
your eyes tell you about| 
this lovely lot. Then come| 
In and talk. | 
an already existing roc)m 
to make it sei'q6 two time- 
tions -- is heginning to 
make more sense to more 
families. Like the hosband's 
stndy'that can double as 
a guest room, designer 
Sharon Meadows feels a 
living room can do double 
duty as a lady's office. It's 
easy, economical - and 
egalitarian! (After all, not 
every honsehound exeen- 
tive ~'ants to work at the 
kitchen table. )
In herdecoratingseheme, 
Ms..~]eadows nsed Fin- 
ishing Touch's spacious 
curved-leg desk as a focal 
point, Frcnn the Charter 
collection, its rid~ look of 
,olive as]; l,uri with leathery 
inserts arid intricately fash- 
inm.d hardware makes iLa 
conversation piece in the 
]'vi~g room. as well as a 
joy to work at. Offsetting 
the desk's horizontal ines, 
the designer chose the tall. 
slender form of Ridgeway's 
"Chateau" ticmr clock to fill 
[] 
[] 
RIVER FRONTAGE lu.' [] 
off Queensway, almost 1[ ]  
acre treedwlth privacy. A 
three bedroom trailer with== 
12x2Y arddltion and two•  
more bedrooms, large•] 
sunpor~h, greenhouse, I 
beautifully landscaped. 
VIEW BY AP-= 
FOINTMENT Price -•  
$27,500. • 
• ~,: :~ • 
[:~ : ~• • 
l 
ACRES, NEW HOME wl lh•  
some flnishlngto be done. • 
Joint drilled well, drywall • 
and textured ceiling, full BB BB 
eight foot basement. ~. 
ASKING PRICE $32,000.• 
offers on this well built•] 
duplex. Two bedrooms: 
with kitchens, living rooms 
and bathrooms. Concrete: 
rlngwall, drilled'well, new•] 
septic tank, some ap-•  
pllcances included. Good•] 
revenue property In central • 
in Thornhlll, =. !o cation 
20 acres lus'~'~off Krumm • 
Rd. 2 miles up from the old i 
Skeena River Bridge. An•  
4823 TUCK AVENUE MLS 2951 
• 1000 square feet of living An appealing 4 bedroom 
• space Including 2 bedrooms home on McConnell Ave. In 
on the main floor, also.a the . Horseshoe. The 
• large kitchen with dining property Is completely 
• area. The home has a fully fenced and. landscaped. 
.•]finished basement with a Natural gas heating, 
• 3rd bedroom. Complete carport and full basement 
• with large rec-room with with a second bathroom. 
i fireplace and laundry. An Priced at $52,500. 
excellent value at $51,500, '
ask about MLS 2903. 
~ . .  "~ ~;"~'~'~'~ " , GAIR' AVE. EXEC 
i t ~  RESIDENCE 
A large home In a quiet 
neighbourhood on a nicely 
treed lot, complete with 
• to see this one. Besides the workshop and garage. The 
• hen house there's a double • split level main floor has 
• ]]garage, a 3 bedroom full 1344 sq. ft. of living space 
i basement family home• with four bedrooms, a 
• Total electric convenience- sundeck at the rear of the 
• well insulated. Extra house and a rock fireplace 
• laundry and utility room on • in the living room. 
[]main level, All on over 2 The basement is fully 
l acres of cleared land. finished and the property 
• INCLUDES WELL AT has an appealing rock-face 
[] S47,500. fence along the front. 
• Ask for Ecl. 852. Full 
' ~., price only $69,600. 
L'%, 
[] 
[] 
4626 WEBER STREET - 3 
i bedroom home, natural gas very solidly built 1,4"00 sq. 
• ]heat ,  f ireplace, carport ft. with same amount in 
• with workshop private basement. 3 bedrooms on 
• ]]versati le back yard, each floor. Actually a 
i assume 1st mortage with duplex with separate 
minimum down payment meters. Ample carpet 
and PRICED TO SELL AI' throughout and an at. 
• $27,000. tractive fireplace has lust 
i '  been added to the main 
6.22 ACRES WOODLAND floor. Top value for $49,000: 
• DRIVE ~ Natural setting Lot on McConnell Ave. 
• established trees, ap. 60x122' water sewer, 
• proximately 345 Ft. $1q,000 on~. of the few 
• frontage by 820 feet deep. remaining ones tn this 
PRICED AT $20,000. area. , old home site for S2S,000. • 
m 
• • 
• A.E. Le Page Limited CoasL Coast Real Estate,Service • 
[] 
1 F :: .: ::::::::::::::::::::: " :.,. ........ i~i'~~::::2:i~::::: ~ ~d2 
eauti ful  execut ive qua l i ty  home is located ena  secluse acre 
parcel of land, w i th  great potent ia l  for  excel lent  rockeries and 
f lower  gardens due to its unusual  land features. 
The house itself is large and.roomy. Complete wi th  5 bedrooms al l  
w i th  large closets and f loor space. 2 ful l  and V= bathrooms, i 
L iv ingroom and d in ingroom feature hardwood floors and bay 
windows. Br ick f i replace in fami ly  room. Large br ight  k i tchen wi th  
eating area. ' 
Attached double garage ahd  many stora'ge areas complete this  
qual i ty  home. 
For  appointment  o v iew call Bonnie or Bud at 635.6131. 
to consu l t  o r  not  
tO consu l t  
Wlmn the ho.sewit't' 
,takes .p her u]ind to re- 
decorate, sl]e is often faced 
wit]t the hig (ioestion: 
shol,kl I get a profi,ssional 
dcconttor to do the job or 
shoukl I d, il•'all myself? 
The answer th'l)e,.Is on 
the ki,td ctf pc,rsml she is. 
.~ |any  W( l lne l l  a re  nns l l r ( '  
ahont color sehentes and 
feel the.v• hwk imagination. 
Such a housewife wo,hl 
defiuitely prnlit from co.- 
st.liin~ ao interior deeo.'a' 
tot. (,)llier women luive 
vc,y definite ideas alm,I 
how they W;illl Ih(,ir home 
to h)ok and thrift W;lnl 
slnll('(lllP ('lse's hlsles "'inl- 
posed" ou lln'm. Mosl i)f u~ 
h l lw lwt , r .  II1"1, . snn l i ,wher l ,  
in hehvee|t ,.. with a i)r~,lh' 
good .olicm of lh(. ki.d (;t 
allllllsl)here wt' want ill uln' 
houles and an al)l)rt'ciatitn| 
ill' the expert ath'iee tit;It a 
(h,coratnr Call offer.. 
Actually. a gt. . l  deeora- 
tclr nPver inlposi.N his ()1' 
her lash' 1)1| tilt. ht l l l l t ' l )WI I -  
e," - ra lher ,  l it, cleccn'ah),"s 
jnh is to tra||sl;tte yom' 
tastes and lift' styk, into an 
at tl:a~'tivt'. ( l)lllfortllllle. and 
practical selling fen' yon 
an(I .wmr faaiily. 
Ma.y w.mcn who wo~dd 
hwe to use the services of 
a dec~n'atc)r, i ,sitah, It) oh) 
so hecanse ()l' tilt' cost. if 
yon're im a bucl~et, why 
not check inh) the dee.rat- 
ing services nffe,'ed hy t iw  
I;n'~e stcn'es in your Sewn? 
M,'my c)t' these shn'es huve 
a trained consulhnlt ()11 
statF to advise vnu -u 
ch't'.rdin~ In'ol~h',~Is at no 
cl,,r~e. 
I1' )'m,r hndgel allows 
ft,' ;;u iuch'lwl|(h'nt dec'()- 
rllior, ask Io set'  Slt l l lp l ( 'S  ()1' 
illush'ali..~ . f  hi~ o,' h,.r 
WOl'k. h(~|.t, ill; kill~ Ii 
CCmlmilm('Id, \~'lt(,1~ ~()u 
ti.d :1 dec.rah,r wh,)se 
w.rk i)h,ases .W.L, ht, fr,u,k 
n'e,~ardi.g y.m' lhlllhUeS, 
.vclllr lU'l,ds, l i nd  V l l ln '  
.wislu'~. 
I lapl)y (h,;'ornli:~,~l 
.:..:..:..:..:..:o.:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:o.:..:..:..:.:..:. 
i 20 Finob Street - Single Unit : Sky liner. Tremendous potential • 
: 23 Heron Street- negiste!ed Duplex : 
• . fantashc valu. • 
• • 
DOUGLAS CHANNEL "PERFORMS" 
• WE OFFER SERVICES IN 
APPRAISALS-  • PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 
• LOT SALES- -  DEVELOPMENT • 
O CANADAWIDE REFERRAL SERVICE Q 
MORTGAGE ADVICE 
• ASSISTANCE 
• . , • 
ah Don t Fool Around W th Half A Service 
,w " Talk To A Full Service Real Eb~ate Office A 
• We Are Here To Help You- Professionally qP 
• CAN WE SELLYOURS?-- JUSTTRY US • 
J~OOO•OBOOOOOOOOOOOO 
• =(;etting :mom,y i~ ,likt;' 1668--T,he Genera l  
digging, with a~ needl,.'. Assembly of 'Massachusetts 
~l)t,ndi|lg it is like w;tler banished Thomas Gold, 
s.akin.,., int. sand. William• Turner and John 
Farnum to the wilderness for 
Japaut'~e Pr.vcrh being Baptists. 
enue, o Realty I VENUE, TERRACE, B.O. V8G IV5. 
Looking for a home .vith 
Centrally located this two In the market for a small Nicely landscaped. Treed four bedrooms, firep~:~ce, 
bedroom home offers the property investment? back yard with concrete large livingroom ~nd 
small family comfort and Consider purchase of a patio. Very well kept 3 finished roc.room? This is 
convenience, t The three bedroom 12"x60' bedroom, full basement itl Features include bualf 
livingroom is accented mobilehome with attached home. Features fireplace, in refreshment area, bem~ 
with a brick fireplace and 40' addition. Established built.in dishwasher, en. vacuum system, air 
bay window. An attached on lot with water & sewer suite plumbing, large rec humidifier and two car 
garage with enclosed tank in Copperside room with bar, plus many garage. Asking $66,500and 
storage and landscaped District. Priced to sell in mere extras. Located on open to terms. Cally Kelly. 
to view. Call Kelly S~uires all appliances. Call Frank. from school. Asking 
635-7616 for your ap. $56,000. Call Christel or 
• pointment to view. Asking Horst. 
$36,000. 
lyll over 2000 sq. ft. is rea l l ,  
different and unique. Th 
. An unusual property on beautiful interior is ac. I 
i Westview Drive. centuated by vaulted cedar 
One.third acre lot on Doble Panabode construction, Exceptionally attractive ceilings in living and dining N 
St. with 3 bedroom home three bedrooms on main and clean 3"bedroom home rooms. Located 'close toll 
and full basement. Near floor, fourth in basement, in Uplands area. Features town on 5 acres. Asklngll 
new condition. Located Two fireplaces and a two wall to wall carpeting, price $68,000. For morel 
close to school, on water stall garage. Asking fireplace and ensuite off information call Horst o 
system and heated with $57,500. Call Kelly for an master bedroom. Christel. r I 
natural gas. Asking appointment o view. Economically heated by 
544,500. Phone Frank. natural gas, 1140 sq. ft. 
' ~- ~ ' ~ l r ~  I ,~-  ~ , Asking price ,8,000. Call 
~[~]4  ! !L .~,  ~- , - ,  Horst" or Christel for an 
Family home in a located on a nice lot cl 
Executive home on Davis preferred subdivision, shopping, school 
Avenue. Featuring 3 Features 2 fireplaces and church. It has 1100 
bedrooms up and 2 onsuite plumbing. Wall to on the main flu( 
downstairs, 2 fireplaces, wall carpeting, 11765q. ft. bedrooms, wall to 
carpeting, and a m 2t/2 baths, large roc. room, 3bedrooms, spacious living |.ooKing tor a three kitchen. Fin 
built.in oven :end range, and dining rooms. Priced bedroom home with large basement With 2 
plus many more extras, at only $59,500. For an yard. Check property on bedrooms, anda big f 
Asking price $59,000. Call appointment to view, call Fir•creek Road. Owner room. Asking $55,001 
Christel or Horst. Horst or Christel. asks $27,900. Call Frank. vlew, call Horstor Chl 
AFTER OFFICE HOURS 
HORST GODLINSK I  - 635-5397 / KELLY  SQUIRES.  6354 
FRANK SK IDMORE - 635.5691 ~' CHRI£T I ; I  P .nn ,  ,L,e . . . . . .  
THE HERALD, Tuesday, June 6. '~'~ PAGE ~5 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
de'termlne page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to reteln any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay' 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. ' 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Inetructlons not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
tO send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
adv.ertlsements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the- first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting spat( 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in• the event o~ an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by: the ad. 
verflser for only one in- 
correct insertlon for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the I~. 
correct or omitted Item only, 
end that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertlslog. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the  British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
w.hlch prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
. or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unlesstho condition is 
Justified by a bol~a fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
Publ ished at  Ter race  ' 
B.C, 5 days a week 
Mon..Fri. mornings 
NOTICE 
19'HELP WANTED 
PUBL ISHER 
• Don Cromack 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
• Ef fect ive October 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carr ie r  mth 3.00 
By Carr ie r  ` year  36.00 
By Mai l  3 mth 12.00 
,By Mai l  6 ruth 22.00 
Blf Ma i l  year  40.00 
14. BUSINESS 
• PERSONAL 
Senior Cit izen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealih and 
United States of America 1 
year $1.00. 
37. 
~-  PETS . ,. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
, Telephone: 
• 112-604-635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
• Phone 635.6357 
Order of the Royal Purple 
annual tea for Senior 
Citizens to be held Wed- 
nesday, June 7.at 2 p.m. In 
the Elks Hall. All seniors. 
welcome. For tran. 
sportatlon please call 635- 
6643. 
'IMPORTANT MEETING 
Please attend our next 
meeting. Time - June 7, 8:00 
p.m.. Place- NWC College, 
5330 McConnelt, Room 204. 
Agenda: 
• f~s 
• nominate officers 
• set membership fees 
• possibilities of seJf suf. 
flclent' operation. 
We need your opinions and 
s,uggestlons In order ~o suit 
your. needs. 
Thursday, June 8th 7:00 p.m. 
Films" to be shown next door 
(to Kalum Kabs)about 
alcohol and drugs. For more 
Information contact: Rob ) 
(sfreetworker), JeAnne . 
.635.4780, M, arueen - 635-4780 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 par 
.nsertion, over 20 words 5 
cents per ward. 
3 or more consecutive" In- 
serti0ns ,1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion ~:harged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ed. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge ~.00 par 
insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column !nch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
~4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month ~ .basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY:' 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day.. 
CLASSIFIED: 
I :00 p.m. day prlor to 
publlcatlon day. 
Service charge of 65.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and~r engagement 
pictures; News of weddings 
(write-ups)' received on( 
month or more after event 
$10,00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
The Terrace Dance 
Association will be 
presenting a Dance Seminar- 
Workshop on June 24th and 
25th to be held at Clarence 
Mlchle| Elementary School, 
Terrace, B.C. This weekend 
is open teal1 individuals over 
age 6. 
Miss Shella Marshall a 
member of theRoya l  
Academy of Dancing trained 
at the Rae Burns Dance 
School, the Wynne Shaw 
School of CDance and Three 
Summer ~esslons at the 
Banff Sch~l of Fine Arts. 
There wil l  be four 
catagorles avallable Ballet, 
Tap, Modern-Jazz and 
Acrobatic-Gymna~tlc 
Dancing. Fee of $20.00 will 
cover any or all sections 
taken over the two days. 
Registration forms may be 
obtained at Terrace Sight 
and Sound or Terrace 4~ublic 
Library. Please pre register 
by June 16, 1978 fo P.O. Box 
256, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A9 
Representatives from the 
B.C. Ministry of Education, 
Health and~ Human 
Resources will be In Terrace 
.to attend an early childhood 
dacum meeting to be held at: 
Northwest Community 
College, Wednesday, June .7, 
• 1978 7 p,m, 
They wish'totalk to th~ 
people In, the community 
about early childhood 
t ra Inln g__ .  Preg_r_a m s.__L_' _ 
B.C.O.A.P.O.- Annual Fall  
Bazaar. November lath 
1978. 'Arena Banquet ,Room 
Wednesday June 7th will be 
the las t  Terrace Art 
Association P. Icture Loan 
until September 6th. Pain. 
tings should be returned by 
1:30 p:m. to the Tqrrace 
Library Arts Room so they 
can be put on display for 
selection. Arrangemerltscan 
then be made for the sum. 
n~er. months rentals. 
The history department a
Northwest Community 
College will be organizing a
series of open discussion 
meetings on "Why 
Revolutions?", "Why 
Wars?", a closer look at the 
interrelation between 
political, social and 
economic factors in 
domestic end international 
relations in the 2Oth century. 
Anyone interested is 
welcome to attend the first 
meeting on Thursday; May 
18, from?-10 p.m. in room 206 
on the college campus to 
watch and discuss 90 
minutes ofanimated films on 
"The History Book" which 
focuses on the time period 
from the 1800's to today. 
This is a free community 
service which will continue 
until June 15. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers 40 the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
the following services - 
• Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts 
Day Care for .working 
people 
- Drop-in for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4~ 
Transportation. available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 
635-2265 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Work~,hop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any' discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating• 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make aPrangements for 
p!ckup. 
Mills J~emorlal Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offer.s a full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop in on Saturdays 
from 11:00 - 4:30 p.m. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB .. 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
63~.3747.or 635.30~3, 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any  household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup, service phone 
635-5320 or 635-$233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on  Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11.'00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m, Thank 
you. (nc) 
PARENTS INCRISIS " 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con. 
stenfly yell at your children,. 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control your angry feetlngs 
toward them? 
P.l.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con- 
structlve~ parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confidential 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
A Heather.Tartan Society Is 
being formed with the in- 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as possible. 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 4~S.lSS| 
OR 
6~-7128 
(ctf). 
~keena District Glri Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Compmy In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are in- 
tei'ested please call 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) r 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at  the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 LalLIIII Avenue. 
' RA~S ~UlN cANE8 
A bite by a rat into a 
sngarchne can !et infungi 
that causes the sugar ~. 
ferment and rain the entire 
~lne. 
HEARTS DON'T WAIT 
Every year, more than 
350,000 heart attacks co~ur in 
the United States before the 
strtckm person can he takeN, 
to a hoeplt41, "
Skeena Health Unit" 
3215-2, Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. • 
635-6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD H,EALTH CON- 
FERENCES. 
• Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
• 1: 30.3: 50'p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. 
Please PhOne for an ap. 
polntment. 
Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
munlzatlen. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
• Unit. on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 - 4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pointment only: 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing car~e In the home for 
those who need It on referral 
"from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4yearold children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. ' " 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
8, RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Thursday af- 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appo!ntment. 
SAN ITATiON 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing ests will be done by 
doctor's referrals. -Tel No. 
638-1155. 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205-4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those ellgihte for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel .635.9196. 
Assessment and gpldance 
for vocational and.' social 
• rehabilitation done by 
consultant.. 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenware, air brushing 
available, custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635.9393 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We huy copper, brass a l l  32. 
metals and batteries. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open fill 5 p.m. Man. to 5at. 
Phone 624.5639 • , 1 1977 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. motorcycle. 
condition• Eleclrlcal end Refrlgeratlen (p3.4) 
mntract. 
"House wiring. 
; 635-5076 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP. 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd Jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635:4535. 3238 Kalum 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
Soviet Siberia is nearly 1½ 
times the area of the tinted 
States, 
BICYCLES, .... 
M OTOR CYCLES 
J 
I 
A white long hairec~ iemale 
cat with green.yellow eyes. 
She's two years old. Missing 
from the lower Albatross 
area of Kitimat. Any In- 
formation would be ap- 
preciated. Contact 69 Brant 
or call 632.2924. (stf) 
Lost from the 3:300 Block of 
Thomas. Small black female 
cat with white spot under 
chin. Wearing yellow collar 
and goes by the name of 
Sarah. Reward offered. Call 
635.2148 or 638-1064. (ctf) 
Full or part-time. Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 : $8 per hour. 
Training is': available. For 
interviews Call Marnie 635- 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
(ctf) 
Live-in man~.~er for apart- 
ment bulld!ng. 638-1032 (c3- 
6) 
DISTRICTOF TERRACE 
Position Available 
CONFIDENTIAL 
SECRETARY 
Applications will be received 
by the undersigned for the 
position of CON FI DE NTIAL 
SECRETARY. Duties will 
Include the following: 
All secretarial duties for the 
• Mayor, Clerk-Administrator 
and the Executive Assistant 
to the Clerk-Administrator, 
including typing, main- 
tenance of the filing system 
(Including personnel files), 
Council "agendas and 
recording of mail. 
Preferl'ed applicants should 
be able to type 60 w.p.m. 
with accuracy, and possess 
dictaphone skills. Shorthand 
would be an asset, but is not 
essentiQl• The ability to 
work with minimum 
supervision, to draft routine 
correspondence and attend 
the public with tact and 
courtesy is desirable. 
' Starting salary is $485.10 bl- 
• weekly, {1978 rates) in- 
creasing to $513.78 bl-weekly 
upon satisfactory completion 
of a 6.month probationary 
period. Excellent fringe 
benefits pro~/ided. 
Applications should be 
submitted, in writing, to the 
undersigned on or before 
4:30 p.m., Friday, June 16, 
1978. 
E.R. Hallsor 
Clerk.Administrator 
District of Terrace 
No.5.3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2X6 
650 Yamaha 
In excellent 
Phone 635.2162. 
For Sale: Rebuilt 
Volkswagen engine and 
trans., rlms, pocket seat and 
double belt massager, bird 
cage, with stand. Phone 635- 
3051 until 2 p.m. (c:10.5) 
For Sale: Ster'eo = system - 
Harmon•Kerden Pablo ST.7 
turntable, dynaco A-25 
speakers, Sansul head. 
phones, Yamaha 610 am- 
plifier, Sony front-loader 
cassette deck, solid 
Mahegony stereo stand., 
Phone 635-4373 days 635.3846 
after 7 p.m. (c5-5) 
-'-~ ~ i ~.~i_: _~_~.~ . _~.;~.~ i i.~.~ .~.~.~_,_,:.;.~.~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ i~ ~ ~i ~ ~ ~ i~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ............ 
t Near ly  21'2 acres at  4928 Twedle Avenue ~ 
I - LOt 2 BlOck 7 DL  979 Plan 3370' ,:: 
Ad jacent  to  Up lands  School ,  w i th  
~ mounta inv iew ~ .  
j Offers over  $30,000 w i l l  be considered. , 
Replies to Boxl178, Terrace  Herald, by 
=or Sale: Household fur. 
n. ~e. Dinette suite, 
• bedroom suite, living room 
suite etc. Phone 635-3117. 
(p5.7) 
CAT D7-3T with dozer $3500. 
Clearing blade to fit D6C or 
D7 new condition $2000. 
Terrace 635.3305, 
PORTABLE BUILDINGS 
Kitchen-Diner, t2 man unit, 
1O'x 28' .including Garland 
gas range wlth 6 burners, 2 
ovens,• broiler, griddle; 10 
cu' refrlg; one-third HP 
water pump; 14 lineal feet of 
Formica counter and cup- 
boards $1500. 
SHOP - Tool House 8'x16' 
heavy pipe frame enclosed 
with Vo" plate, Skidded $750. 
Mounted ~n tandem axle 
$1500 can deliver Terrace 
635.33g5. (p3.5) 
MILLER-BOY STONE 
BURR GRAIN MILL -new 
and guaranteed. ,A 6400 
value for $295, Terrace 635- 
3305 (p3-5)• 
10Ogal oll tank $60; Tlmken 
transfer case $100; 4 por- 
table buildings from 16' to 30' 
in length $750 to $1500. 
Terrace 635-3305 (p3-5) 
For Sale: 18' aluminum 
Riverboat, 70 h.p. jet and 
trailer. Plus accessories. 
Contact Paul 624-3434 after 5 
p.m. Prince Rupert (c6.7) 
OTHER NAME TOO 
LONG 
Artist El Greco's real 
name was Domenico 
Theetocopoulus. 
1968 Lincoln Welder Model 
SA 200 can be viewed at rear 
of Pacific Northern Gas Ltd, 
2900 Kerr Street, Terrace. : 
Sealed bids will be accepted 
up to June 30th. Highest or." 
any bid not necessarily~ 
accepted. (c5.8) 
liD It .Now 
, A luminum 
Sheets 
25" x 36" 
12 sheote only- 3 .7~ 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum 'St. Terrace 
FOR SALE: 
-Private Art Collectlon!l 
-Acryllcs, oils & water- 
colours = by: 
.A.M. Nehrlng, W. Hum- 
phrey, Irene Homer, 
-S. Sands, etc. 
• Old bottles, dated pre.1905 
-Misc. Items 
-2 complete Beds, 39"x60" 
-Corner Lamp Table 
-Boys' Hockey Skates, Size 3: 
CCM, perfect condition 
"-Please Phone 635.6843 
anytime• 
. One Frontier Canopy fits full 
sized pickup with 8' fleetside 
box, 1 1;ear o1~1 $400. 1 fur- 
bos0nic turbo charger 
completewlth Kit for 340 and 
360 C.I.D. Dodge va, engines 
used one month $700 firm. 1 
Chevy small block 4 barrel 
intake manifold. $40. 1" 
Mallory infared electronic 
conversion with new 
distributor and mallory coil 
for Chevy 350 V8 $85. 1 
Cassette Accordlan, like new 
$500. Phone after 6 635.7924. 
Ip4-5) 
For Sale: Propane stove and 
tank. $150. Tent trailer $275 
Phone 635-7042 (c5.4) 
For Sale: 1 electrolux vac. 
Complete with powerhead. 
Excellent condition. Phone 
635-5257 day or 635.6609 eves. 
(p5-5) 
Office Space for Rent: 2700 
sq. ft. on Greig Ave., 
Reasonable rent. Lease 
available. Phone 635.72~. 
Reg is tered  Go lden  
Retrelver. 6 weeks old $185 
Phone 846-5455 Smithers. 
(c5.12) 
• n 
INDEPENDE~IT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
if you ore ln or thinking of getting into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers in Canada. 
For details write to: 
BoxI1870, prince George, B.C, or Phone: 962.8414 
MOHAWK.OFFERS YOU~ 
I 
1. Independence In your operation 
2. Many money saving programs 
~ . Full line of related products . 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
(oft.T) 
i 
MoMarlin MaohinorY Ud. 
1004 Park Ave., 
Prince George, B.O. V2L 4T7 
Box 862 
563.1717 Telex 0474632 - 
19"/1 Model TD200 Angle dozer and 
winch. Has new undercarriage and 
motor $66,900' 
1N6 Model TE Angle dozer and 
winoh thoroughly checked over 
Also in stock, assortment 
, of Clearing Blades and 
;Vinches 
I I 
I ]  Oomplete Selection of 
1978 MAZDA .o, In Stock 
1969 1974 1973 F0RD 1"974 MAZDA 
VOLKSWAGON DATSUN PU GRAN TORINO 61800 PU 
2 dr. With Box Liner Station Wagon With GEM top canopy 
$1,100 $2,400 62,600 =2,595 
i , 1974 DODGE DART 1973 FORD 
SWINGER EGONOLINE VAN 
2 Door H.T. All Radial Tires 
,2,m ,2,m 
1974 DODGE 1916 MAZDA 
MONAGO 1.3 808 
4 Dr, H.T. 2 Dog;: Coupe 
'2,995 '2,99§ 
I 
1970 r Q~, V 1971 FORD • P -~.  R 
F100 PICKUP .4),~. speed 
'1,260 $21600 
I 
1962 wILLYs 
JEEP STATION WAGON 
As is 
' n0  
I I i 
1966 OLDS'S 
4 Door 
$200 
1974 
DATSUN 710 
2 Or. H,T, 
.sgN 
1970 MAZDA 
STATION 
WAGON 
'OM 
1972 DATSUN 
2 dr. Auto 
.,=oo 
1971 FORD 
'9OO 
II 
1975 r~OGE 
O~.~UARD 
'12,600 
1914 VALLIANT 
4 Or. Scamp 
'2,296 
1972 INTERNATIONAL 
TRAVELALL 
With Extras 
'1,600 
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To Rent: 1 bedroom fur- 
nished, use of kitchen 
available. For working lady, 
baby sitting available for 1 
or 2 children over 1 year old. 
Phone 635-3368 between 8 
p.m. and 3 p.n~. weekdays. 
(p3.4) 
m 
197"0 Datsun 510 - wagon. 
New brakes 2 new winter 
tires. Radio.tapa deck, good 
gas mileage. Best offer. 
Phone 635.4461 (p3.5) 
1964 C'hrysler Crown Im- 
perial. Not running $300. 411- 
¢lh Ave East, Prince Rupert, 
B.C. Phone 624.3716 (p3-5) 
1971 Toyo~ Landcrulser 
with wide tiles plus set spare 
tires wlth rims. View at 5135 
1 - 3 bedroom duplex rent. 
No pets allowed. Close to 
schools 635.6502 635~2182 
(p5-7) 
3 bedrooms, in town. 
Pleasant St., 6 year old 
house. Asking $55,000 635- 
7796 (pS-5) 
I 
For Sale: 3 bedroom splitj 
level - bench area. 4 years I
left at 10V~ percent[ 
assumable mortgage. More I 
information 635-3320 after 5 I
p.m. (pi0-I0) J 
58, MOBILE 
HOMES 
House for Sale: 3 bedroom 
JC Fourplex on Mallard. 
Ideal startee home. 
Reasonably priced. Interior 
recently renovated. In. 
eludes range, f ridge and 
dishwasher. For more In- 
formation phone 632-3295 
[p4-21.4.9-14) 
Wanted to rent: 2 or 3 
bedroom house. Phone after 
6 638.8325 (p5-8) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on 
Wocdland Park Subdlvlslon 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots 
onlyleft. Onewith creek. JD 
Prodor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. VgN 4B4 phone 
339-4736 (c50-julyl) 
Build your home among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635. 
51g2 after 6 and weekends. 
(p3.1) 
For Sale: 8Oxl00' lot. View ~. 
at McNeil St., Thornhlll. On 
water system. Asking $6,000. 
Phone 635.7540 or~ 635-2056 
.(ctfju4) 
2.3 acre homesite in Tye( 
Lake area. 1V~ blocks from 
lake. Press. Watm 
Systems, grave l le¢  
dr iveway, selectivel~ 
cleared. Excellent oper 
garden plot. 8 miles from 
Smithers. Asking $15,000. 
All 'realistic offers con. 
sidered. 846-5888 (p5.4) ,: 
Successful store for sale in 
Terrace. Complete with 
equipped butcher shop, 8 
coolersand freezers. 1 walk. 
in, 3 bedroom dwelling at- 
tached. One. rental house, 
occupied, 3 bay garage all on 
one acre of land. Annual 
sales almost double asking 
price. Assumable mortgage. 
Call 635.5202 for details. 
(p20.17) 
For Sale Prime Tire 
Business with gas service 
e tc . .  4 bedroom home, 
completely furnished, 1V~ 
bath, many extras, situated 
68 miles north of Terrace. 
Apply C. Hitter, Box 183, 
Terrace, B.C. 633.2326 (ctf) 
1975 Valiant Custom, 13000 
ml. p.s., p.b., electric rear 
window defogger, block 
heater, premium condlllon. 
Phone 635-5102 after 
6 & weekends. (A5.8) 
For Sale: 1976 Ford F.100, 
top condition, 17000 highway 
mil~s. Regular.service. 1000 
mileoil changes. P.hone'635- 
5980Monday thru Friday 6 to 
8:30 p.m. (p2-5) 
69 Ford V:~ ton 360 V8, $1150 
Phone 635-5592 (pl.4) 
1974 Monlego 4.door Sedan, 
54500 m I lee, Can be viewed at 
rear of Pacific Northern Gas 
Ltd., 2900 Kerr Street. 
Sealed bids will be accepted 
up to June 9, 1978. Attention: 
Mr. K. Irwin. Highest or any 
bid not necessarily accepted. 
(c56) 
For Sale: 1975 Astre GT 
Hatchback, 4 speed, radial 
tires, low mileage. Call 635. 
6610 after 6 (p34) 
66. ~RECREATIONAL 
YEHICEES' 
: PLANTS ARE HARDY 
I [I' 1 PHOTOGRAPHY: 10 for, PERSONAL: Discerning TORONTO (CP) -- 
$1.00. Our Introductory Adults. Shop dlscreetly by .;;~edmens of plants that 
special offers you  10 mail. Send $1.00 for our grow to a great eke have 
~,~.~c~..,~.~,,.,.e.co,w.~, beautiful jumbo-siZe color latest fully illu.strated been found in the Canadian' 
Invitation toTender Must 5ell: Leaving country, pictures from any one color catelogue of marital aids for Arctic by Josef Svoboda, an 
Sealed Tenders, marked 2 snow mobiles with double negative for only $1.00. Any both ladies and gentlemen. Erindale College botanY .pro: 
wide trailer $1500 phone 635- additional pictures over 10 Direct Action Marketing Inc. lessor. He said plant eaneo 
Janfforlal Services - No. 94 4629 (c5.4) from same negative only 10c Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268, mountain av~s can live up 
083T Boiler Room, Nor-~ each. Send as many color Vancouver, B'.C. V6B 3X9. to 1,000 years, 
- thwestCommunit,/College for FOR SALE: Camper near negatives !any size) as you /cff) ' 
Invlation to Tender cleaning of the boiler room, new 8' Galaxy with fridge, wlsh plus $1.0O for each. Also BOMBS COURT 
Town of Smlthers, B.C.  Northwest Community stove, furnace. Super light save on developing and GOTEBORG, Swede~ PADDLING TO HAWAII 
Sidewalks. 1978 Collegeas per task schedule, construction. Used only 3 printing your color films. 12 lAP) - A powerful bomb ,v, ANCOUVRR (CP) - 
will be received up to 3:00 'times. Must sell Phone 635- exp. roll'-$2.99,20exp, roll- caused extenaive damage Geordte Tocher, 5L is 
Tenders for the supply of p.m. local time the Sth day of 9692(c5- $3.99, 24 exp. roll . $4.99, 36 early Wenesday to a paddling from Vancouver to 
sldewalkswlllberecelvedby July, 1978, and those 7) exp. roll - $6.99. Fast ser- munieipale0urtboildingand Hawaitwithtwofrte~dsina 
the Town of Smlthers up to available at that time will be vice, guaranteed quality & an adjacent church, but no war canoe. '[ocher spent 2¥z 
3:00 p.m., local time, opened in'public at Wednesday, June 21st, 1978. BR IT ISH COLUMBIA  1970 VW camper, sink. satisfaction or money Injuries were reported, yeersbutldinRthecanoea~d 
BUILD. INGS CaR.  frldge, 2 burner stove, refunded. Pronto Photo Polieelaterreeeivedaletter bopeathevoya@wiliprove 
All tenders mush be sub- PORATION cupboards, carpet, pots & Service, 30 Eastgate, Win. signed, M, that threatended that British Columbia In- 
miffed to the Office of the 4827 Keith Ave. pens included. Priced at nlpeg, Man. R3C 2C1. (ju 15) further bomb attacks unless diane paddled their war ca- 
Treasurer In a sealed en- Terrace,, B.C. V8G 1 K7 $1800 Call Hari'y 638.1403 (p3. Sweden's nuclear energy ~oes to the Hawaiian Islands 
velope, clearly marked 6) , program is halted. I,-400 years ago. 
' ' T  E N D E R FOR Tendering documents may 
SIDEWALKS • 1978". ' Be obtained at the above For Sale: 1973 ~/~ ton XLT 
Ford Caroler'Special. P.S., 
address, after 9:00 a.m. on P.B., holy carb. many ex. 
Tenders will be publicly the 5th day of June, 1978. tras, 24,000 miles with 9V2' 
opened at the above stated 
time in the Council Chain- Tenders must be filed on the camper, Alcondition. Phone 
bers of the Town Offlce. All forms provided, in sealed, 635-2103 or" view at 4720 
tenders will be examined clearly marked, enyelopes. Halllwell. (p5.8) 
and submiffed to Council for lYANTED warding at the Regular The  lowest or any Tender For Sale: 15' Travelalre 
Council Meeting of June will not necessarily be ac- Trailer. Equipped with 
27Ih, 1978. cepted, frldge, stove, heater and . 
bathroom. Excellent con. 
The work is comprised of Straume. (c3.61 
base preparatl°n' the supply ' I ~ I  1 
of material and construction Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
of approximately 950 meters Camper, C-W 15,000 BTU ~ j j  
of 1.5 meter width sidewalk. M~¢=~,~u~=r.~,w,,,~,, furnace. Phone638.1121 (stf) ~ 
BIB= 
Tender Inquiries shall be Sealed 
dlreded to the undersigned. Tenders, marked Jani - 67, ~ =,==~ 
torlal Services- No. 94-081T SERVlCES Se~ 
A. DeEIIion, Ad mi~is t  r at ion.Building. 
Director of Works and Northwest Community , (~"  and 
Engineering College for cleaning of GENERAL ~====~"=~i~~ ~ T E B B A O E  Town of Smithers, Administration Bu lding, CARP NTRY  
P.O. Box 879, Northwest Community NOJOBTOBIG 
Smlthers, B.C. (847.3251) College as per T ask..Schedule OR SMALL 
(c5-12) will be received up to 3 :00  ADDITIONS, SIDING " 
p.m. local time the 5th day of R E NOVATIONS ~ ' 
MlllsMemorial Ju ly ,  1978, and those CEMENTWORK, ~,~, . _ . .  
Hospital available at that time will be PAl N.TING 
Terrace opened in public at Phone after 6: 
Tenders will be received BUILDINGS COR- 
bythe Administrator of Mills PORATION 
Memorial Hospital, Terrac e, 4827 Keith Ave; , i~ I  
B.C. for the following work Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7 . . ~ ~= 
during thesummermonths, V ~ ~~v~,~. : , ,~  11 ~ l  
1978: Tendering documents may bE r- -.~"-::. • 
Mowing andupkeep of obtained at the above ad. . . , ~ ; ~ ~ ~  ~,:'~:: ~f f i~- - - -~ l  
"" ..... . lawns dress after 9:00 a.m. on the ~ ; ~-.~'~:~ 
- Upkeep and maintenance 5th day of June, 1978. HELP WANTED: Mature I~,~Ll~l~i.~= .': t.. "~] 
of flower gardens and shrubs studentsl Earn $6 to $7 per b 
- Minor improvements to Tenders must be filed on the hour plus bonus with in- I1~ = 
the property Including some forms provided, in sealed, teresting summer work. ~ 
fencing and some lawn clearly marked envelopes. Write Fuller Brush Co., Box ............. ~ ... 
planting. ' 108 care of 808, 207 West 
Please contact the Ad. The lowest or any Tender will Hastings St., Vancouver, 
mlnistrator, MlllsMemorial not necessarily be accepted. B.C. V6B 1H7 or Mr. T. 6 3 5  6 3 5 7  DAILY  HERALD Hospital for complete (cJS&6) Diamond, General Delivery, 
details. Tenders will be Station 'R', Kelowna, B.C. lib 
received up tl,, 1~ hours. J (~) j VlX4K3 Ict, 
:~ursday, June 15, 1978. (c5- ~,,~.,= ,,n,~,,vot . .  • . Bd l i thC~mlVa~ Fomsts  " • t ,  ' . .  
FOR SALE BY BID lealed tenders for the ~ 
Good and chattels of Copper following stand tending 
I 
k 
Mountain Automotive Ltd. contract(s) will be received r 
Situated at 208 Skinner Ave., by the District Forester, of rests, ** HiZ I 
Terrace, B.C. THE GOODS Ministry • ~ 
MAY BE VIEWED Monday Prince Rupert, B.C" on r 
Evening, June 12, 1978. Bids the dates shown below: ~ t 
' may be submitted in writing r 
toSecurity Bailiffs L.td. P.O. 1. Contract ST 1031.2-4 JS • ~,  
Box 222, Kitimat, B.C. no Located Humphrys Ranger • I r  
later than June 16, 1978. (c9- District Kitlmat Number of I' 
7) hectaresl9.5Vlewingdate , I 'm Pat ' • June 15, 1978, leaving Ran 
~ ~:  1 ger Statl°n at 9:00'a'm' = ~, ) V.w,noo, the.,on0 i' 
tending site prior to sub. 
JJsealede'"'*"c'"'=="""d"g'c°'~''°"nvitation to TenderTenders, marked contractml ting a tenderDeadlineiS, ma datory.for receiptf°r thlSof ~ your  Iooa l  d i s t r ibuter  
tenders is 3:30 p.m. June 30, ~ b 
Janitorial Services No. 94. 1978. r 
082T'Flrst Aid" Building, Tenders must be sub- ~ for Kitimat 
Norihwest Community mitted on the form and in the II 
College for cleaning of First envelopes suppliedwhich, ~ the paper delivered for on/y ) Aid Building, Northwest with partic lars, may be 
C°mmpnity College' as per °btained fr°m the F°rest Ge t 
tasl~ schedule will ~oe Ranger(s) indicated, or I; $3 O0 a mollth (1/2 price fo r  recelvedupto3:0o p.m.local -.from the District Forester, 
timethe5thdayofJul~,1978, Ministry of Forests, Prince 
and those available at that Rupert, BmC. . 
The lowest or any tender will • 
flmewillboopened in public not necessarllybeaccepted., I pensioners), to your door ear/y at " ~ at [c5-71 
PORATIoNBUILDINGS'"'" I e--COR, " - "  " everym__ , ,en,er, or ,he " U ' 'U  
4827 Kelth Ave. following stand . tending 
: Read the local news with your 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7 contract(s) will be received , 
Tendering documents may by the District Forester, i 
Mlnlslry of Forests, Prince 
be obtained at the above Rupert, B.C. onthe dates ~ morning coffee,l.. address after 9:00 a.m. on shown below. 
the 5th day of June, 1978. 1. Contract STL cated  McCullough1031"2"SRangerJS Ii For your class!fled ads  
Tenders must be filed on the District Kitimat Number of .; 
forms provided, in sealed, hectares 19:55 Viewing date COrl~;JP11~ 
clearly marked envelopes. June 15, 1978, leaving ~9 I I I I I l~J 
Ranger Station at g:0O a.m. events, notices or local news just The lowest or any Tender NOTE: Vlewln~ of the stand . will not necessarily be ac. tpndlng site prior to sub-. 
cepted, dttlng a tender for this 
(cJS&6) . ,ntractismandatory. • calf memm. " ,' 
' ,Jeadllne for receipt of t 
FOR SALE tenders is 3:30 p.m. June 30, 
BY TENDER 1 9 7 8 . .  • 
ASSETS OF DEASE Tenders mustbesub- Pat Zeli'nski at DEVELOPMENTS LTD. mltied on the form and in the 
, envelopes supplied which, L 
Real estate and chattels with particulars, may be 
situated in Dease Lake, obtained from the Foresl 
B.C. formerly operated as Ranger Is) indicated, or t 
the "Dease Inn". Sale is from the District Forester, • 
under direction of R.E. MinislryofForesls, Princo ,, 632 2747 Jamlson as receiver. Rupert, B.C. 
manager and Is subject to The lowest or any tender ~ ~B 
approval of the courts. For will not necessarily be ,K 
further information contact .cepted. 
Dave LewlsorRodCousins (c5 .8 , . ,  i~ HOURS 7'9 a m 3 5 p m at Federal Business 
DevelOpment Bank, • • m 
Terrace, ~ ' ' 
635 4951. (c5 7) PEANUI~ TItANSPtIllTI;II 
INHE(!T IIIF.NTIFICATION • Spanish explorers who dis- 
Termites are descended coVered peanuts in I'eru . " 
from cockroach- l i ke  traded them to Afri~an.~ who ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~L .~: ~ ~ ' .~  ~,~ ~ ..~ -~ ~ .~ 
creatures of the coal age then brought hem Io Nurih 
about 250 million years ago, America, ' " . ~" 
McConnell 638.1517 or 635- 
4380 (p10.6) 
1972 Toyota long.wheel base 
Landcruiser. Complete with 
winch, extra spare fire, roof 
rack, good condition, View 
51:J5 McConnell 638-1517 or 
635-4380 (p10-6) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaski like new 
asking $1,000 638.1483 (eft) 
1975 Plymouth Vallent 318 
automatic, p.s., p.b., low 
mileage. 2 door H.T. Phone 
635-4597 (p6.6) 
I For Sale: 1974 Bendix J 
Leader trailer. 2 bedroom. I 
Reverse aisle. Front| 
kitchen, patio doors a~ I 
sundeck. Phone 63s.64os I 
[ctfju14) J 
For Sale: 12x60 1973 
Canadlana 2 bedrooms with 
frldge, stove, washer and 
dryer. Asking $11;000 
negotiable. Phone 635.7697 
56' Safeway doublewide~ 
Includes all major ap. 
pliances, large garden shed 
andfencing. 3 bedrooms, 2 
full bath, and fireplace. Set 
up and fully skirted tn 
cedar. View at No. 31-4619 
Queensway Drive (Tim- 
berland Trailer Park 
Phdne 635.9429. (cff) 
1977 12x68 3 bedroom Bendix 
Leader Mobile Home. 
Unfurnished. but will have 
frldge, washer and dryer. 
Located presently in 
Woodland Heights Trailer 
Park. Phone 635.4373 days, 
635-3846 after 7 p.m. (c5.5) 
Unique 68' mobile home, 
galley kitchen, separate 
dining ~ ':rooi:n With ~:.dining 
room with patio doors. Set- 
, up In very quiet, small court. 
Phone 635.5645 (c5-8) 
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
home. Set up and skirted in 
trailer court in town. Will 
sell furnished or un- 
furnished. Phone 635-9046 
even. (pl0.Jul) 
REPOSSESSIONS 
We have a limited numbei- of 
12', 14', and 24' wide in ex. 
cellent condition. 
NO DOWN 
PAYMENT 
Purchase Includes deliverY, 
set up and furniture. (On 
approved credit). 
If you quality we will fl'y 
you in at our expense. 
Hurryl - These won't last! 
Call our credit manager 
collect at 
684-0024 
Tor.Star 
Mobile Homes 
835Granvlle 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6Z 1 K7 
(a10-7) 
23x56 Doublewide, major 
appliance and garden shed • 
fenced. Situated on lot fully 
skirled complete fenced. 
View at 31 Timberl.and 
Trailer Court, 4619 Queen. 
sway. (Ctf) 
, Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, frldge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
etc. No.i Pine Park phone• 
635-3246 (clm-Ju'.17) 
Must SII - 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home' on a fully 
serviced, clear title Iot on 
Simpson Rd, Thornhill. 
Open 1o offers, G.-Warnen, 
Royal Bank; Terrace, B.C., 
635.7117 (ctf) ~, 
12x68 Saleway. Furnished. 
8xl0 heated [oey shack. 
Phone 635-9323. (p!0.7) 
For Sale: 1960 Imperial 
Trailer I0'x36' 635-7860 
(c5-7) 
For Sale: 12x68 trailer on 
treed and landscaped lot. 
Copperslde Estates 12x20 
addition, sundeck, garden, 
shed, playhouse, garden, 
hbthouse. Phone 635.4449 
eves. (c5.7) 
DEAD SEA IS LAKE 
The Dead Sea is not a sea 
but a land-locked lake. 
EA(:I,I,;S WEHE KILI,E1) 
More than I0,000 eagles 
were killed in Alaska before 
bounty hunting ended there 
in 1952. 
: :ii 
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Yourlndivid.ni 
He.scope 
e.ffi,,D .  
F O R ~ A V ~ ' ~ v / ,  1~8 ~rHE WIZARD OF ID by Br~nt parker  and Johnny hasq " 
What kind of day will you look closely, ou will find it 
tomorrow be? To flnd out what human), advantagce, l~mlte / ~  
the mrs say, read the forw.a~ will be largely up to YOU, 
glv.: .. ,~ your birth 81a~ 8AGITrkRIU8 .~e_~ ' 
ARIES ~, .~ Without much planet ry 
(Mar, 21 to Apr. ~0) I P '~  assi~mce,'you can still mt top ~ ill ~*'~T 16 I~ 
Mother Shocked ,. " up" - -  e~neclld~, it a project or. well, be. mu'e ~ facts and 
task is really worth a Need, details, and DON'T 
By Teen's Letter m-. . .  pefskt b the alulwe'. CAPRICORN .~t~,  
TAURUS (Dec. n to J~  20) ~ 
. By Abigail Van Buren (Apr. =1 to May =l)~q~ ' • Impetus= now: co,~mon ............. " ~ ~  : 
~)le?8~ChlclgoTrlbune.N,Y.New|eynd, lr~. An 8J~dy~ai ]00~ I t  your M '  ~ ~ of I l l  7. poaitioumayindicatom.no~ eituatioal, ease of action. .; 
avenues toexplore. Keep ram'; Donm~ and ~ int~mta h l~ favored. Don't waste 
to furore nm~ imdlZ~m for ttme m ragrett 
DEAlt ABBY: I am so upset I hardly know how to e t~_,t making new eontecU. ' A~UAlgi~. ~,~ 
GEMINI this letter. While stralght:ening upmy teen.age datlghter s (Jan. 21 to Feb. 191 ~w~t  
room, t came across a totter from a friend of hers in (May 22 to June ~1) Prdlt b7 put mistakes and 
another state. I read it, partly out of curiousity, and partly Emphasize your raseur, by sound advice. You have a 
to determine if it was something that could be discarded, cefulness _and mnsa of wondmqul clmnee for as- % * • - - 
i was borrified at the filthy language, and also at the rupor~lbilLty. It wlilpey off in compU~tbutdaye~f l~ CATF I  S H ~ i 
girl's delight in having found a theater that shows only the dayn ahead. Do not let down rfffht push, stoadine~ 
This letter also described family possessions and saUMaeteri~cempleted. (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) ; . ,~ . ,~- ,~, , -~ '~ '*  
'~Tacations," but Abby, I know the girl's parents and C&NCER . ~g~ Counting one's blessings • ~ : 
correspond with them, and this girl was writing lies. (June 22 to July ~)~-¢  makes every pietere rosier, but 
• DON't' ~ returm you lave What sh0uld I do? Now I suspect that my daughter must Stars not too auq~lou~ I~ not and MAY NOT receive, / 
be responding to these letters in equallyfll~y language, metes a~nsed for more ~z. MIzed lrdhtenesa: Use are !~ ~" '~ " 
end since this girl is my daughter's l~est friend, I must emttatod effort, " i~1~ a all tldNil, 
assume that my daughtar'e testes run toward dirty readJustmmt of your Ichedub .. 
Don't these kids know that ~ their minds and -- the b~ to nit ~ YOU BORN TODAY are requirenmV. mouths with garbage will do them no good7 . ondomd with unusual in. 
Should I write to this girl's mother and tell her to talk LEO A~.  divlduality, originality a.nd 
withher daughter? Should l talk wlth my daughter and tell (July 24 to Aug. Z~) J~t~ ~ .  Yore" ~ "-- 
'her what .I've learAed? Or are we too late to shape our b day when your innate pmnek Mercury, .lameam 
children's morals once they've reached thek teens7 ~t~-~ .you are dm dl~anmm mm --- , - 
CONCERNED MOTHER En~gy and drive ~ your aeoompllshmms. A help you to a~leve rune Im8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . , . . .  ®, I[ 
DEALt CONCERNED: H you bave done your best to deslredob|octLve, . ~ T ~ v ~  I " " I 
shape your daughter's mor,.le, you need not ounsJder ¥1RGO auk  mu d ha. do,.  4111 t |kehe  UKELSE PHARMAOV., n.  
yourself a "failure." Some teenagers feel "big" and (Aug.~to Sept, :13)..r-all better.' Never lone ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.. . . . . . .  
grown.up using gutter language, exaggerating and even Some Ird~mat/~ you ha.  In your~l£Fos~ you~ telmt iYL Y REPELLANT,  BEACH TOYS,  SUNGLASSES [ 
iyingaUttleforeffect, butthatdoean'tmeantheyare"uo neededinafinan~mattor eall for sem~g tbe saeds of othm ~ ~ : ~ .  . . . .  8~r~ic~s ' : 
good." If they have been properly brought up (rod eye n now be obteined -- iZ~lbl~_ knOW~ cope • ~ r , p . o n  . ..d how to w~ and prompt  preser~ptmn serwces  
the best.reared children sometimes go through this stage), through a Iochd contact, Itwill unwieldy situations. You , . .  
they will outgrow it. ': At the appropriate ime, subtly warn your daughter that make your dayl wuail~,,oll ~own,,bestbutWl~areYOUmmsre . . . . .  . , m~ __  your . . . . .  theAMAZING SPIDER MAN ByStan Lee,and John Rornite 
mucking around in the lower registers ~f speech and ~ thaacN01NIqiuvewllMeonuue. ~ReV~I. , ~tY¢~S-- X-- 
(s~Pt,~4toOct, n) "L  t lmt~ e~a~l- , ~, , • entertainment can be habi{ forming, In the meantime, . . . . .  "-"CtoUI .... .. Your ~ . ~,pe~*~'~t~ ~ A'/zt .C~N ~'~ ~ ~ ,  
keep the avenues of communication open between you and _A  gmora~' . . .au~t~ ._ u~'.S, axm~mlM.Noudshlt, J£qoo ~ [ ~ t - ~ ~ A ~ . .  I [ ~ ~ w ~ ,  ~ I ~ ~ . ~ ,  
your daughter, and don't shake her confldence inyott by 3~lllJape~lOa~m.wmm_wlp~ 81~ltor yore' ~ l~m,  .me F l f .qF~,~.w1~lqqr .W~so~'~; [  " '~ ,7 . f ,~ . ' . " - ' . ' " - _  . . . .  ~ ' - t . ~ ] .  
letting her know that you were snooping, You wore, you your unm pa-mmm~ " ~ your I t~t J .  ~O W~V re " ! : 
knOW. , espec/suy m =uuvo m-. ullmt, architect, painter, I?.~/.:~,../..[ / ~ ~ \ ~  lIKe" ,~11/~ ) 
DEAlt AB/~Y: How does e father who has excelled in asav~, mw/da~selmtlat or ~ ,  ~ ' ~ . ~ , ' ~  ~ ~ [~/~.~O'~? . . . ,~  ~ ~ |  : 
sports all hie life adJust o a l4-year~ld gon who hae never SCORPIO mql~ Birth~to of: .Paul O=l=u~mn,_ ~])~/ [~ '~/ ;~  ~, " -  ~ . .~ [T '~.~- - - r "~/~, f~ ~ P " ~ , ~ |  
shown even a normal interest in sports? (Oct. 24 to Nov. ~) "V#18"._ ~ l~at~,~ D~ _~U~=, J~[ .  ~.~' . :~. \  ;~1 ~ ~e* '~ ~ ~ /~~1[~ [~L~~'~]  ". 
son has the build for it, and the coordination, too. He 
could be really good if he wanted to, hut he's lazy, and he 
X have done my best o 8ethim interested in sports ever ~) j ,~s ,~ l )~ 
ulnas he was old enough to hold a hall, Abby, hut It never 
caught j~ i~i i~.~t 'aaot .~uy. to  be agoodfather to a ,ACRO~.,  41~t~ ' ' ~ 111Armof . . . . . . . . . .  ' , ~ ' ' ' ' ' , .... 
boy like this, Any suggestions? 1 Tibetan MGap 1 l,leka UP t~e sea a 
• , | Eueord Greek mine D Speed up 
DEAR DAD, Yes, lay off. A "lpmd" fa'ther forgets 8(~movor - - tXy  .. I R ,WHH6 Fel l  voun SPANS I 
1~ Cupid il U~lorwator 4 Tillable ~ Food fish v ,  - - ~p ldmeelf.dthhksofhlaso.. He thenan¢ouragee the boy IS - -o f  ~ Ii.'1111 :NMr. I ALLEV$ ~ . . U .  ,ow, I 
to Mow in the direction he seems ineUned, wheat ' ~ ~ laniplage' Panaghlaa m__. ~==-- " . . . . . .  '~ ~ /'1~' " 
li Nlmbes II SeruUnlm | Bird ~ Knl~to ' , 
l l (~e  M$orf ? las t .  ~Epo~. ,, , .  • s,c. 
curve 6~ Young 8 Portia ~ $1 ~t '  ' ~ - -  
IV Vary dry Iid I Of a mom~ U Carved . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  
meyUn~m~ ncot~'--'-0-" mDUmmn~ mt~'~ "~"  . li4~P~'~i,=u~ .... AC>AI~.~ 
UKnof 
p 
DEAlt ABBY: I sin new in fide community and have. lNl ~ 
• made many lovely new friends. Imet a lady at church and 111Gemetrle l~J~m~yh~t 
invited her to my home for coffee and cake. It w~e then rve -- " [ 
that I discovered that she h either a thief or a .17Varydry [[ f  I I~GA~ • . ]  ~' I~.L~., , .~UI"~;U 
kleptomaniac, for when I went into the kitchen for a ISQueea ~-  II ~ ~ l 
moment, and suddenly returned, I caw her open her large 
purse rod, drop my silver spoon and fork ante it'. and topered " ~ - ~ '  [ ~  ~_Tf--  1 ~ ~ _ _ . . ~ ~  
You cen t imagine how shocked I wasl Now I do not want ~1 Musicai " A~. I~intL~ {l~: ~ rain. ~ Arched 40 Undlke . m ~ '  ~ L ~ { 
to make a big issue of it by preferrin~ charges ogainst her, inairummt 
but I do want my silverware back as those pieces are ~A Decimalunlt 49 Arab ' 
sterling silver and are part of my set. Do I dare ask her to N Promontory garment 
return them? And if so, how? i have told n6 bne and do not ~S tate ~I Deal in - .,Z~ ~ . ~  . i.: 
Imp~t 44 Charles . ' " :- 
intend to, NEW IN TOWN ~ Money d Lamb "~i ~ ' -  ~ 
DEAR NEW: You are considerate, compassionate and 34 Frighten sword s.y 
-- Khan 47 Comfort - 
wise'. Telephone the lady and ten her you saw her take M Split pulse 491nd/ancoln DOONESBUI~" , by Garry  Trude~u 
your silverware and would appredato her returning it. 
Then tell her that you know there are people who have a ~'/Marine day 49 Sharp 
compulsion to take thinge,.whl_eh, is ~ .Ulnese, ~ you ~bHummlng.~gC~tgulate ,52PosltiVevo~ I I ~ l i ~ l l l  ___.~l l  ~ " . ,  
"understand,"will tell no one, and hope teat sue wm seek 4-~ 53 Electrical I £~ 
professional help. 41Edom Amwertoyestarday'spuzzle. unit [| fW'0N~ / ,#/~O~ 
• .  .~IbTF.R! O~SOH~ 
DEAR ABBY' My daughter, who is in a home for unwed j . .  
• . , , [ ~ ' ~ ~  n, ~ ~ 
- n ' l  I I 
• I l , ll J 
I z '  I l~ISo ;, "s~ 
r., She Sh d.--' .n ".. I! t, want to see the baby after it s born. She says it will be 
easier to forget if she doesn't• 
Abby, even though it would be a lie, what harm would .. 
there be in tolling her that her baby died at birth? I 
wouldn't ask the doctor to tell the lie--I will take all the [ 
responsibility myself. I just want he doctor and the people ~9 
at the hospital where she will have the baby to back me up i W s° 
on my story. 
My daughter has suffered enough already, and it will be ,~ [ I ~35 i 
much easier for her if she thinks that her baby died' Then I m" i  I , 
she won't have' to go-through life wondering 'where her ~- 
child,is. I can see only good in this lie, but ff you think t m ~ ~ f l  
DEAR HEARTSICK: Although your Intentions are ". :l iS 3 
"sod, you can't accomplish good through evil acts. rieaso, sb [ 
~eur, abandon this dishonest scheme. Regardless of how / 
well.intentloned it is, it s wrong. ' S9 
DEAR ABBY: Please don't hink I am braggmg, but my -- 4-20 
problem is that I am too attractive. When I was in high CRYPIDqUIP 
school I, never had any girlfriends because they were all 
afraid I d take their boyfriends away from them. When I
went to work I had to quit one job after an°ther because YHDc DHYBIC  NUSVHNOUZ 
my bosses were forever making passes at me. No w that I 
am' married, I have the same problem. V L O L D O D B Z I S E F T S E, C L F F- / 
ALL of my husband's frien.ds propositinn .me- and.I, have to TSE NZUBVD . 
tell them off. Arid we don't have any murrtoa coupto8 to _go Yesterday*s Cryptoqulp -- CHARRED STEAKS CHOKED 
with because the wives are afraid of 'the around - • • t'  MEN AT AMATEUR COOKOUT CONTEST. 
competition. Sometunes I wash I were bern ugly. Wha ©tmKiqwutm.s~,~em,~. 
the solution7 • . . . .  RED" IN REDWOOD CITY. ', Today's.Cryptoqulp due: I equais A i 
DEAlt "RED": Face it, dear, if you area t con~iously L 
• inviting the attentions of the oppesite sex, you must be letterlee Cr~used standsiSaforSimpleanother.~xd/tutionlf you thi kCiphethat lnx equalsWhich eacho, t. / ,  ~ 
doing so uneensdously. No man in his right glad'makes u will equal o thr0ughout the poszls. Si~l. elett~., ~o~ we .r~, 
pass at u statue. He needs ome encouragement, A woman ~ ~ " ~  ~5 who has to bea~ off every man she meets hould find out " ~ words using an apeett~2te can 8tee you cram to locaun8, vowels~ Solutlm is aecempliahed by trial and error, 
why. ' ' 21~ Itq • ' ' ' . ' i  
le '/o , . ,~ .~, ,~ s1~iK.s "Gee Ralph, the party was y,isterdayl- "All right, all vlgh,. So l'm five minutes lute with the 
~ 1 ~ ~ ~  ~Lillhinlng ~ kUie more ' supper. You don't .v .  to eat t11o ,ate." 
each year than do tornadoes ' 
Don~ pile other produce on" top of eggplants in me mvr.geretor. Thw bruise emily, or hurricanes. 
/ 
% 
b 
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Still a long way to go, Baby 
CALGARY (CP) --  A 
report prepared by the 
personnel department says 
the stereotype of women 
working in clerical.see. 
retarial positions i.s "firmly 
entrenched" among the 
city's 6,-200 permanent 
employees. 
The study says: 
--"Women occupy 
traditional clerical and 
secretarial positions, with 
very few women occupying 
what we often refer to as. 
male-oriented jobs." 
--"The 59 women within 
definite wage differences 
between male and female in. 
cumhents, typically in. the 
order of $I,000." 
Clice Chalkley, personnel 
director, said: "The report 
reflects largely, attitudinal 
problems--among males 
and females, and 
management staff. 
"You have to work on 
people's attitudes and 
awareness, and make sure 
women do get assistance so 
they're more promotable." 
STICK TO TRADITION 
When it comes to con- 
sideration for advancement 
"only males and managers 
believe that opportunities 
are equal." 
interviews with 15 women 
in senior positions revealed 
that the idea that a woman 
can compete on the same 
level with a man is still 
considered a phenomenon by 
HE'LL STAND ON 
GUARD 
FORT McMURRAY, Alta. 
(CP) - -  Rupert Soames, 19, 
many men. 
All the women felt that if 
they were placed in the same 
situation as a man they 
should do comparable work. 
"Management, it often 
seems, expects iowor per. 
formanee from a female. 
Therefore, females are 
slotted into position of less 
responsibility." 
VANDALISM IS UP 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  
Vandalism of Vancouver 
boulevards and treat trees is 
Anattitude revenledby the the grandson .of Sir Winston "aettina Awnv nm nf h . .d  " 
t(~n ~?o,,.~e~:u,;ex~,~p~ s,,,,dy +,,,~ ,~t .  per,re, to+. Ch~c~,is+.work.in, e, ase- ,.+,,, , ' r~"m~'~,: ' - , ;+k 
• s p men ado + per cent ot cuntTguarotormesummer board RIIlrllsPv|mnP nf 
rep.resested again m lower women think traditionally at this booming oU-sands bou le~,nrd -~ ' ,~z"~ . ,~  samTy ranges.. These female jo~ are mint ap tow. in northeasmm a~ut ~ tre~'ac~s~e 
posiuons were mesuy senior propriate for women. Alberta. : • dtv must I~ r4~Inr,v:zd~ nf n 
clerical and secretarial "All respondents indicated ENO IS A WINNER cost ,,f o~=,; ~ '  "" " 
po.si!ions, such as corn- strongly that men do not MILL VILLAGE, N.S. HEv~V'A"~'R~"L~I~'L~i{s~n 
rumrunners' ecretaries." prefer to work for a woman (CP) --  An earthworm VANCOUVEn'/~'__'~,';, " 
- -"Men believe women and that men are given named Eno the Third wen Vancouver n'ol'ieVe" r-'el'm'~ 
have. additional ski!Is priority for managerial theaighthannuaiwormraco Imrsed a man wi~ ,~;d 
toexterityj which maxe positions," said the report at the Mill Vilinae con- -- . . . . . . . . . .  _v . ,_._ 
them bet " • . ,, ~,,olo xor xour ~rass rings ter stilted to jobs Males and managers solidated school. Eric was sold At A nn.t~ =,,+~,,,, hot 
such as typists." bellevewomen have a higher entered in the 60-centimetre were- 'a~rl '~sed- '~'-~"-"~ 
- -  Management-exen~pt turnover rate, are more race by Norma Johnson, a silver and .oi~. To en"s"ur~. 
positions range zrom often absent from their jobs Grade7stodontwboselected that th~ ~,,m~.,,. ,~o'=,~ 
m~a.geriai to professional and should be .primarily Eno from severalworms she hanr,~n "ag"ai~"the "~s"  
posRmns. The analysis responsible for sick off- used in trial runs during a,~i~,~?,"~'-~.  . . . . . .  -~"J~' 
revealed that there w~e spring. "spring training." v,.~.~ ,~_es?t~aOy~.,, +o v~,:+i, 
, ,.,e.or an, ~,..io~ ,a,n,i.o Con,rao,o. A i .ess ,  , I ~ I = I ~ I T A | ~  . __  , 
| ., Spray Equipment . . . I I I I at__ I M 1/ - ' I , L -%, J  LIU, / 
I ~we spray the Jon ann not the meoghbornood) I I ' " . l 
i Expert refinishing oldstyle furniture, cabinets and I I Most Anything.MostAnytime For ' / 
• 636-7417 ,:e,-,:n, °~ 
I TOOVEY II ++of.No+. v....+.+...+..=+.o. I 
• MOULDED COUNTERTOPS • 
SERVICE  
OANAYENTURE lMmcumr (boats) Ymml l  .. I 
I ,ootboard DOLMAR ,n  -~  , 
I Hours: Mon.-SaI. 0-+; I I :P,,~+~':+~",~+"++.~.o.v,-+,, ,.oR,," %.l.O. I 
• Dealer Licence . e~s. se4.t48e . [ 4946 Grelg Nurnber 02013A 635 6929 ] i ,Es se2 22s, FREE ESTIMATES I 
' I1~:~-:==. ~- j ,  -. • I • I l -~~P.+ Oontractnng I 
! , • o, . . .  +,+o. I I  Reroofing Specialist ! 
I VSG 3N5 PHONE (604) 635.3863 - "~.,,.," call II .en+ I +"oo 
30Ton Truck -Hydraulic Cranes-20 Ton R.T. I ] 
• I i TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU . 
BOB NO ESH - 624.6283 Prince Rupert I ( 638-8195 
SKEENA CRANE II =' : ,  
SERVICES LTD, J I ,,,,o,,,~o,~,~ + 
. 24 HOUR SERVICE  ' ' TERRACE 638 155511 ,,o~o 
I - , Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSG lV5 
SUZUKI Motorcycles and [ I r n ' 
acoessor~s in stock NOWX II MR, BUSINESSMAN! 
~ + This Space Is Reserved 
Terrace Equipment S"~los Ltd. I I F-r Vnm, AA ' 
4439 Lakelse635.6384 i J v IVN I  HHI  
Dealer No. 0,249A SUZUKI GOES THE DISTANCE! I I ' 
: ' 
• + , ~  H&H TRUCKING 
[Ready-Mix ~i J  SAND 
n" uov- . .ou  n n -..--u.lUlaVi:I 
00110RET| - - , , ,~ , ,~ ,~.  I I 
l TERRACE, B.C. I I  TOPSOIL 
U CUSTOM CONCRETE PRED. i n 
I Sand, Gravel, Dram Rock J l, "'''"'--'Oat) o lo l  or "'-"'cam i 114s'- 
~ i  i ~ imin ,  
' I Call+ us at 636-6367 9 to 5 + 
L i N K  ' o ' ' O , 
• - _..,,~w,.,,_+,....o,,._+ . ANDERSON 
/* T,V, GUIDE .i 
un m , .m • 
• ~. ..................... '~""~!" .:~,~,!i~+~:, + . 
+ i,i ''[ 
; l lm l l~  Ir J [~ J l  r J 
OL0SED MONDAY 
J 
I 
